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Abstract
We demonstrate electromagnetically induced transparency using lasers in the Laguerre-
Gaussian mode. The probe transmission is studied in an ultracold gas for the D2
line in both 85Rb and 87Rb. We consider the Lambda EIT configuration when the
control laser is in the Laguerre-Gaussian mode. We compare these results to a
similar configuration, but with the control laser in the fundamental laser mode.
We model the transmission of a probe laser under both configurations, and we
find good agreement with the experiment. We conclude that the use of Laguerre-
Gaussian modes in electromagnetically induced transparency results in narrower
resonance linewidths as compared to uniform control laser intensity. The narrow-
ing of the linewidth is caused by the spatial distribution of the Laguerre-Gaussian
intensity profile. This narrowing is dependent on the relative beam sizes between
the control laser and the probe laser. We examine the EIT spectrum character-
istics changing parameters of the Laguerre-Gaussian control laser, such as beam
waist and Rabi frequency. We found that the EIT resonance is optimized when
the Laguerre-Gaussian control and the Gaussian probe have the same waist size.
Additionally, the spatial structure of the probe transmission is manipulated us-
ing the Laguerre-Gaussian control laser. A control laser in the Laguerre-Gaussian
mode is characterized with annular intensity profiles. This results in the increased
transmission of the probe in regions of high control intensity, and high absorption
xxii
in the central, dark region of the Laguerre-Gaussian mode. We transferred the




This dissertation is primarily concerned with the role that a control laser prop-
agating in the Laguerre-Gaussian laser mode has on electromagnetically induced
transparency. We touch, very briefly, on the inclusion of higher orders of laser
modes in electromagnetically induced transparency. We also use the ultracold
atoms confined to a red-detuned Laguerre-Gaussian mode to measure the mode
purity of the laser. This chapter will give a brief overview of electromagnetically
induced transparency, and the roles that Laguerre-Gaussian modes contribute to
the optical technique. Finally, an outline of the thesis will be provided.
1.1 Overview of the dissertation
Electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) is an optical technique used to
manipulate quantum states of atoms and photons [1]. A control laser modifies
the absorption profile of a probe laser. The control laser couples atomic states,
causing coherent destructive interference of excitation pathways of the atom. The
result is an increased transmission of the probe laser tuned to an atomic resonance
where absorption is otherwise expected. Figure 1.1 shows a typical EIT transmis-
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sion spectrum (blue curve) in addition to a two level transmission spectrum (red
curve). When ∆p = 0 (probe on resonance with atomic transition), the destructive
interference results in the shown transmission window. Applications of EIT range
from coherent storage of light in the atomic medium for quantum information stor-
age [2, 3], nonlinear optics [4], and lasing without population inversion [5].
Initial spectroscopic studies of EIT were performed in an atomic gas at room
temperature [6]. Large laser powers can overcome the Doppler broadening, but
cause homogeneous line broadening. However, specific Doppler-free techniques
produce EIT signals in a room temperature gas with moderate laser powers [7–10].
Alternatively, experiments that produce ultracold samples of atomic gases result
in Doppler-broadening smaller than the natural linewidth of the atomic transition.
The reduced transverse motion of cold atoms also suppresses the decoherence due
to diffusion. Ultracold gases also offer high densities, typically in the range from
109− 1012 cm−3. For these reasons, EIT has been extensively studied in this envi-
ronment [11–15].
One consequence of EIT is the slowing of light in an atomic sample. The de-
structive interference of excitation pathways in EIT leads to a sub-natural linewidth
transmission feature. There is no theoretical minimum to the linewidth, which is
only limited by experimental decoherences, such as background magnetic fields,
laser linewidth, atomic collisions, and other homogeneous broadening [1]. Slow
light results from enhancement of the slope of the dispersion in the frequency
2

















Figure 1.1: The transmission spectrum for a two level atom (red curve), and an
EIT level scheme (blue curve). The control laser couples the atomic states, causing
coherent destructive interference between two excitation pathways. The narrow
transmission feature is characteristic to EIT.
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range near the EIT resonance. Lowering of the intensity of the control field leads
to narrowing of the EIT linewidth and results in the decreasing of probe group
velocity. Speeds many orders of magnitude less than c have been achieved in an
ultracold gas [16] and in room temperature gases [17, 18]. A slowed probe pulse
propagating through the medium can be coherently stored in and retrieved from
the atoms by adiabatically switching the control laser off and on [2,3].
Incorporation of a laser propagating in a Laguerre-Gaussian (LG`p) mode to EIT
is of considerable interest. The azimuthal winding phase (ei`φ) leads to quantized
orbital angular momentum (OAM) of `~ per photon. The OAM forces the intensity
to go to zero at the center, and the additional p radial nodes give rise to “doughnut”
shaped beams, or even concentric ring intensity patterns and a spatially varying
Rabi frequency. A control laser with a large Rabi frequency (as compared to the
decoherence rates) increases the signal contrast of the EIT feature, while a small
Rabi frequency results in a narrower EIT resonance. Placing a control laser in an
LG`p mode, and aligning the probe laser to the central node causes most of the
probed atoms to experience a low control field, resulting in a narrowing of the EIT
resonance. Then, the control laser power can be increased, improving the signal.
Previously, sub-natural linewidths were observed in the EIT transmission spectra
using an LG10 control beam in room temperature gases [19, 20]. Remarkably, the
LG10 control laser reduced the EIT linewidth by a factor of 2 as compared to a sim-
ilar experiment with the control in a Gaussian mode. It was proposed in ref. [20]
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that the OAM of the control beam could decrease the decoherences due to transit
effects of the room temperature gas. However, they show that increasing OAM
does not increase the narrowing and argue that the reduction in EIT linewidth is
due entirely to the spatial dependence of the control Rabi frequency.
We measure EIT transmission spectra using an LG10 laser mode in ultracold
atoms prepared in a magneto-optical trap (MOT). We find narrowing of the EIT
resonance, and in the ultracold system transit decoherences are negligible. We
measure EIT linewidths with the control beam in the LG10 mode and the probe
in the fundamental Gaussian mode for four different EIT configurations of the
D2 line for both 85Rb and 87Rb. We compare this data with EIT spectra where
both the probe and the control lasers are in the fundamental Gaussian mode. A
theoretical model is used to analyze each configuration. We use a density matrix
formalism for a six level system composing the two ground-state hyperfine levels
and the four excited-state hyperfine levels of the D2 transition in 85Rb and 87Rb.
We model the fields as plane-waves when the control is in the fundamental mode,
and include the spatially varying Rabi frequency when the control is in the LG10
mode [19, 21]. A transmission spectrum is generated from the steady-state solu-
tions of the density matrix equations. We find good agreement between the model
and the experiment. For both theory and experiment, we observe narrower EIT
resonance features with the control laser in the LG10 mode than with the control
laser in the Gaussian mode.
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Improvements on the coherence of our system allowed us to study, in more
detail, the effect that the LG10 has on EIT. In principle, the experimentalist can
generate an LG10 mode of any size (within the diffractive limit). We examined
(both theoretically and experimentally) the characteristics of the EIT resonances
with the control laser in the LG10 mode. In particular, we varied the size of the
LG10 control mode with respect to the Gaussian probe mode. Using the contrast
(height) and width of the EIT resonance as our benchmark, we conclude that the
conditions for EIT are optimized when the waists of the two modes are the same.
Use of the well defined OAM states of the LG10 laser mode for quantum infor-
mation is gaining in popularity. A probe laser carrying OAM generates a manifold
of information degrees of freedom, allowing multi-dimensional quantum computing
and encryption [22]. Storage of LG`p probe pulses in gases has been demonstrated
in both room temperature gases [23–26], and in ultracold gases [27–30]. Transfer-
ring OAM states from the control laser in an LG10 mode to the Gaussian probe
laser was recently demonstrated using EIT assisted storage of a probe pulse in a
solid state medium [31]. The experiment stored the probe pulse using a Gaussian
control, then read the pulse using an LG10 mode. Conservation of OAM resulted
in the transfer of the OAM from the control laser to the probe laser. Also, conser-
vation of OAM in four-wave mixing processes was extensively studied [32].
This work explores the transferring of information from the control laser to
the probe laser via EIT. While we do not transfer OAM from the control to the
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probe, we do observe the mapping of the control spatial intensity structure to the
probe. The intensity distribution of the LG10 mode spatially manipulates the lin-
ear susceptibility of the atomic medium. The image of an LG10 laser mode was
transferred to a probe laser in a room temperature gas [33]. Surprisingly, the free
space propagation of the transmitted probe maintained a donut shape over long
distances ≈ 2m. We performed a study in an ultracold gas where the probe is
in the Gaussian mode, and the control is in the LG10 mode. A Λ-configuration is
created on the hyperfine levels of the D2 transition in 85Rb. With the assistance of
EIT, we observed the transfer of the donut intensity pattern onto the probe laser,
maintaining its shape for a propagation distance of ≈ 2 m.
1.2 Outline of the dissertation
Chapter 2 will provide a theoretical basis for the experimental results of this disser-
tation. A simple, two level atom will lend itself to understanding the mechanisms
responsible for absorption, laser cooling, and laser trapping. We will then add a
third level to our model to describe electromagnetically induced transparency. As
our experiment evolved, more levels will need to be added to describe our various
systems. Chapter 3 will describe the experimental apparatus used to make the
measurements described in this dissertation. This description will cover the lasers,
vacuum system, trapping system, detection system, instruments, and computer
control used by our group. Chapter 4 will present EIT spectra with an analysis
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for configurations with the control laser in the LG10 mode and in the Gaussian
mode. In chapter 5, we will focus on EIT with the control laser in the LG10 mode.
In particular, we will show results for optimization of the EIT spectra for various
transverse mode overlapping between the LG10 control laser and the Gaussian mode
probe laser. This is verified by our theoretical model. Chapter 6 will present mea-
surements of probe transmission manipulation. This is caused by spatial variation
of the transverse profile of the LG10 laser mode.
Appendix A displays spectra for the control laser in higher order LG`p modes.
In particular, we employ the LG50 mode and the LG
2
1 mode. Appendix B presents
analysis of 2D confinement of ultracold 87Rb atoms using a red and blue detuned
LG10 laser mode. The distribution of atoms confined by the dipole potential of the





This dissertation is an experimental endeavor. However, the theoretical tools nec-
essary to describe the atomic systems are accessible to us mere mortal experimen-
talists. As such, a great effort is made to provide a firm theoretical description
of the results presented hereafter. This chapter will develop the relevant theory
for this work. In most cases, we will use a semi-classical model of the atom and
electromagnetic field. Derivations for Electromagnetically Induced Transparency
(EIT) using various laser transverse modes will be a large portion of this chapter.
For this analysis, the control laser will possibly have the Gaussian or Laguerre-
Gaussian transverse mode, and the probe laser will be in the Gaussian mode.
Since Laguerre-Gaussian modes are central to this dissertation, section 2.2 will
introduce the characteristics of lasers. Section 2.3 will briefly describe the atomic
angular momentum coupling responsible for the rich atomic structures of 85Rb
and 87Rb. Section 2.4 introduces transitions in a two-level atom. With this simple
model, we are able to understand laser cooling and trapping in section 2.5. In
section 2.7, we add a third level to describe EIT. The experimental results pre-
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sented in chapters 4 - 6 are described with level structures that are more complex
than a three level atom. To model these systems, we develop an EIT model that
uses four-levels (section 2.8) and six-levels (section 2.9). Finally, we focus on the
transfer of the transverse intensity profile of the Laguerre-Gaussian control laser
to the probe laser in section 2.10.
2.2 Lasers
The word “Laser” is an acronym whose components are Light Amplification through
Stimulated Emission Radiation. The laser can be summarized into four main
components. The first piece is the Gain Medium. Photons must be generated
from somewhere. There exists some medium that is excited to some meta-stable
state (the medium can be composed of atoms, molecules, crystals, semiconductors,
etc...). In most cases, electrons are excited into the meta-stable state. The pro-
cess of “lasing” begins with the spontaneous decay of the electron to the ground
state, resulting in the emission of a photon. The photon will propagate through the
medium, stimulating other meta-stable, excited electrons to de-excite to the ground
state. Each relaxation causes the emission of a photon with the same frequency,
phase, and propagation direction as the photon that stimulated the decay. Sur-
rounding the medium with a second component, called the Resonator/Cavity,
is key to photon amplification. The cavity is typically composed of two mirrors
whose separation distance determines the longitudinal modes (selected frequen-
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cies) and the lindewidth of the laser. With the set up described thus far, photons
are stimulated to emit radiation along a preferential direction selected by the cav-
ity. Each photon reflects back and forth between the mirrors of the cavity, and
after some time all the atoms decay to the ground state. No more photons can be
added to the field. This brings us to the third laser element. A Pumping Mech-
anism is introduced to continuously promote the stimulated electrons back into
the meta-stable state, where more stimulated emission can occur. The pumping
mechanism may be a flash lamp (as in the ruby laser), a high voltage source (as in
the Helium-Neon laser), an injection current (as in the semi-conductor laser), and
many other sources of replenishing energy. Finally, we need some way to Extract
the Energy. This is simply done by partially silvering only one of the resonator
mirrors (i.e., making the reflectivity of one mirror 90% and the other 100%) [34].
The four elements that were just summarized gives rise to some unique prop-
erties. Namely, lasers are monochromatic, coherent, and collimated. The degree
at which a light source is monochromatic can be defined by a quality factor, Q





where ν is the peak frequency and ∆ν is the full width at half maximum of the
intensity. If one decreases the line width, one would expect an increase in the










Figure 2.1: An emission line for a typical laser. The definition of ∆ν is the full
width at half the maximum intensity, and the definition of the peak frequency is
the frequency at which the distribution reaches a maximum.
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Table 2.1: Q-factors for a typical diode laser and the sun.
∆ν ν Q
Laser 100 Hz 3.84× 1014 Hz 3.84× 1012
Sun 1014 Hz 6× 1014 Hz 6
factors of the laser and the sun.
The remaining properties of a laser to be discussed involve the coherence and
collimation. We can describe the coherence both spatially and temporally. The
spatial coherence is a characteristic length in which all the photons are in phase
with each other. Similarly, the temporal coherence is a characteristic time in which
all the photons are in phase with each other. They are related by the photon ve-
locity, or l = cτ . The collimation of radiation implies that all the photons remain
close to the propagation axis. This property gives rise to a boundary condition
that we will apply later to Maxwell’s equations later [34].
With an understanding of the elements of a laser, we can now describe the
transverse structure of laser beams. Laser beams in the Laguerre-Gaussian trans-
verse mode are popular in atomic and molecular experiments due to their intrinsic
orbital angular momentum. Electric and magnetic fields carry momentum and
energy [35]. It will be shown that the LG modes carry orbital angular momentum
described by the azimuthal phase. Further, the quantity ` is an integer associated
with the eigenvalue of the quantum orbital angular momentum operator Lz [36].
To proceed with this conversation, we will need to employ Maxwell’s equations.
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2.2.1 Laser field solutions
Let’s begin with Maxwell’s equations. Although the cavity contains the gain
medium, we can approximate a medium as non-dispersive. Consider Maxwell’s
equations for electric and magnetic fields in a vacuum (no sources nor currents) [35].
∇ · E = 0 (2.2a)











Here, E is the electric field vector, B is the magnetic field vector, and c is the
vacuum speed of light. If we know the electric field, then (through the equa-
tions above) we can easily find the magnetic field of a traveling wave through the
Poynting vector. Taking the curl of equation (2.2c), we get













The general solution to equation (2.4) is of the form
E(r, t) = E(r)ε̂e−iωt, (2.5)
where E(r) is the spatial component of the electric field, r is the position vector,
ε̂, and ω is the angular frequency of the field. Substituting equation (2.5) into
equation (2.4), we get the following differential equation for defining the spatial
piece of the electric field.
∇2E + k2E = 0, (2.6)
where we introduced the wave number k = ω/c. We may make symmetry ar-
guments to attempt to simplify the problem. The shape of the cavity implies a
cylindrical symmetry. But for reasons that will become apparent later, I will re-
main in Cartesian coordinates, where the fields propagate in the z-direction.
I now introduce a condition that stems from one of the well known properties
of a laser beam. We require that a laser be well collimated. Then the fields remain
close to the z-axis. This is known as the paraxial approximation. In Cartesian
coordinates, the Laplacian in equation 2.6 is defined in terms of x, y, and z. Un-
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der the paraxial approximation, the curvature of the field in the z-direction is very




∇2⊥E(x, y) + 2ik
∂
∂z
E(z) = 0, (2.7)







transverse structure of the field.
Fundamental transverse mode
The simplest solution (also called the Gaussian mode) to equation (2.7) is:






where w(z) is the radius of the laser at the position z, R(z) is the radius of the
wavefront at the position z, and ψ(z) is the so-called Gouy phase. The position
z = 0 corresponds to the waist (focus) of the laser. These parameters define
the transverse mode of the Gaussian laser. More specifically, we define the beam














































where Hn(x) are the Hermite polynomials and n is an index describing the order
of the mode. This work does not concern itself with these modes; we only note this
mode in passing. Figure 2.2 shows several Hermite Gaussian modes. It is inter-
esting, however, to note that these modes can be converted into modes associated
with this work: the Laguerre-Gaussian modes.
Laguerre-Gaussian modes
The solution of interest for this work has azimuthal symmetry. Recasting equa-


















where φ is the azimuthal winding phase, and r is the radial coordinate in the
transverse plane. Solutions to equation (2.7) (using the Laplacian of the form
17
Figure 2.2: Several Hermite-Gaussian laser modes. The mode corresponding to
m = n = 0 is the fundamental (Gaussian) mode described by equation (2.8).
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in equation (2.11)) are the so-called Laguerre-Gaussian modes (LG`p). Figure 2.3
shows intensity profiles (I ∝ |E|) of several LG`p modes.














The azimuthal phase e−i`φ gives rise to `~ of orbital angular momentum per photon.
The azimuthal winding phase also forces the electric field to have p+ 1 anti-nodes.
These characteristics are illustrated in figures 2.3 and 2.4. Figure 2.3 shows the
transverse intensity patterns for several values of p and `. Figure 2.4 shows the
interference pattern of an LG`p laser mode with a plane wave. The number of
spirals is equal to the winding number, `. As a note, setting ` = p = 0 results
in the fundamental mode described in equation (2.8). In equation (2.12), w(z)
is the waist (transverse 1/e radius of the electric field), R(z) is the wavefront
curvature, and ψ(z) is the Gouy phase.
The associated Laguerre polynomial, L|`|p , is related to the Laguerre polynomial






Figure 2.3: Intensity profiles for LG10 through LG
5
3. The p+1 intensity anti-nodes
describe the number of rings, while the winding number ` describes the orbital
angular momentum of the LG`p.
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It is important to note that the associated Laguerre polynomials can be expanded
as a linear combination of Hermite polynomials [38,39].
∑
k=0
n+m(2i)kP n−k,m−kk (0)Hn+m−k(x)Hk(y) =
2n+m ×

(−1)mm!(x+ iy)n−mLn−mm (x2 + y2) for n ≥ m
(−1)nn!(x+ iy)m−nLm−nn (x2 + y2) for m > n
(2.14)
This relationship provides one path for the experimental generation of LG`p laser
modes. In some cases, it is easier to generate Hermite-Gaussian laser modes.
The experimentalist can convert the Hermite-Gaussian modes through astigmatic
optical components in such a way that the appropriate superposition of Hermite-
Gaussian modes results in an LG`p [38, 39].
2.2.2 Orbital angular momentum
It is well understood that light has spin angular momentum, which is analogous to
that of a particle. The spin is represented by the symbol, σz, and takes on values
of +1 for right-hand circular polarization, −1 for right-hand circular polarization,
and 0 for linear polarization. Additionally, light can also carry orbital angular
momentum (OAM). In general, OAM is dependent upon the choice of coordinates.
However, the LG`p laser modes carry `~ OAM for all choices of coordinates. This
class of laser modes has intrinsic OAM [40].
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Figure 2.4: Interference patterns of a Gaussian mode (p = ` = 0) with each of the
profiles shown in figure 2.3 profiles for LG10 through LG
5
3. The winding number `
describes the orbital angular momentum of the LG`p mode. This is visualized with
the interference pattern. The number of spirals is equal to the winding number, `.
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The OAM arises from the ei`φ winding phase (see equation (2.12)). The node at
the center of the LG`p mode is a natural consequence of the OAM (see figure 2.3).
One physical interpretation of the OAM property of light is that the winding phase
leads to a helical wavefront, rotating about the node as the laser propagates. The
winding phase is visualized by interfering a plane wave with an LG`p mode, as
shown in figure 2.4. The number of spirals corresponds to the winding number, `.
A wonderful review of photon OAM can be found in reference [37].
2.3 Atomic structure
This section summarizes the useful documents on 85Rb [41] and 87Rb [42]. We will
report only the information necessary to describe the atomic structure of 85Rb and
87Rb, and we direct the reader to the reference for more information. We will start
with the various angular momentum coupling that results in the structure of the
rubidium atom. Then, we will briefly discuss the so-called Zeeman effect because
it is key to understanding laser cooling and trapping.
Fine structure
The fine structure of an atom is the result of coupling between the orbital angular
momentum (L) of the valence electron with the spin angular momentum (S) of
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that electron. The total electronic angular momentum is given by,
J = S + L. (2.15)
The operator, J, has quantum numbers that lie within the range |L − S| ≤ J ≤
L + S. Spectroscopic notation describes the fine-structure states of the atom. In
general, the notation takes the form:
n2S+1LJ , (2.16)
where n is the principle quantum number. However, we conventionally label L with
letters that represent each of the orbital angular momentum values. Table 2.2 lists
several of these symbols. The ground state of rubidium corresponds to S = 1/2,
L = 0, J = 1/2, and n = 5. Therefore, the notation for the ground state of
rubidium is 52S1/2. The first excited state of rubidium has quantum numbers
S = 1/2, L = 1, and n = 5. The possible eigenvalues of J are thus 1/2 and
3/2. This corresponds to the two fine-structure states, 52P1/2 and 5
2P3/2. We call
the transition from the 52S1/2 state to the 5
2P1/2 state the D1 transition, and the
transition from the 52S1/2 state to the 5
2P3/2 state the D2 transition. This work
is performed entirely on the D2 transition.
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The hyperfine structure results from the coupling between the total electronic
angular momentum, J, and the total nuclear spin angular momentum, I. The
nuclear spin for 85Rb is I = 5/2, and the nuclear spin for 87Rb is I = 3/2. The
“good” quantum number is the total angular momentum of the atom,
F = J + I = S + L + I. (2.17)
Similar to the total electronic angular momentum, the quantum numbers of F
must lie between:
|J − I| ≤ F ≤ J + I. (2.18)
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Consider, first, 85Rb. As mentioned above, the ground state has quantum
numbers S = 1/2, L = 0, J = 1/2, and n = 5. With these values, we can include
the nuclear spin I = 5/2. From equation (2.18), we know that F can take on values
of F = 2, 3. The atomic energy levels of the ground state are shifted depending
on the value of F . There are two hyperfine states in the ground state. The D1
excited state has quantum numbers S = 1/2, L = 1, J = 1/2, I = 5/2, and n = 5.
From equation (2.18), we know that F can take on values of F = 2, 3, leading to
two hyperfine states in the D1 excited state. The D2 excited state has quantum
numbers S = 1/2, L = 1, J = 3/2, I = 5/2, and n = 5. The total angular
momentum for the excited D2 electronic state can take on values of F = 1, 2, 3, 4,
leading to four hyperfine states in the D2 excited state.
Consider, next, 87Rb. As mentioned above, the ground state has quantum
numbers S = 1/2, L = 0, J = 1/2, and n = 5. To these values, we can include the
nuclear spin I = 3/2. From equation (2.18), we know that F can take on values
of F = 1, 2. The atomic energy levels of the ground state are shifted depending
on the value of F . There are two hyperfine states in the ground state. The D1
excited state has quantum numbers S = 1/2, L = 1, J = 1/2, I = 3/2, and n = 5.
From equation (2.18), we know that F can take on values of F = 1, 2, leading to
two hyperfine states in the D1 excited state. The D2 excited state has quantum
numbers S = 1/2, L = 1, J = 3/2, I = 3/2, and n = 5. The total angular
momentum can take on values of F = 0, 1, 2, 3, leading to four hyperfine states in
26
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Figure 2.5: The fine and hyperfine structure of (a) 85Rb and (b) 87Rb. The ground
state is resolved into two hyperfine levels, while the excited state is resolved into
four hyperfine levels.
the D2 excited state.
Figure 2.5 summarizes this description.
Zeeman effect
The Zeeman effect is an interaction of the atom with a small, static magnetic field.
The hyperfine levels have 2F + 1 magnetic sublevels. The sublevels describe the
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angular component of the electronic wavefunction. In the absence of a magnetic
field (B = 0), all magnetic sublevels are degenerate. Applying a magnetic field
lifts this degeneracy. If we define the direction of the static magnetic field to be in
the ẑ direction (B = Bz ẑ), then the Hamiltonian that describes the interaction of




(gSSz + gLLz + gIIz)Bz, (2.19)
where µB is the Bohr magneton. The parameters gS, gL, and gI are the g-factors
for the electron spin, electron orbital angular momentum, and the nuclear spin.
These describe corrections to the magnetic dipole moments of the electron spin,
electron orbital angular momentum, and the nuclear spin respectively.
If the field is small compared to the hyperfine splitting, then F is a good





where gF is the g-factor for the total angular momentum of the atom. To first
order (for weak magnetic fields), we the magnetic sublevels of F , notated as mF ,
split linearly.




Δ = ω - ω��
|�〉
|�〉
Figure 2.6: A simple, two level atom. The ground level is labeled |1〉, and the ex-
cited level is labeled |2〉. The resonant frequency is labeled ω12. A monochromatic
electric field is incident on the two level atom with frequency, ω, detuned from the
resonance ∆ = ω − ω12.
where we have used the eigenvalues of Fz defined as mF~.
2.4 Light interacting with two level atoms
Our atom will be treated as having two levels only: a ground level and an excited
level (see figure 2.6). We will label the lower level, |1〉, and the upper level, |2〉. In
reality, atoms are complex and have many (infinite) levels. However, if we assume
that the frequency of the monochromatic light-field is near resonance to the |1〉
to |2〉 transition, then we can ignore the small probability of exciting the atom to
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other transitions.
There are many sources that describe two level transitions well [40, 43, 44]. It
will serve our purposes to summarize assuming a steady-state1(t→∞).
For this treatment, we assume the monochromatic light field has a frequency
detuned from the resonance by ∆ = ω − ω12. Here, ω is the frequency of the
laser, ω12 = (E2 − E1)/~, and E1 and E2 are the energies of the states |1〉 and |2〉
respectively. The rate at which photons are scattered (absorbed, then re-emitted)
is related to the fraction of the population in the excited state, as well as the decay
rate of the atom, Γ. For a two level atom, the scattering rate is [43]
Rsc = Γρ22 = Γ
Ω2/4
∆2 + Γ2/4 + Ω2/2
, (2.22)
where we have introduced a new term, ρ22, known as the density matrix element.
Density matrices will be employed more widely in the sections to come. It simply
represents the fraction of atoms in the excited state.
Additionally, we have introduced a new quantity, Ω, known as the Rabi fre-
quency. For a two level atom located at the position, r0, and driven by a light field






1We reserve a more detailed theoretical treatment of light interactions with matter for three
levels and higher. In fact, under the limit that the control field goes to zero (Ωc → 0), we recover
the results of this section.
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Here, d2 = |〈1|d̂ · ε̂|2〉|2 is the square of the dipole matrix element2, d̂ is the
dipole operator, and the polarization of the electric field is defined by ε̂. The Rabi
frequency describes the strength of the interaction of the light field with the atom.






This is a Lorentzian profile with a full-width at half max (FWHM) of Γ. At high





The line shape is still Lorentzian, but the FWHM is
√
2Ω is broadened. This is
known as power broadening. Figure 2.7 shows scattering line shapes for a two level
atom for various pumping strengths. As the power increases, the fraction of atoms
found in the excited state saturates at 1/2.
2We examine the dipole matrix elements with more detail in the remaining sections. The
dipole matrix elements are dependent upon light-field polarizations, ε̂. In our experiments, the




















Figure 2.7: A plot of the fraction of population in the excited state (ρ22). As the
Rabi frequency (Ω) increases, we find that more of the ensemble of two level atoms
are promoted to the excited state, reaching saturation at ρ22 = 0.5. Additionally,
the scattering line-shape broadens.
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2.5 Mechanical effects on atoms by light
Lasers are the workhorse for ultracold atomic physics. In general, we start with
a gas of rubidium atoms at room temperature. Through the repeated process of
absorption and emission of laser light, we can transfer momentum from the light
field to the atoms, thus slowing them to ultracold temperatures. We will start
with a description of radiation pressure. Then, expanding this concept to three
dimensions we describe how to laser cool a gas of atoms. Finally, we will explain
how adding a quadrupole magnetic field allows us to cool and trap atoms.
2.5.1 Radiation pressure
Light carries a quanta of momentum of ~k per photon. Therefore, the total rate
of momentum transfer (the radiation force), is given by [43]
Frad = ~kRsc, (2.27)
where Rsc is the scattering rate described in equation (2.22). Under the weak laser








A single laser directed in the opposite direction of the motion of an atom will
exert a force described by equation 2.28, slowing it. In general, temperature is
a measurement of the average motion of the atoms (usually as a spread of the
velocities). Decreasing the average velocity of an ensemble of atoms results in a
decrease of the temperature of the ensemble.
2.5.2 Laser cooling
Consider an atom moving in one dimension as describe by figure 2.8 (a). A laser
field (laser 1) propagates in the same direction as the atom, and a second laser
field (laser 2) propagates in the opposite direction as the atom. Both lasers are
detuned below the rest frame atomic transition by an amount ∆. Since the atom
is moving away (toward) laser 1 (2), then the light will be Doppler-shifted away
(toward) the atomic transition by an amount −kv (+kv). Therefore, the detuning
that the atom sees for each laser is given by:
∆1 = ∆− kv
∆2 = ∆ + kv.
(2.29)
The result is that the atom scatters more photons from laser 2 than from laser 1.
The atom will absorb a photon preferentially from laser 2, receiving a momentum
“kick” in the direction of laser 2. However, the atom will re-emit the photon,
but in a random direction. This process occurs millions of times per second. The
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momentum gained by the atom from the re-emission of a photon averages-out to
zero. Therefore, there is a net force opposing the motion of the atom. We can





(∆− kv)2 + Γ2/4
− 1





Interestingly, if the atom changes the direction of its motion toward laser 1,
then the signs of the Doppler shift reverse. In this case, the atom now feels a larger
radiation force from laser 1, which opposes the motion of the atom. The atom will
always feel a force that opposes its motion along this one-dimensional axis.
For small atom speeds (v  Γ/k), we can expand the net force in equa-
tion (2.30) and take only the first order in v, represents the radiation force as a








The viscous force is a damping force when the lasers are tuned below the atomic
transition (∆ < 0).
Laser cooling in all dimensions can be accomplished by aligning three sets of




Figure 2.8: (a) A configuration for laser cooling of an atom moving in one-
dimension. (b) A configuration for laser cooling of an atom moving in three-
dimension.
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Cooling a gas in this manner creates an optical molasses. As its name suggests,
the molasses is a “sticky”, viscous region in space where the atoms are slowed and
cooled.
The process of re-emission is a random process. Therefore, there is a limit to
how cold laser cooling can achieve (spoiler: we cannot get to absolute zero with
this process). In fact, there are two limits. The first is the so-called Doppler
limit. An atom nearly at rest will absorb a photon, at random, from one of the six
lasers. It will then re-emit the photon in another random direction. This leads to






where kB is the Boltzmann constant. For
87Rb the Doppler limit is 146 µK.
However, with a careful balancing of laser intensity and polarization, the laser
cooling may reach even lower temperatures. This is the so-called “sub-Doppler”
cooling introduced theoretically by reference [45], and experimentally verified in a
MOT by reference [46]. Sub-Doppler cooling results from polarization gradients
set by a standing wave produced by the trapping laser beams. As an atom moves
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.9: Taken from reference [45]. (a) The light-shifted ground state sublevels
for an atom with angular momentum Jg = 1/2. The filled circles shows the relative
steady-state populations of the two levels. The atom is most populated in the states
with the lowest energy. (b) A conceptual representation of Sisyphus cooling. Due
to the time delay for optical pumping, the atom spends (on average) more time
“climbing” the potential, thus decreasing its motion.
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through space, it experiences changes in polarization (say σ+ to linear to σ−, as
shown in figure 2.9). A key requirement for sub-Doppler cooling is a variation in
magnetic sublevel population as an atom moves through space. The atom sees
changes in polarization, and thus the potential for each magnetic sublevel changes.
Figure 2.9 (a) illustrates the variation of the magnetic sublevel population. The
atom is most populated in states with the lowest energy. The laser field optically
pumps between the manifold of ground state magnetic sublevels. Due to the delay
for optically pumping, the atom spends (on average) more time “climbing” the
potential energy curve. This results in a decrease of the kinetic energy of the
atom, thus cooling beyond the Doppler limit. A more rigorous presentation of this
effect is found in reference [45]. The lower limit of sub-Doppler cooling is then set
by the temperature associated with the change in momentum of one photon. This





where m is the mass of the atom. For 87Rb, the recoil temperature is 198 nK.
2.5.3 Magneto-optical trap
The optical molasses will viscously cool the atoms, but the atoms will not be
confined to a particular region in space. However, if we introduce a quadrupole
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field (produced with a pair of anti-Helmholtz coils), then we can cool and trap the
atoms. Anti-Helmholtz coils are circular, current carrying coils of wire that are
aligned axially, and separated by the radius of each of the coils. This configuration
produces a linear magnetic filed that is zero at the center of the coils. Configuring
the three pairs of counter-propagating lasers such that they cross at the center
of the anti-Helmholtz coils (the location where the magnetic field goes to zero)
specifies a location where the atoms will be confined. This configuration is called
the magneto-optical trap (MOT), and was first demonstrated by [47]. Figure 2.10
visualizes the described configuration.
Consider an atom with a ground state having total angular momentum F = 0,
and an excited state having total angular momentum F ′ = 1. The ground state
has only one Zeeman level, mF = 0. The excited state has three Zeeman levels,
m′F = −1, 0,+1. At the center of the anti-Helmholtz coils, all three of excited
state sublevels are degenerate because the magnetic field is zero. As an atom
moves away from the center of the coils, the magnetic field is non-zero and the
degeneracy is lifted. Figure 2.11 and 2.12 show the magnetic field as a function
of position in the x, y, and z directions. Additionally, these figures show how the
degeneracy is lifted as a function of position in the x, y, and z directions. The
z-axis is defined along the symmetric axis. The x- and y-axes are orthogonal to
the symmetric axis. The origin (and center of the trap) is located at the center of
the two anti-Helmholtz coils. For simplicity, the following narrative will be for the
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Figure 2.10: A representation of the magneto-optical trap. A pair of anti-
Helmholtz coils create a linear magnetic field that is zero at the center of the
trap. Three pairs of counter-propagating laser beams cool and trap the atoms at
the center of the trap. The polarizations are chosen to match the correct selection
rules for the shown direction of current flow, I.
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x (and y) direction only. The same process occurs in the z dimension as well, but
the slope of the magnetic field is negative.
Along the x-axis, the magnetic field has a positive slope and is linear. For
small magnetic fields, the Zeeman effect is linear in magnetic field. The laser field
is detuned below the field-free resonance of the F = 0 → F ′ = 1 transition (just
like in laser cooling). As the atom moves along the +x-axis, the mF ′ = −1 level
is shifted closer in energy to the energy of the laser, while the mF ′ = +1 level is
shifted further away from the energy of the laser. A laser with circular polarization
described as σ− can excite transition from mF = 0 → m′F = −1, in agreement
with the selection rule ∆mF = −1. So, an atom moving in the +x̂ direction will
come into resonance with a laser with σ− polarization. Steering the σ− laser to
propagate in the −x̂ direction will impart a force back toward the center of the
trap.
Likewise, as an atom that moves in the −x̂-direction, the mF ′ = +1 level
is shifted closer in energy to the energy of the laser, while the mF ′ = −1 level is
shifted further away from the energy of the laser. A laser with circular polarization
described as σ+ can excite transitions from mF = 0 → m′F = +1, in agreement
with the selection rule ∆mF = +1. So, an atom moving in the −x̂ direction will
come into resonance with a laser with σ+ polarization. Steering the σ+ laser to
propagate in the +x̂ direction will impart a force back toward the center of the
trap.
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The radiation force equation 2.28 can be modified by incorporating additional
“detuning” caused by the magnetic field. Namely, for an atom moving along the
+x-axis, detuning from each of the two lasers that the atom sees are:
∆1 = ∆− kv − µβx/~
∆2 = ∆ + kv + µβx/~,
(2.35)
where B = βx is a linear model function for the magnetic field, β = dB/ dz is the
gradient of the magnetic field, and µ is the magnetic moment. Substituting this




(∆− kv − µB/~)2 + Γ2/4
− 1






For small speeds (v  Γ/k) and for small deviations from the center of the trap















Employing the configuration described above creates an atom trap that has a
restoring force (position dependent), and a viscous (velocity dependent) force.
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Figure 2.11: The principle of confinement in the z-dimension in a magneto-optical
trap. The bottom panel shows the linear position dependence of the magnetic field.
This field lifts the degeneracy of the magnetic sublevels in the excited state. As
an atom moves to the right, the mF ′ = 1 sublevel is shifted toward resonance with
the σ+ laser for an atom. The same process happens when the atom moves to the
right, with the exception that the mF ′ = −1 sublevel is shifted toward resonance
with the σ− laser for an atom. Therefore, the atom always feels a restoring force
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Figure 2.12: The principle of confinement in the x- and y-dimension in a magneto-
optical trap. The bottom panel shows the linear position dependence of the mag-
netic field. This field lifts the degeneracy of the magnetic sublevels in the excited
state. As an atom moves to the right, the mF ′ = 1 sublevel is shifted toward
resonance with the σ+ laser for an atom. The same process happens when the
atom moves to the right, with the exception that the mF ′ = −1 sublevel is shifted
toward resonance with the σ− laser for an atom. Therefore, the atom always feels





It is common, in quantum mechanics, to transform to a different picture. In
our case the coupled terms in the interaction Hamiltonian (presented below) is
oscillating at optical frequencies. It is often advantageous to rotate our system
with the optical frequencies so that fast oscillations can be ignored (Rotating-
Wave Approximation). Let Û be any unitary operator. Then, the state in the
interaction picture is defined with the following rotation [43].
|ψ〉T = Û |ψ〉 (2.38)
I will denote all states and operators in the new picture with a subscript T , and
all states and operators in the Shrödinger picture will have no mark. In a similar
fashion, we can write the density operator in the interaction picture.
ρ̂T = |ψ〉T 〈ψ|T = Û |ψ〉〈ψ|Û †
= Û ρ̂Û †
(2.39)
Likewise, to get back to the Shrödinger picture from the transformed picture,
ρ̂ = Û †ρ̂T Û (2.40)
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Ĥ, Û †ρ̂T Û
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(2.42)





ρ̂T Û + Û
†∂ρ̂T
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(2.43)

































= ÛĤÛ †ρ̂T Û Û
† − Û Û †ρ̂T ÛĤÛ †





































































































Comparing the second representation of equation (2.41) to the derived result in







We will use equation (2.50) to transform to the interaction picture. However, this
operation can be used for any unitary transformation.
2.7 Light interacting with three level atoms: electromagnetically in-
duced transparency
The following section is well known. We include this section as illustration, and we
use it as a framework for the later sections. We will begin by considering the three






where |ci|2 is the probability of finding the atom in the state |i〉. It is useful to
introduce a new operator that can describe a kind of average state of the atomic
ensemble. The density matrix element is defined as:
ρij = 〈i|ρ̂|j〉, (2.52)














Figure 2.13: The three-level Λ-configuration. A strong control laser couples the
states |2〉 and |3〉, while a weak probe laser scans about the |1〉 → |3〉 transition.
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2.7.1 The Hamiltonian
The Hamiltonian is composed of the atomic Hamiltonian, Ĥ0, and the interaction
Hamiltonian, ĤI , which describes the interaction of the atom with the fields. The
total Hamiltonian is
Ĥ = Ĥ0 + ĤI , (2.54)
where
Ĥ0 = E1|1〉〈1|+ E2|2〉〈2|+ E3|3〉〈3|
ĤI = −d23E(t) (|2〉〈3|+ |3〉〈2|)− d13E(t) (|1〉〈3|+ |3〉〈1|) .
(2.55)
We find it useful in our formalism to represent many of these operators as matrices.







where d13 and d23 are the electric dipole matrix elements between states 1→ 3 and
2→ 3 respectively. The dipole matrix elements, dmn = 〈m|ε̂· d̂|n〉 of dipole-allowed
transitions are taken from refs. [41,42]. The rest are set to zero. E(t) is the electric
field given by:
E(t) = Ec(r, φ, z, t) + Ep(r, φ, z, t). (2.57)
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where we will assume that the fields are plane-waves. The experiment uses more
complicated electric field modes. However, this section is intended to illustrate
the general properties of EIT. For now, we will use a simple model for the fields:
plane-waves. For this section, we will assume that the probe and the control laser
are co-propagating along the same axis. The fields are then,

























Additionally, we will make an approximation that control field only couples with
the transition |2〉 → |3〉, and that the probe laser only couples the transition
|1〉 → |3〉. This is valid (in general) for real atoms when proper polarizations are







ĤI = ~Ωcei(ωct−kcz+`cφ)|2〉〈3|+ h.c. + Ωpei(ωpt−kpz+`pφ)|1〉〈3|+ h.c.
(2.60)
In order to eliminate the time-dependence of the Hamiltonian, we will need to make
a Unitary transformation. We will use the prescription in section 2.6. Consider





































where ω21 = ω2 − ω1, and ω31 = ω3 − ω1. Apply the rotating wave approximation,
we assume that all the e2iωt terms are oscillating too fast, and that they will average
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Finally, we will make one more transformation using the following Unitary operator













0 2(∆c −∆p) Ωc
Ωp Ωc −2∆p
 , (2.65)
where ∆p = ωp − ω31 and ∆c = ωc − ω32.
2.7.2 The master equation
We are working in the transformed picture. All transformed operators will be





+ i~L̂ + i~L̂d, (2.66)
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where the density matrix operator is transformed according to ρ̂′ = ÛρÛ †, L̂ is an
operator describing the losses and L̂d is the so-called “Lindbald superoperator” [48,




[2|1〉〈3|ρ̂′|3〉〈1| − |3〉〈3|ρ̂′ − ρ̂′|3〉〈3|]+Γ32
2
[2|2〉〈3|ρ̂′|3〉〈2| − |3〉〈3|ρ̂]− ρ̂′|3〉〈3|] ,
(2.67)
I will then, define the L matrix in much the same as the density matrix.
Lij = 〈i|L̂|j〉, (2.68)




























32 −(Γ31 + Γ32)ρ′33
 (2.69)
There are other sources of loss and decoherences. The relaxation matrix describes








where γL,ij is a decoherence rate equal to the sum of the linewidths of the radiation
connecting state |i〉 to |j〉. Therefore, in the simple three-level configuration, we
have the following relations for the linewidths.
γL,13 = γL,31 = γp
γL,23 = γL,32 = γc
γL,12 = γL,21 = γp + γc
γL,11 = γL,22 = γL,33 = 0
Then, we can construct a matrix of elements consisting of Ld,ij = 〈i|L̂d|j〉.
Ld = −


































































































































Ultimately, we use Mathematica to solve this equation for the matrix elements of
interest. Let us now concern ourselves with the solutions of equation (2.72).
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2.7.3 Solutions
The off-diagonal density matrix elements contain the information about how the



















































where we let Γ3 = Γ31 + Γ32 be the spontaneous decay rate from state |3〉. The
coherence decay rates represent the strength of the coupling of our system to
the environment. For our system, the primary sources of decoherence come from
the spontaneous decay from the excited states to the ground states and from the
linewidths and noise of the laser fields. We define the coherence decay rates as:
γ21 = 2(γp + γc)
γ31 = Γ3 + 2γp
γ32 = Γ3 + 2γc.
(2.74)
In reality, the environment couples with the system in other ways (e.g. stray mag-
netic fields). We account for these sources of decoherence by treating γp and γc as
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fitting parameters, matching it to our experimental data. This process is elabo-
rated upon in later sections and chapters.
Suppose that the probe laser is significantly weaker than the control laser
(Ωp  Ωc), then we can make assumptions about the relative fractions of the
populations [50].
ρ′11 ≈ 1
ρ′22 ≈ ρ′33 ≈ ρ′23 ≈ ρ′32 ≈ 0.
(2.75)





























where we have dropped the ρ′32 equation of motion because we are only concerned
with the response of the probe. We will make an approximation that the system
is in steady state (ρ̇′21 = ρ̇
′










































































































This result is well known, and is found in many references. We direct the reader
to references [1, 50].











31,I is the imaginary part of ρ
′
31. The real
part of the density matrix element is related to the index of refraction of the atomic
ensemble, while the imaginary part of the density matrix element is related to the
absorption of the atomic medium. We can obtain the real and imaginary parts by








































































Figure 2.14 (a) shows a plot of the real part of the density matrix element ρ′31,
and is related to the index of refraction of an atomic ensemble prepared in this way.
Figure 2.14 (b) shows a plot of the imaginary part of the density matrix element
ρ′31, and is related to the absorption of an atomic ensemble prepared in this way.
For both these plots, we set the decoherence rate γ21 = 0 and we set the control
Rabi frequency to Ωc = Γ3/2. When the probe is tuned to the |1〉 → |3〉 transition
(∆ = 0), then the atom has no absorption. This results in complete transmission
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Figure 2.14: A plot of the (a) real part of the matrix element ρ′31, and a plot of
(b) the imaginary part of the matrix element ρ′31. For these plots, γ21 = 0 and
Ωc = Γ3/2.
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of the probe field, thus the name electromagnetically induced transparency.
Our experiment detects the transmission of a weak probe passing through
a medium described by the four level model presented above. For a collection
of atoms, we use a semi-classical model to describe the induced electric dipole
moment of the ensemble of atoms. This is given by [43]:





where N is the number density of the atomic ensemble which we approximate to

















The imaginary part of the susceptibility describes the absorption of the laser pass-
ing through the medium. Applying Beer’s Law to determine the transmitted frac-
tion of the probe laser:
T = e−Im[χ]kpz (2.87)
where z is the length of the atomic medium along the propagation direction. We
let z = 4 mm, which is the 1/e2 diameter of the MOT.
Figure 2.15 shows several plots for EIT transmission spectra. Figure 2.15 (a)
illustrates the affect of decoherences on the system. Transmission of 100% occurs
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Figure 2.15: (a) Plot of several transmission spectra for 87Rb. Increasing the
decoherence rate decreases the transmission of the probe on resonance (∆ = 0).
(b) Plot of several transmission spectra for various control Rabi frequency values.
Increasing the control Rabi frequency increases the transmission, but broadens the
resonance feature.
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at the probe resonance (∆ = 0) when the decoherence rate is zero. Increasing
the decoherence rate reduces the transmission at the probe resonance. This can be
combated by increasing the control Rabi frequency. Driving harder with the control
field increases the transmission of the probe on resonance. This is illustrated in
figure 2.15 (b). However, increasing the control Rabi frequency broadens the EIT
transmission feature. Applications of slow and stopped light require narrow EIT
features with high transmission3. This is maximized for small decoherence rates
and small control Rabi frequencies.
2.8 Electromagnetically induced transparency with four levels
This section examines EIT for a four level system containing one probe field, and
one control field. The EIT transmission for this system is the same as the EIT
transmission for the three level system. However, this configuration is necessary
to describe the experiment in chapter 5 and appendix A. Additionally, the LG10
spatial analysis found in this section has not been studied in the literature (to the
best of our knowledge). More specifically, this section will analyze EIT resonances
for several different LG10 one sizes. We vary the waist of the control laser (wc) with
respect to the waist of the probe laser (wp) to determine the effect of the spatial
intensity overlap between the two modes.
3The group velocity for a probe pulse propagating through an EIT medium is inversely pro-
portional to the slope of the EIT resonance feature. Narrowing the resonance feature results in
steeper resonance slopes which results in slower group velocities.
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Figure 2.16: The figure shows the levels involved in EIT. The probe (thin blue
arrow) couples the |F = 1,mF = +1〉 → |F ′ = 0,mF ′ = 0〉 magnetic sublevels
using σ− polarization. The control (thick red arrow) couples the |F = 1,mF =
−1〉 → |F ′ = 0,mF ′ = 0〉 magnetic sublevels using σ+ polarization. The state, |4〉,
is included because the atom can decay to this state.
We use a density matrix formalism to describe a four level atom with three
states belonging to the three magnetic sublevels of the |F = 1,mF = −1, 0,+1〉
hyperfine level of the 2S1/2 state in
87Rb, and the final state belonging to the
|F ′ = 0,mF ′ = 0〉 magnetic state in the 2P3/2 state in 87Rb (see figure 2.16). We
apply the density matrix formalism, as described by references [1, 19,21,51].
The total Hamiltonian for the atom interacting with an electric field is Ĥ =






where ~ωn is the energy of the nth level. For the configuration shown in figure 2.16,
the Hamiltonian describing the interactions with the electric field can be written
as:
ĤI = ~Ωc(r)ei(ωct−kcz+`cφ)|2〉〈3|+ h.c. + ~Ωp(r)ei(ωpt+kpz)|1〉〈3|+ h.c., (2.89)
where ωp is the angular frequency and kp is the wave number of the probe laser.
Likewise, ωc is the angular frequency, kc is the wave number, and `c is the azimuthal










Ep(r) and Ec(r) are the possibly spatially dependent amplitudes of the probe and
the control lasers. For this theoretical treatment, we model the probe and control











where E0,p and E0,c are constants, and w0,p and w0,c the waist of the probe and





laser and Ω0c,kl = −
dklE0,c
~
for the control laser. These constants are used to
compare different configurations of LG10 as we change the size of the control laser
with respect to the probe laser.
We use two unitary transformations on both the density matrix operator and
the Hamiltonian. We transform into the rotating frame using the following unitary
transformation:
Û1 = exp [−i(ωpt+ kpz)|1〉〈1| − i(ωct− kcz + `cφ)|2〉〈2|] . (2.92)
Also, we shift the zero point of the energy to the ground-state hyperfine level,|F =
1〉, using:
Û2 = Î exp [i(ωp + ω1)t] , (2.93)
where Î is the identity operator. Applying the rotating wave approximation to
the transformations made on the Hamiltonians in equations (2.89) and (2.88), we
arrive at the following full Hamiltonian for our system:








where ∆p = ωp − ω13 and ∆c = ωc − ω23.
The time evolution of the density matrix is governed by the Liouville-von Neu-
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mann equation, given by equation (2.66). We build the loss operator in a similar






Γ3i [2|i〉〈3|ρ̂′|3〉〈i| − |3〉〈3|ρ̂′ − ρ̂′|3〉〈3|] , (2.95)
where Γ3i = Γ/3 is the spontaneous decay rate from state 3 to i and the index
i = 1, 2, 4 represents the three ground magnetic sublevels, and Γ is the natural
line width of 87Rb. The decoherence induced by the finite linewidth of the laser is







where the dephasing rate, γmn, is the sum of the relevant laser linewidths connect-
ing state |m〉 to |n〉. If we let γp and γc be the linewidths of the probe and control
lasers, the dephasing rates are:
γ13 = γ31 = γp,
γ23 = γ32 = γc,
γ12 = γ21 = γp + γc.
(2.97)
All other dephasing rates are zero due to electric dipole selection rules.
We make two more assumptions in our model. The first is that the system is in
steady state, which gives
∂ρ̂′
∂t




















































Figure 2.17: (a) A plot of the radial cross-section of the LG10 control laser (colored
curves), compared to the Gaussian probe (solid black curve, shaded to the axis).
The corresponding EIT spectra are shown in (b) when the control Rabi frequency
is held constant at Ω0c = Γ. The corresponding EIT spectra are shown in (c)
when the control power is held constant at Pc = 0.1 mW. For (b) and (c), the
decoherences in the system are set to γ = 0.01 MHz, the density of the atomic
medium is 2× 1011 cm−3.
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weaker than the control laser. In this approximation, the density matrix elements
(ρ′ij = 〈i|ρ̂′|j〉) simplify: ρ′11 ≈ 1, ρ′nn = 0 for n 6= 1, and ρ′14 = ρ′41 = ρ′42 = ρ′24 = 0.
Applying these assumptions and solving equation (2.66) for the off-diagonal density





Ωp(r) (∆p −∆c − i(γp + γc))(
∆p − i2(Γ + 2γp)
)
(∆p −∆c − i(γp + γc))− 14Ω2c(r)
(2.98)
The presence of the strong control laser that couples state |2〉 to state |3〉 leads to
an EIT feature in the density matrix element ρ′13(r). Mathematically, this comes
from the Rabi frequency term, Ωc(r), that appears in the expression for ρ
′
13 in
equation (2.98). The r-dependence of the density matrix results from the spatial
variation of the Rabi frequency. However, for our system, this dependence is only
relevant in the cases involving a control in the LG10 mode.
Again, we would like to predict the transmission of the probe passing through
an ensemble of atoms. In this section, we included the transverse spatial depen-
dence of the probe and control fields. Therefore, we can recast equations (2.85)
through (2.87), but including the spatial dependence.





































































Figure 2.18: For each LG10 mode in (a) and (b), the Rabi frequency is fixed
(Ωc = Γ) and the decoherence rate is fixed (γ = 0.01 MHz). A plot of the (a) the
EIT resonance contrast versus ratio of the LG10 mode control waist to the Gaussian
probe waist (wc/wp). Figure (b) is a plot of the EIT resonance full-width at half-
max (FWHM) versus wc/wp. EIT conditions optimized for wc > wp when Ωc is
fixed. For each LG10 mode in (c) and (d), the control power is fixed (Pc = 0.1 mW)
and the decoherence rate is fixed (γ = 0.01 MHz). A plot of the (c) the EIT
resonance contrast versus ratio of the LG10 mode control waist to the Gaussian
probe waist (wc/wp). Figure (b) is a plot of the EIT resonance full-width at half-
max (FWHM) versus wc/wp. EIT conditions optimized for wc ≈ wp when Pc is
fixed.
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exp (−Im [χ(∆p, r)] kpz) r dr
(2.101)
where OD(∆p, r) = Im [χ(∆p, r)] kpz is the optical density, z is the length of the
atomic medium along the propagation direction, ∆p is included to emphasize the
dependence on the probe detuning, and the probe laser intensity, I0,p ∝ Ω2p(r).
We let z = 4 mm, which is the 1/e2 diameter of the MOT. We integrate over the
region of the EIT interaction, which we take to be a circle with a radius equal to
the waist of the probe laser. We do not integrate over all space for the sake of
computation time. To the precision of the experiment, we find that integrating
over the range 0 ≤ r ≤ w0,p is adequate. We fit equation (2.101) to our data using
Ω0c, γp, γc, ∆c, and N as fitting parameters.
Figure 2.17 (a) shows a plot of the radial intensity profile of several LG10 mode
control laser sizes. Plotted with the LG10 laser modes for comparison, is the
Gaussian probe. The resulting transmission spectrum, as determined by equa-
tion (2.101) are plotted in figure 2.17 (b). We use the EIT contrast (height with
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respect to minimum transmission value) and the resonance FWHM as metrics for
the quality of the EIT spectrum.
The width of the EIT feature is determined from the model by measuring the
full-width at half max (FWHM). Additionally, we determine the contrast of the





Figures 2.18 (a) and (b) show the contrast and FWHM respectively for many
LG10 sizes (similar to figure 2.18 (a)) while keeping the control Rabi frequency
fixed. For these plots, Ωc = Γ and γL = 0.01 MHz. When keeping the control
Rabi frequency fixed while adjusting the size of the control beam, the FWHM
maximizes for control waist wc ≈ wp. The FWHM decreases for control waists
larger than the probe size (wc > wp). The physical interpretation of this result is
that the FWHM increases with increasing control laser intensity. The region of
high control intensity is overlapped with the probe when wc = wp. The result is
broadening of the EIT feature (large FWHM).
The contrast maximizes for a waist corresponding to wc ≈ wp. Our interpreta-
tion of this result requires an analysis of the manipulation of the dispersion caused
by the spatial variation of the LG10 mode control laser. To understand our results,
we consider the inhomogeneous linear dispersion resulting from the spatial varia-
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tion in intensity caused by the LG10 mode. The index of refraction can be found
by taking the real part of the dispersion [43].
n = Re[ñ] ≈ 1 + 1
2
Re [χ(∆p, r)] (2.103)
The LG10 mode control laser manipulates the index of refraction such that the probe
beam is optically guided by the control laser through the atomic medium [52].
When the waists of the two beams are approximately equal, then the probe is
collimated well.
Figures 2.18 (c) and (d) show the contrast and FWHM respectively for many
LG10 sizes (similar to figure 2.18 (a)) while keeping the control power fixed. For
these plots, Pc = 0.1 mW and γL = 0.01 MHz. When keeping the control power
fixed while adjusting the size of the control beam, the FWHM maximizes for
control waist wc ≈ 0.5wp. The FWHM decreases for control waists larger than
half the probe size (wc > 0.5wp). The physical interpretation of this result is that
the FWHM increases with increasing control laser intensity. The region of high
control intensity is overlapped with the probe when wc = 0.5wp. The result is
broadening of the EIT feature (large FWHM). The results for the contrast are are
similar to figures 2.18 (a).
We see different results for the FWHM between constant Rabi frequency and
constant power. To understand this, we consider the effect of expanding the control
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laser size while keeping the power fixed. Increasing the size of the LG10 mode control
laser has two effects: (1) decreases the peak intensity of the laser and (2) increases
the overlap of the darker central region of the LG10 mode with the probe laser.
Overall, this decreases the “average” control Rabi frequency experienced by the
probe laser, leading to narrower EIT features. This does not occur when keeping
the Rabi frequency fixed because this amounts to keeping the intensity fixed. These
results are new, and not found in the literature.
2.9 Electromagnetically induced transparency with six levels
We model the experiment using the same density matrix formalism found in sec-
tion 2.8 [1, 19, 21, 51]. We consider a six level atom with two levels belonging to
the hyperfine levels in the 2S1/2 state, and the remaining four levels belonging to
the hyperfine levels in the 2P3/2 state in rubidium. Figure 2.19 shows these states
and identifies the four EIT configurations we model.
The total Hamiltonian for the atom interacting with an electric field is Ĥ =





where ~ωn is the energy of the nth level. For each configuration shown in fig-
ure 2.19, the Hamiltonian describing the interactions with the electric field can be
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Figure 2.19: The six hyperfine states for the D2 transition in 85Rb (87Rb). The
solid black arrow corresponds to the trapping laser, and the gray dashed arrow
corresponds to the repumping laser in our magneto-optical trap (MOT). Four EIT
configurations on the D2 transition are indicated with Roman numerals. The thin
blue arrows represent the probe laser, while the thick red arrows represent the
control laser.
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(I) (II) (III) (IV)
i 1 1 2 2
k 2 2 1 1
l 4 5 4 5
Table 2.3: Appropriate indices for our level scheme.
written as:








where i and j are the level numbers of the states coupled by the probe laser, and
k and l correspond to the level numbers of the states coupled by the control laser.
Table 2.3 summarizes the level designations that are fixed for each configuration.
The j index is summed over levels for allowed transitions. In equation (2.105), ωp
is the angular frequency and kp is the wave number of the probe laser. Likewise, ωc
is the angular frequency, kc is the wave number, and `c is the azimuthal charge of












Ep(r) and Ec(r) are the possibly spatially dependent amplitudes of the probe and
the control lasers [38]:









2/w20,c Control in LG10 mode
E0,c Control in Gaussian mode
(2.107)
where E0,p and E0,c are constants, and w0,c is the waist of the control laser.
We define Rabi frequency constants, Ω0p,ij = −
dijE0,p
~




for the control laser. These constants are used to compare dif-
ferent configurations of LG10 and Gaussian control beams to be consistent with
refs. [19, 20]. The previous model (section 2.8) incorporated the radial variation
of the Gaussian and LG10 modes. For this section, we approximate the Gaussian
modes as plane waves for simplicity. To verify the plane-wave approximation for
the Gaussian modes, we evaluated our model with the inclusion of the Gaussian
spatial variation. To the precision of our experiment, we saw no effect on the cal-
culations.
We use two unitary transformations on both the density matrix operator and
the Hamiltonian. We transform into the rotating frame using the following unitary
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transformation:
Û1 = exp [−i(ωpt+ kpz)|i〉〈i| − i(ωct− kcz + `cφ)|k〉〈k|] . (2.108)
Also, we shift the zero point of the energy to the ground-state hyperfine level
indicated by the index, i, using:
Û2 = Î exp [i(ωp + ωi)t] , (2.109)
where Î is the identity operator. Applying the rotating wave approximation to the
transformed, we arrive at the following full Hamiltonian for our system:
Ĥ ′ =(−1)k~(∆p −∆c)|k〉〈k| − ~∆p|l〉〈l| −
i+4∑
j=i+2,j 6=l











where ∆p = ωp − ωli, ∆c = ωc − ωlk, and ωmn = ωm − ωn.
The time evolution of the density matrix is governed by the Liouville-von Neu-
mann equation, described in previous sections. The loss operator and the decoher-
ence operator are also described in previous sections. However, we will reproduce
these operators here since we have complicated the level structure to six levels. We
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Γmk [2|k〉〈m|ρ̂′|m〉〈k| − |m〉〈m|ρ̂′ − ρ̂′|m〉〈m|] .
(2.111)







For the six levels described here, the decoherence rates are defined as:
γi,i+2 = γi+2,i = γi,i+3 = γi+3,i = γi,i+4 = γi+4,i = γp,
γkl = γlk = γc,
γ12 = γ21 = γp + γc.
(2.113)
All other dephasing rates are zero due to electric dipole selection rules.
We make the assumption that the system is in steady state, and that the probe
laser is significantly weaker than the control laser. In this approximation, the
density matrix elements (ρ′nm = 〈n|ρ̂′|m〉) simplify: ρ′ii ≈ 1, ρ′nn = 0 for n 6= i, and
ρ′n,n+1 = ρ
′
n+1,n = 0 for n = 1. . . 5. Applying these assumptions and solving for
the off-diagonal density matrix elements associated with the three dipole-allowed
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Ωp,il(r) (∆p −∆c − i(γp + γc))(
∆p − i2(Γli + Γlk + 2γp)
)








∆p + ωli − ωji − i2(Γji + 2γp)
, for j = i+ 2. . . i+ 4 and j 6= l.
(2.114)
As a demonstration of the model, theoretical spectra for configuration (I) are
shown for 85Rb in figure 2.20 (a) and for 87Rb in figure 2.20 (b). The dashed
blue curve is a theoretical spectrum when the control laser is in the LG10 mode,
and the solid red curve is a theoretical spectrum when the control laser is in the
Gaussian mode. For all curves, we assume the control Rabi frequency constant
to be Ω0c,kl = 20 MHz, the control laser linewidth to be γc = 1 MHz, the probe
laser linewidth to be γp = 0.1 MHz, the number density to be N = 5× 1010 cm−3,
and the control laser detuning to be ∆c = 0. Our model agrees with previous
results [20] that for control lasers with equal Ω0c,kl, EIT involving a control laser
in the LG10 mode results in a narrowing of the resonance feature. The density
matrix elements, ρ′ij(r), corresponding to j 6= l behave like two-level transitions.
However, the presence of the strong control laser that couples state |k〉 to state |l〉
leads to an EIT feature in the density matrix element ρ′il(r). Mathematically, this
comes from the Rabi frequency term, Ωc,kl(r), that appears in the expression for
ρ′il in equation (2.114). Our physical interpretation is that the r-dependence of the
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Figure 2.20: Theoretical curves of the transmission of the probe laser for con-
figuration (I) EIT in (a) 85Rb and (b) 87Rb. The solid red curve indicates the
control laser is in a Gaussian mode, and the dashed blue curve indicates the con-
trol laser in an LG10 mode. In both scenarios, the control Rabi frequency is the
same (Ω0c,kl = 20 MHz). The linewidth of the control laser is assumed to be
γc = 1 MHz, the linewidth of the probe laser is set γp = 0.1 MHz, the number
density is set to N = 5× 1010 cm−3, and the detuning of the control laser is set to
∆c = 0. The probe waist is w0,p = 430 µm, and the control waist is w0,c = 270 µm
when in the LG10 mode. The control field is a plane-wave otherwise. Due to the
spatial dependence of a LG10 mode laser, the model predicts that the EIT resonance
with the same Ω0c,kl is narrower for a control laser in the LG
1
0 mode than for a
control laser in the Gaussian mode.
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density matrix results from the spatial variation of the Rabi frequency. However,
for our system, this dependence is only relevant in the cases involving a control in
the LG10 mode.
The induced electric dipole moment caused by a weak probe incident on an





























The imaginary part of the susceptibility describes the absorption of the laser pass-
ing through the medium. Applying Beer’s Law to determine the transmitted frac-













exp (−Im [χ(r)] kpz) r dr, (2.117)
We fit equation (3.3) to our data using Ω0c,kl, γp, γc, ∆c, and N as fitting parame-
ters. The width of the EIT feature is determined from the model by measuring the
full-width at half max (FWHM). This theoretical analysis resulted in a publication,
found in reference [53].
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2.10 Probe propagation under electromagnetically induced transparency
conditions
Thus far, we have looked at the collective probe response to a probe passing through
a sample of ultracold atoms under conditions of EIT. That is, the predicted results
integrate over all the spatial features of the probe and control lasers. In this section,
we will examine the spatial distribution of the probe transmission through the
atomic medium under EIT conditions. It is not necessary to derive the associated
density matrix elements for the probe transitions, as they have been formulated in
the previous sections. For this section, we will assume that the atomic response
is described by a three level, four level, or six level atom. Using a semi-classical
model, the susceptibility is given by [43]:



























i+ 4, six levels
(2.119)
where table 2.3 describes the indices for the six level atom. The imaginary part of
the susceptibility describes the absorption of the laser passing through the medium.
Similar to the previous sections, we will apply Beer’s Law to determine the trans-
mitted fraction of the probe laser. In this section, we will not integrate over space.




Figure 2.21: A theoretical prediction for the output profile of the probe laser.
The probe is initially in the Gaussian mode. An LG10 mode control laser modifies
the susceptibility of the atomic medium such that probe transmission occurs in
regions of high control intensity, and probe absorption occurs in region of low
control intensity. The result is a mapping of the LG10 profile onto the probe laser.
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As an exercise, we will apply Configuration (I) in the six level model to generate
the figure 2.21. We let z = 4 mm, which is the 1/e2 diameter of the MOT. For the
case of this study, we assume the probe laser has a Gaussian intensity profile, and
the control laser is in the LG`p laser mode. The probe waist is set to wp = 430 µm
and the control waist is set to wc = 270 µm. The control Rabi frequency is de-
fined as Ω0c,32 = 20 MHz, the dephasing from the control laser is γc = 1 MHz,
the dephasing from the probe laser is γp = 0.1 MHz, and the atomic density is
N = 5× 1010 cm−3. Both laser fields are tuned to the resonance (∆p = ∆c = 0).
Figure 2.21 shows a theoretical prediction for the transmission of the probe
laser for the six level model of 85Rb. We have chosen configuration (I) from fig-
ure 2.19. The probe transmission is highest in regions of high control intensity.
Since the control laser is in the LG10 mode, the probe transmission appears as a
donut. These theoretical results are new, and do not appear in the literature (to





Electromagnetically induced transparency is performed in an ultracold gas of rubid-
ium atoms. Many of the experimental techniques used to create ultracold atoms
are standard, and are routinely used in atomic, molecular, and optical (AMO)
laboratories. This chapter will detail the application of these techniques to our
experiment.
In section 3.2, the construction and various components of the vacuum system
will be explored. Section 3.3 will discuss the lasers we employ to cool, trap, ma-
nipulate, and probe an ensemble of atoms. Section 3.4 describes the optics we use
to convert laser fundamental modes to the Laguerre-Gaussian (LG`p) mode. In sec-
tion 3.5 characterizes the magneto-optical trap (MOT). Section 3.6 will discuss the
techniques uses to probe and characterize our trapped atoms. Finally, section 3.7
will describe each instrument used to measure EIT in an ultracold gas, and we will
describe how we interface with all our instruments to control the experiment.
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3.2 Vacuum system
Our vacuum chamber is designed for an ultracold rubidium experiment. Figure 3.1
shows a schematic of the chamber. There are two main chambers (“source cham-
ber” and a “science chamber”) connected by a slower tube and glass cell, which
gives us optical access to the atoms. The source chamber contains an ampule of
solid rubidium. Due to the low pressures inside the chamber, the room tempera-
ture rubidium atoms sublime off the surface. During normal operation, the source
chamber is typically maintained at a pressure of 10−8 Torr using a 60 L/s sputter-
ion pump. The atoms, through a random walk, find their way to the glass cell.
Here, they are slowed and confined by a magneto-optical trap (MOT). Connected
on the other end of the glass cell, the science chamber typically operates at a pres-
sure of 10−10 Torr using a 30 L/s sputter-ion pump in conjunction with rubidium
getter strips resting at the bottom of the science chamber. An ion gauge is con-
nected to the top of the science chamber to monitor the pressure of the chamber.
In this section, we describe each of the vacuum components used to construct
the chamber. We will detail the procedure used to clean and prepare the compo-
nents to create ultrahigh vacuum (UHV). Finally, we will describe how to assemble
the pieces, and pump the system to UHV.
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Figure 3.1: A representation of the vacuum chamber used to routinely produce
ultracold ensemble of 85Rb and 87Rb. A rubidium ampule serves as our atomic
source, and a steel ball can slide into the bath of the atomic beam to serve as a
beam block (BB). The source chamber vacuum is maintained by a 60 L/s sputter-
ion pump (IP). The rubidium atoms diffuse down the Zeeman slower (ZS) tube
to the rectangular glass cell (GC), where the atoms are slowed and trapped by a
magneto-optical trap. The “science chamber” pressure is maintained by a 30 L/s
IP and rubidium getters. An ion gauge (IG) monitors the vacuum pressure. A
valve can be opened during a “bake-out” of the chamber, where a mechanical pump
(MP) backs a turbomolecular pump (TP), which pumps on the vacuum system.
The valve is closed after “bake-out”, and the TP an MP are removed from the
system to reduce vibrations.
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3.2.1 Vacuum chamber, flanges, and components
Our vacuum chambers, flanges, tubes, and gaskets are purchased from MDC MFC,
Inc. and the Kurt J. Lesker Company. We use stainless steel conflat chambers that
accommodate 1-1/3 inch, 2-3/4 inch, and 6 inch outer diameter flanges. When a
flange or tube must be joined to each other or a chamber, we use copper gaskets.
Copper gaskets can withstand higher temperatures (chamber baking) and can sus-
tain a lower vacuum pressure [54].
The source chamber has four ports: two 2-3/4 inch ports and two 6 inch ports.
Connected to one six inch port is a 6 inch to 2-3/4 inch converter flange, on which
a valve is attached. The other 6 inch port is connected to a 60 L/s sputter-ion
pump. One of the 2-3/4 inch ports is connected to a 2-3/4 to 1-1/3 inch con-
verter flange, to which the rubidium source is attached. The rubidium source is
an ampule manufactured by Alfa Aesar, a Johnson Matthey Company. It rests
in a crushable steel tube, that can be compressed by a pair of pliers to break the
ampule, exposing the rubidium to the chamber (see figure 3.2). Attached to the
other 2-3/4 inch port is the Zeeman slower (ZS) tube, which leads to the science
portion of the experiment.
The ZS tube has an outer diameter of 3/4 inch, and is connected to the glass
cell with a 2-3/4 inch conflat flange. The glass cell is rectangular with dimensions
of 1.4×1.4×11 inch. The cell offers a great amount of optical access to the cham-
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Figure 3.2: The rubidium source used in our experiment. A rubidium chunk
(Rb) is sealed within a glass ampule. This ampule is placed inside a steel “crush-
able tube” (CT). The rubidium can be exposed to the vacuum by applying care-
ful pressure to the CT with a pair of pliers. The resulting atomic beam can be
blocked/unblocked by sliding a steel ball (SB) up/down the tube using a magnet
(Mag.).
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ber. However, it is not coated with an anti-reflection film. Therefore, we loose
≈ 4% of the laser intensity off each surface due to reflections. The rectangular cell
is connected to the “science chamber”.
The science chamber is a 6 port chamber: four 2-3/4 inch ports cross in the
horizontal plane, and two 6 inch ports are at the top and the bottom of chamber.
The bottom port is connected to a blank 6 inch flange, in which a Rb getter is
coiled at the bottom. The getter is only activated during the bake-out of the cham-
ber. The top port is connected to a 6 inch to 2-3/4 inch converter flange, in which
an ionization gauge is attached. The glass cell is attached to one of the 2-3/4 inch
port. A 30 L/s sputter-ion pump is attached to another 2-3/4 port. Two windows
are attached to the last two 2-3/4 inch ports: one opposite the rectangular cell to
allow optical access for the ZS, and the other is positioned opposite the sputter-ion
pump.
3.2.2 Cleaning procedure
While cleaning the conflat vacuum surfaces, it is important to avoid transferring
the contaminants from the environment, and (most importantly) from one’s hands
to the vacuum pieces. Introducing pollutants (such as a single finger print) can
be detrimental to a vacuum system. These oils will outgas over long time scales.
Special gloves, aluminum foil, and rigorous cleaning steps are valuable tools used
to combat the imposing environment. In particular, there are two sets of gloves to
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be worn in the process described below. These are the “Diamond Gloves” and the
“Green Gloves”. However, while these gloves reduce the transfer of oil from skin
to conflat surface, they still do not contain the necessary cleanliness required for
UHV. Therefore, avoid touching all surfaces that will be exposed to the vacuum
(even when hands are gloved).
While cleaning, one may find that certain regions in the conflat pieces are
too confined to reach with one’s own extremities. Additional instruments such as
tweezers, metal rods, etc. can be of some use. Therefore, all instruments used to
clean and/or handle the conflat pieces should be as clean, if not cleaner than the
conflat pieces themselves.
Prior to starting the cleaning process, it is necessary to establish a clean working
space next to the area where the cleaning is taking place (i.e. next to the sink),
as well as setting-up a clear space in the region of chamber construction. The
former station ensures that the pieces stay clean while transitioning from step-
to-step. Here, it is only necessary to clean a table top and cover it with clean
tissue (such as Kim-wipes). The later working space guarantees a safe spot for
the conflat pieces at the completion of the cleaning process, and it allows for easy
access to the conflat pieces during construction of the chamber. Near the chamber,
the “High-Vacuum Aluminum Foil” (purchased from All Foils, Inc.) is required to
meet the clean criteria. Therefore, all surfaces that the conflat pieces are to rest
on should be as clean, if not cleaner than the conflat pieces themselves.
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Finally, let us bring special attention to the so called “knife edge” on each
conflat piece. To understand the importance of preserving the knife edge, let us
foreshadow a bit to how the vacuum is created. During the construction of the
chamber, a copper gasket is sandwiched between two conflat pieces. The two pieces
are procedurally brought together such that the knife edges cut into the gasket.
This seals-off the atmosphere from the chamber. Naturally, any imperfections
(dings, knicks, etc.) can lead to leaks in the system. Therefore, take special care
to avoid impacting the knife edge, and avoid resting the conflat piece on the knife
edge.
As a suggestive note before we begin with the list of steps, it is most efficient
to apply one step to every conflat piece before moving on to the next step. Take
special care to clean the knife edge while completing the steps below.
Rough cleaning and degreasing
When performing the first cleaning and degreasing of the vacuum components,
wear green gloves. Lay-out clean paper towels on a clean table surface. Sprinkle
soap into a tub, and fill with the tub with warm water. A clean cloth or sponge
should be used throughout this step. Use Orange Glow as the degreasing agent.
After using Orange Glow, wash with the soapy water. Rinse the component with
tap water, then rinse with pure water (deionized water). Place conflat pieces on
paper towels.
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We remove the rest of the oils by submerging the components in a sonicator
with a strong soap/detergent. The sonicator applies high-frequency mechanical
oscillations to the bath. To prevent damage, it is important to prevent the com-
ponents from resting against the sides and bottom of the bath. The parts are thus
suspended in the bath. Not all parts can be sonicated. These components include
those with lubricants (right angle valve), pumps, and gauges. We must degrease
these components by hand.
Methanol and acetone pre-wash
The next cleaning stage uses organic solvents. Wear the Diamond Gloves (this
pair of gloves is sufficient throughout the remainder of the procedure). Lay-out a
new layer of paper towels. On top of the layer of paper towels, create a layer of
Kim-wipes. Chemwipes should be used to wash the conflat pieces throughout this
step, paying special attention to the knife edges. Apply Optima grade Methanol
to Chemtronics wipes, and wash each piece. Apply Optima grade Acetone to
Chemtronics wipes, and wash each piece. Place finished conflat pieces on a Kim-
wipe layer.
Final methanol and acetone wash
The final cleaning stage involves a rinse of each of the components using the organic
solvents. Lay-out a clean piece of High-Vacuum Aluminum Foil in the region of
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Chamber Construction. Rinse each piece with Optima grade Methanol by spraying
the Methanol directly onto the pieces. Rinse each piece with Optima grade Acetone
by spraying the Acetone directly onto the pieces. Place finished conflat pieces on
High-Vacuum Aluminum Foil. These pieces are now ready for assembly.
3.2.3 Chamber assembly
Now that we have clean conflat pieces that meet UHV quality, it is time to construct
the chamber. Use copper gaskets and silver plated bolts to attach individual
conflat pieces. The copper gasket only creates an adequate seal if the knife edge is
unblemished, and if the two components cutting into gasket are brought together
evenly. The chamber is constructed one joint at a time until the entire chamber is
assembled. The following steps should aid in assembling the conflat pieces.
• Obtain the proper copper gasket and silver coated screws.
• Using the Chemtronics wipes, wipe the knife edge and surface exposed to
the vacuum with Methanol. Pay special attention to the knife edge.
• Using the Chemtronics wipes, wipe the knife edge and surface exposed to
the vacuum with Acetone. Pay special attention to the knife edge.
• Using the Chemtronics wipes, clean the entire copper gasket with Methanol.
• Using the Chemtronics wipes, clean the entire copper gasket with Acetone.
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• Place the copper gasket on the knife edge of the most stable conflat compo-
nent (there is a groove that this slips into).
• Bring the second conflat component such that it lies on the opposite side of
the copper gasket.
• Insert the screws with washers through the holes in the conflat components,
and finger tighten using the platenuts.
• Make sure all the screws are flush.
• Apply a constant torque to the screws using the appropriate sized wrench
(this torque should be applied through an angle subtending about π/4 ra-
dians). Be aware of the resistance from an oxidized screw that may hinder
one’s judgment for constant torque application. To ensure that the compo-
nents are brought together evenly, alternate screws such that the two pieces
are brought together evenly.
• Repeat the previous step until the copper gasket is no longer visible when
the observer peers down the joint between the two components.
• Warning: If one side of the joint is sealed completely, but another has some
copper peaking through, then the system is most likely compromised. Such
an observation implies that the two components were not joined evenly. The
problem may be rectified if the remaining gap can be closed with torque
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from the wrench acting through π/4 rotation. However, if this does not seal
the joint, then one must re-do the entire process with a new gasket for this
particular joint.
• Repeat all above steps until the chamber is assembled.
3.2.4 Pumps
Vacuum pumps are crucial to maintaining an UHV. The order in which various
pumps are applied to the system is crucial. This subsection will describe the types
of pumps used on this system. We use three types of pumps: mechanical pump,
turbomolecular pump, and sputter-ion pump. Figure 3.3 summarizes the pressure
range of each pump.
A rotary vane mechanical pump is an oil-sealed pump (the oil provides an air-tight
seal and provides lubrication as well). Gas enters the pump, is compressed by a
rotor and vane, and is expelled to the atmosphere [54]. These pumps are dirty, and
require precaution and routine maintenance. If the mechanical pump looses power
(such as a “black-out”), then the fluid can be forced back into the chamber. Such
an occurrence requires the disassembly of the system, followed by a repeat of the
cleaning and assembly procedures. Overtime, dirt and debris from the rotary vane
collects in the oil, and the ultimate pumping pressure increases. The oil must be
replaced when it becomes too dirty. The mechanical pump used on our system is a
Varian DS 102 dual stage rotary vane vacuum pump. The ultimate total pressure
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of mechanical pump is 10−3 Torr, and has a free air displacement of 1.7 L/s. Our
mechanical pump serves as a roughing pump, and it also backs our turbomolecular
pump.
The turbomolecular pump operates with a set of turbine fans that spin at 56,000
rotations per minute (RPM). The gas is compressed through momentum transfer
from the rapidly rotating turbines to the gas molecules [54]. We use a Varian
Turbo V-250 pump on our system, connected at the valve (see figure 3.1). The
flow rate is 250 L/s, with an ultimate pressure of 10−11 Torr. If the inlet pressure
or backing pressure is too high, then the turbomolecular pump will overheat. The
pump should not be operated at a chamber pressure higher than 2 × 10−3 Torr
if backed by a mechanical pump. Reaching the lower pressure limit is dependent
upon the backing pressure on the outlet of the pump. To minimize vibrational
noise in our experiment, this pump is only operated during bake-out. At the end
of the bake-out of the chamber, the valve is closed and the turbomolecular pump
is turned-off while the sputter-ion pumps operate to maintain UHV.
The sputter-ion pump is ideal for our experiment. It has no moving parts
(no vibrations), the pump does not use fluids or organic contaminants, and it can
pump to UHV regimes [54]. The sputter-ion pump generates high-energy electrons
using a high-voltage across an anode and a cathode. The electrons are confined in
a quadrupole electric field, and a homogeneous magnetic field forces the electrons
into circular paths, maximizing the path length of high-energy electrons (the so-
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Figure 3.3: The operational ranges of our pumps (red lines), and our gauges (blue
lines).
called Penning trap). This increases the probability that a gas molecule entering
the pump will become ionized from collisions with the electrons. Ionized particles
are more reactive than neutral particles to the surfaces of the pump (typically
titanium). Therefore, any particle that enters the pump is removed from the
vacuum system. We use two sputter-ion pumps manufactured by Varian, Inc.: a
pump with a rate of 30 L/s is attached to the science chamber, and a pump with
a rate of 60 L/s is attached to the source chamber. The operating range of our
sputter-ion pumps is 10−11 Torr to 10−3 Torr.
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3.2.5 Gauges
To measure the pressure, we use three methods: thermocouple gauge, ionization
gauge, and the pump current measured from the sputter ion pump. Each of these
gauges operate over limited ranges. In combination, we can measure the pressure
over most of the range of our system.
The thermocouple gauge measures the pressure of gas by measuring the amount
of heat transferred to a gas. As the gas pressure decreases inside the vacuum
chamber, so too does the rate of heat transfer. The gauge heats a wire by passing
current through the wire. The wire is exposed to the vacuum chamber, and is
thus transferring heat from the wire to the gas. A thermistor is used to measure
the temperature of the wire, and a controller monitors the heat transferred and,
therefore, the pressure of the gas. While these gauges are robust and fast, they
are not very accurate as they depend on the thermal properties of the gas in the
chamber [54]. We use Varian Type 0531 thermocouples on our system. The range
in which these thermocouples can operate is 1× 10−3 Torr to 2 Torr. We typically
use thermocouple gauges at early stages of pumping (when the pressure is relatively
high).
As the pressure in our chamber decreases, we engage the ionization gauge.
Ionization gauges operate in the high and UHV range. In this regime, the low
particle density can be determined by ionizing the gas molecules surrounding the
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Figure 3.4: A plot provided by Varian, Inc. used to convert a measurement of the
pump current to gas pressure inside the vacuum system. Four curves are given.
Our system employs two pumps only. We use the data for the 30 L/s pump (yellow
triangles) and the 60 L/s pump (black “x’s”).
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gauge with high energy electrons. The positively ionized molecules collected on an
“ion collector” (usually held at ground or biased with negative voltage). Measuring
the number of ions collected is directly related to the number density of the gas. If
the temperature is constant, then the measurement is one of pressure [54]. We have
one ionization gauge mounted on the science chamber. It is manufactured by MDC
Vacuum Products, LLC. The style of ionization gauge is a glass envelope ionization
gauge tube. The range for which it can measure gas pressure is 1 × 10−3 Torr to
2×10−10 Torr. When the ionization gauge is allowed to come into contact with high
pressure gasses, the filament wires often become contaminated. Before measuring
the pressure, one must outgas the gauge for 15-20 minutes [54]. During normal
operation of the experiment, we do not operate the ionization gauge (this is to
preserve its lifetime). Instead, we monitor the pressure of the system using the
pump current measured by the sputter-ion pumps on both the source and science
chambers.
The controller for the sputter-ion pump (Varian MiniVac Controller) monitors
the pump current. The current is reported as a voltage dropped across a component
with the relationship, 1 V = 1 mA. One can measure the output voltage, and
consulting figure 3.4, determine the pressure of the chamber. The pressure range
for which the sputter-ion can record the pressure is the same as the operational
range of the sputter-ion pump itself.
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3.2.6 Vacuum baking
Despite our careful cleaning and construction procedure, particles are inevitably
bonded to the surfaces of the chamber, where they will limit our pressure by con-
tinuously outgassing. To successfully get to the UHV regime, we bake the chamber
to high temperatures to remove most of these particles from the chamber walls,
while pumping the particles out of the system.
Once the vacuum pieces are assembled, we make a conflat connection between
the turbomolecular pump to the valve. The mechanical pump is attached to the
outlet of the turbomolecular pump using a KF-25 connection. We first begin the
baking of the chamber by preparing the heating elements. We use heating tape
(Omegalux STH-101-060) powered by variable transformers to heat the chamber.
Fist, we wrap the entire chamber in aluminum foil, taking great care not to allow
the foil to come into contact with glass surfaces (the aluminum foil can scratch the
glass). Thermistors are placed in contact with the chamber at strategic points to
monitor the temperature of the chamber. Next, we uniformly wrap the chamber
with the heating tape, taking care not to overlap any of the wrappings (this can
overheat points of the chamber). We then wrap a second layer of aluminum foil
around the heating tape. Finally, the entire chamber is insulated with fiberglass
wrapped in a third layer of aluminum foil. Layering in this fashion ensures even
heating of the chamber. For most regions of the chamber, we slowly heat the
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Figure 3.5: A photograph of the vacuum system during vacuum baking. The
chamber is wrapped with (starting at the chamber exterior and working outward)
aluminum foil, heating tape, aluminum foil, fiberglass insulation, and aluminum
foil. The turbomolecular pump (backed by the mechanical pump) is pumping out
the outgassed particles. The ion gauge (glowing device in the foreground) monitors
the pressure.
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chamber to a temperature of ≈ 250◦C. While steel can be heated to 300◦C, the
sputter-ion pump magnets cannot be heated to that temperature. We must be
careful to avoid heating the inlet to the turbomolecular pump; we keep the inlet
below 120◦C to protect the turbomolecular pump. Figure 3.5 is a picture of our
vacuum chamber prepared for baking.
Prior to baking, we start the mechanical pump to rough-out the chamber (the
turbomolecular pump is off). We attach a thermocouple gauge to the outlet of
the turbomolecular pump to monitor the pressure. When the pressure falls below
range of the thermocouple (10−3 Torr), we begin the spin-up cycle of the turbo-
molecular pump. We also turn-on the ionization gauge, to monitor the pressure.
The variational transformers are turned-on, and the power is increased in small
increments over time to prevent damage to the windows and chamber joints. Fig-
ure 3.6 (a) is a plot of the chamber temperature as measured for the first couple
days for a typical bake-out. Figure 3.6 (b) is a plot of the chamber pressure as
measured for the first couple days for a typical baking-out. The initial increase
in temperature results in an increase in the outgassing molecules bonded to the
chamber. This results in a spike the pressure. As the turbomolecular pump re-
moves these particles from the chamber, the pressure decreases.
The turbomolecular pump (backed by the mechanical pump) operate on the
chamber for several days to remove most of the outgassed molecules. Then, the
sputter-ion pumps are turned-on, and all pumps operate on the chamber until the
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Figure 3.6: (a) Monitored chamber temperature vs. number of days for the first
couple days of a typical bake-out. (b) The corresponding pressure of the chamber
vs. number of days for the first couple days of a typical bake-out.
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pressure reaches 10−9 Torr. At this point, the variational transformers are slowly
turned-off over the course of hours. As the chamber cools, the pressure typically
drops to a pressure of 10−11 Torr to 10−10 Torr. At this point, we seal the valve
connected to the turbomolecular pump. When properly sealed, the turbomolecular
pump (backed by the mechanical pump) is no longer pumping on the chamber. The
turbomolecular pump is then powered down. When the turbines slow sufficiently
(< 1000 RPM), the mechanical pump can then be powered down.
3.3 Laser system
All transitions involved in our experiment (trapping, cooling, optical pumping,
and EIT) are on the D2 line in both 85Rb and 87Rb isotopes. The D2 transition
corresponds to a laser wavelength, λL ≈ 780 nm. Our lab uses two types of lasers
to produce 780 nm coherent light. Primarily, we use low power laser diodes (which
are relatively inexpensive), but require some work to improve their spectral quality
for atomic physics. Additionally, our lab operates a Titanium-Sapphire (Ti:S).
However, the Ti:S laser is not used in the EIT experiment. We use diode lasers
for all experiments in this dissertation. This section will describe the construction,
stabilization, and amplification of diode lasers.
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3.3.1 External cavity diode laser
External cavity diode lasers (ECDL) have been used in atomic physics experiments
for decades [55]. An injection current is delivered to the active region located be-
tween n- and p-type cladding layers of a diode. Electrons are excited into the
conduction band of the semi-conductor, creating a whole in the valence band.
The emitted light from the re-combination of the electron-whole pair is dependent
upon the band gap of semi-conductor material, but is typically much broader than
atomic transitions. For rubidium, we use diodes constructed with GaAlAs layers.
The spectrum of the laser diode is very broad (∼ 10 nm). An external cavity can
tighten the line width to ≤ 1 MHz)
We have two ECDL designs in operation. The “old-laser” design involves a
combination of commercially- and home-built components (see figure 3.7 (a)). A
Sharp GH0781JA2C laser diode is inserted into a Thorlabs LDM21 laser mount.
The laser mount accepts an injection current from a Thorlabs LDC500 diode driver.
Additionally, a Wavelength Electronics PTC 2500 controller stabilizes the tem-
perature of the laser diode. We construct the external cavity using blazed 1200
lines/mm ruled diffraction grating mirrors (GR13-1205) specified for 500 nm. The
grating is aligned to the Littrow angle: an alignment such that the incidence angle
of the laser diode output and the first diffraction order angle are identical [55]. The
diffracted order is retro-reflected back to the laser diode while the output of the
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Figure 3.7: (a) A photograph of the external cavity diode laser for our old set-
up. The laser mount is purchased from from Thorlabs. The laser mount and the
baseplate are temperature stabilized. (b) A photograph of the DAVLL set-up for
the old laser design. The ECDL is contained within the steel lid in the lower
left corner. The entire set-up is contained within a box designed to eliminate
temperature fluctuations and acoustic noise.
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where θL is the Littrow angle, λ is the laser wavelength, and d is the line spacing.
Making small adjustments to the grating angle allows for fine-tuning of the laser
wavelength. We can tune the laser electronically by attaching piezoelectric trans-
ducers (PZT) stacks to the grating. Applying a voltage across the PZT increases
the length of the PZT stack proportional to the voltage applied. Changing the
voltage across the PZT stack attached to the grating changes the aligned angle of
the grating. Therefore, the laser wavelength selected by the cavity is tuned with
adjustments of the voltage applied to the PZT stack.
The second laser design is our so-called “new laser” design. Figure 3.8 (a) is
a photograph of the new laser design. It follows the design introduced by ref-
erence [56], and our implementation of the design is expertly described in the
dissertation of Sean P. Krzyzewski [57].
There are key construction differences between both laser designs. One of us
(Krzyzewski) took the lead on implementing the new design. As such, Krzyzewski
has a nice write-up about the characteristics of the two laser designs [57]. We find
that this model is slightly more stable. This is most likely due to the much more
solid construction. In principle, both ECDLs operate as described by [55].
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Figure 3.8: (a) A photograph of the external cavity diode laser for our new set-up.
The entire system is manufactured in our machine shop. The baseplate is temper-
ature stabilized. (b) A photograph of the DAVLL set-up for the old laser design.
The ECDL is contained within the steel lid in the lower left corner. The entire




All of our ECDL are locked to an atomic transition using a dichroic-atomic-vapor
laser lock (DAVLL) signal [58, 59]. The set-up for both ECDL designs are shown
in figures 3.7 (b) and 3.8 (b). Consider figure 3.9. A linearly polarized laser pass-
ing through the rubidium cell in the absence of the magnetic field will result in a
Doppler broadened absorption profile, as shown in figure 3.10. Linear polarization
is a linear combination of σ+ and σ− polarization. In the presence of a magnetic
field, the transition caused by the σ+ component of the polarization is Zeeman
shifted-up in frequency (energy), while the transition caused by the σ− component
of the polarization is Zeeman shifted-down in frequency (energy). After passing
through the cell (in the presence of a magnetic field), the two polarizations are
separated and recorded on a photodiode. Subtracting the two signals gives an
error signal similar to the red curve in figure 3.10. The frequency can be stabi-
lized to an atomic transition by feeding the DAVLL error signal into a servo-side
lock box (described in [57, 60]). A set-point monitor can be monitored on an os-
cilloscope, and the set-point can be adjusted using knobs on the lock box. The
locking point on the DAVLL error signal is zero volts, and we adjust the set-point
such that the zero-crossing corresponds to a atomic transition (as determined by
a saturation-absorption signal). The lock box will send feedback to the PZT stack
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Figure 3.9: The general lay-out of all of our external cavity diode lasers (ECDL).
A laser diode is mounted and temperature stabilized. A grating is aligned to the
Littrow angle to establish an external cavity. The output of the external cavity
is sent to the experiment. Using a glass slide (GS) we pick-off 4% of the laser to
generate an error signal using a DAVLL set-up. The picked-off beam is sent through
a linear polarizer (LP). It is then directed through a Rb cell surrounded by a series
of ring permanent magnets (PM). The beam transmitted through the Rb cell is
then passed through a λ/4 wave plate, where its linear and horizontal polarizations
components are divided using a birefringent crystal (BC). Two photodiodes record
the two polarizations, and their signal is subtracted. The subtracted signal is sent
to a diode laser servo-sidelock box (DLSS), which stabilizes the frequency through
feedback to the PZT on the grating.
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on the diffraction grading of ECDL such that the set-point remains at zero.
Tuning the laser is done with three “knobs”, all of which are ways to adjust
the lasing mode prior to locking the laser. Each process tunes different regimes,
with different levels of finesse. The finest method for frequency tuning is by use
of the diffraction grating. Adjustment of the injection current is a technique used
to adjust the frequency by coarser amounts. The third (and coarsest method) of
frequency adjustment is through the adjustment of the laser diode/ECDL temper-
ature.
Step 1 of frequency stabilization involves the grating. We have two ways to
make adjustments to the grating. The most precise method is through adjustment
of the voltage across the PZT. This is usually reserved for the very last step, as the
tuning range is typically only 2 GHZ. By using the adjustment screw, we can tune
the entire spectrum of the laser diode (typically 1,000s of GHz). The first step
to frequency stabilization is to adjust the screw by hand until the laser is within
20-50 GHz of the desired atomic transition. This step is typically done once every
2-4 weeks.
Step 2 of frequency stabilization involves the injection current. Adjustment
of the injection current causes the ECDL mode to “hop” to another supportable
cavity mode. For our system, empirical adjustment of the injection current hops
in steps of 2-4 GHz across a range of about 50 GHz. We adjust the current until
we get within 2 GHz of the desire atomic transition.
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Figure 3.10: A measurement of the saturation-absorption spectrum (upper blue
curve), and DAVLL signal (lower red curve). Both curves were made simultane-
ously. The black circles indicate possible locking points on the DAVLL signal.
Adjusting the set-point shifts the DAVLL signal up/down, thus changing the zero-
crossing. Locking to the DAVLL signal provides freedom to lock anywhere within
the plotted range.
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The coarsest tuning is temperature. In our experience, a decrease of 1◦C will
increase the laser frequency by about 100 GHz. In general, we stabilize the tem-
perature of the laser diode to 1◦C above room temperature with linear stability
of 0.0014◦C. This is typically adjusted once every month to year, and is generally
left untouched. If we cannot get within 4 GHz of an atomic transition using step
2, then we make an adjustment to the laser diode/ECDL temperature. We then
repeat steps 1 and 2.
Step 3 of frequency stabilization involves adjustment of the voltage across the
PZT. This gives us very precise and continuous tuning of the frequency. During
this step, we monitor the saturation-absorption spectrum to tune to the desired
atomic transitions (see figure 3.10). The laser is tuned to the appropriate transi-
tion as identified by the saturation absorption signal. We adjust the adjust the
lock set-point such that a DAVLL slope crosses zero volts at the identified atomic
transition. The lock is then engaged by flipping a switch on the servo-side-lock
box. Small adjustments of the set-point can be made to optimize an empirical
signal (e.g. transmission measurement, MOT fluorescence, etc.).
3.3.3 Tapered amplifier
The diode lasers are low power (typically 30-60 mW). Cooling and trapping atoms
requires higher power. To that end, we employ a tapered amplifier (TA) chip
(manufactured by m2k Laser) in the master-oscillator power amplifier (MOPA)
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configuration. The TA is a large, semi-conductor gain medium (relative to the
laser diode). A lower powered ECDL serves as a seeding laser that is coupled
into the TA facet. The seeding laser stimulates coherent emission from TA that
matches the phase and frequency of the seeding laser. The output of the TA can
exceed 1 W of laser power.
The mount is built by the machine shop belonging to our department. Fig-
ure 3.11 is a representation of the set-up for the seeding laser and the TA. It is
modeled off a similar design for our “new-laser” design, and is introduced by refer-
ence [56]. One of us (Krzyzewski) spent a considerable amount of effort describing
the construction of our TA mount. I encourage the reader to read Krzyzewski’s
dissertation for more information [57].
The injection current for the TA is provided by a Wavelength Electronics Model
LFI-4532 laser diode driver. The baseplate and TA mount are temperature sta-
bilized using a TEC and a thermistor powered by a Wavelength Electronics PTC
5000. There are two aspherical lenses with a focal length f = 3.1 mm. One lens
positioned at the input facet of the TA couples the seeding laser into the TA. The
other lens is positioned at the output facet of the TA to collimate the amplified
laser light. An unseeded TA will fluoresce when provided with an injection current.
We find that the optimum coupling of our seed laser into the TA can be achieved
by first collimating the fluorescence leaking from the input facet by adjusting the
aspherical lens located at the input facet. The seeding laser is coarsely coupled
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Figure 3.11: A representation of the external cavity diode laser (ECDL) and the
tapered amplifier (TA) arranged in the MOPA configuration. This is the set-up
used to generate the amplified light for our trapping laser. An optical isolator (OI)
prevents unwanted feed-back to the ECDL from reflections of optical elements.
Two steering mirrors align the seeding ECDL into the TA. The output of the TA
is divergent in the horizontal axis. We use a cylindrical lens to collimate along
the horizontal axis only. Two more steering mirrors couple the amplified light into
a single mode (SM) fiber optic, which spatially filters the amplified light before
sending the light to the magneto-optical trap as the trapping laser.
into the TA by aligning it to the collimated fluorescence. The coupling is opti-
mized by making small adjustments to the steering mirrors (see figure 3.11) while
maximizing the output power of the TA using a power meter.
The specifications of our TA require 20-30 mW of seeding power. Using
two-mirrors, we can iteratively steer the seeding laser such that it overlaps with
the collimated fluorescence leaking from the input facet. Fine-adjustments can be
made by monitoring the power of the amplified light while adjusting the steering
mirrors for the seeding laser. Finally, after coupling the seeding laser into the TA,
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we adjust the aspherical lens on the output facet of the TA such that the amplified
light is collimated over large distances.
We operate the TA at an injection current (1-1.2 A) to extend its lifetime. At
this injection current, we get 300 mW of laser power out of the TA. After cleaning
the transverse profile of the output from the TA (by coupling into a single mode
fiber), we get 175 mW to devote to laser cooling and trapping.
3.4 Diffractive optics and Laguerre-Gaussian modes
Most lasers are characterized by the fundamental transverse mode. For this ex-
periment, we employed lasers with higher-order transverse modes. In particular,
the so-called Laguerre-Gaussian (LG`p) mode (see subsection 2.2.1). These laser
modes are characterized by an ei`φ winding phase, resulting in an orbital angular
momentum (OAM) of `~ per photon. The OAM necessarily forces the electric field
to vanish at the center of the beam, with p+ 1 concentric rings. This leads to the
characteristic “donut” intensity pattern of a laser propagating in a LG`p.
Diffractive optics can transform, external to the laser cavity, the Gaussian
output of a laser into LG`p modes. A diffractive optic is a transparent optic where
lithography techniques are used to etch microscopic structures on the surface.
These structures are designed such that the laser wavefront evolves into the de-
sired form via Huygens’ principle. Two optics are necessary to control both the




Figure 3.12: (a) A schematic of the diffractive optics (DO) used to generate the
LG`p modes in this experiment. Two DOs are required to make the transformation.
(b) An image of the DOs mounted in a holder designed to position the DOs as
specified by (a).
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Table 3.1: Reproduced from reference [62]. Comparison of various LG`p mode
beam characteristics using different external cavity generation methods.
Creation p = 0 p = 1 Conversion Extinction
method ` purity purity efficiency Ratio ×10−2
Spiral phase plate 1 78.5% [67]
2 50% [67]
Computer generated 1 93% [68] 80% [69] 40%
holograms 3 77% [68]
6 62.8% [68]
Diffractive optics 1 92.9% 40% 2.5± 0.8
(Ref. [62]) 2 99.3% 60% 3.3± 0.8
demonstrated mode purities much higher than those formed with other meth-
ods [62]. The compact diffractive optics have proven advantageous in quantum
information processing, where the large numerical aperture of these optics gather
the largest fraction of the fluorescence emitted by an ion trapped on a chip [63–65].
Recently, diffractive optic elements have been used to create blue detuned bottle
beam traps [66].
Our diffractive optics are created by the Diffractive Optic Corporation (DOC).
Figure 3.12 (a) shows the appropriate alignment of the two diffractive optics, and
figure 3.12 (b) shows the mount we use to maintain the tolerances set by the diffrac-
tive optics. Table 3.1 summarizes the mode purity and conversion efficiency for
our diffractive optics. The etched surfaces of the diffractive optics face each other.
The two optics must be aligned parallel to each other to within ±3 arc-minutes
(along any axis). The separation from etch-surface of optic 1 to the etch-surface of
optic 2 is (15± 0.2) mm. Deviations beyond the tolerances provided by the DOC
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Figure 3.13: Four LG`p modes generated from our diffractive optics (first column),







results in inhomogeneous intensity distributions and degradation of the azimuthal
phase.
The optics are designed such that a pure LG`p is produced at an image plane
15 mm behind the second optic. However, we have observed that the LG`p gen-
erally propagates in a good approximation to an LG`p for distances on the order







LG32 modes using five pairs of diffractive optics. Figure 3.13 shows measurements
of a few selections of these modes. This work employs the LG10 mode for the this
study of EIT, but we also explore the incorporation of LG50 and LG
2
1 modes in
appendix A. Figure 3.13 shows several LG`p modes measured in this lab.
3.5 Magneto-optical trap
The theory of our magneto-optical trap (MOT) is explored in chapter 2. To ex-
perimentally implement the MOT, we employ two laser fields in conjunction with
two current carrying wires in the anti-Helmholtz configuration. One laser field
functions as the trapping laser (amplified by a TA in the MOPA configuration),
and the other laser functions as a repumping laser. Additionally, we use three pairs
of rectangular coils in an approximation of the Helmholtz configuration to elim-
inate magnetic fields along each of the orthogonal directions. Figure 3.14 shows
a level diagram with indicated transitions for the trapping and repumping lasers.
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Figure 3.14: A level diagram indicating the appropriate transitions for (a) 85Rb
and (b)87Rb. The trapping laser is indicated by the red arrows, and the repumping
laser is indicated by the dashed blue arrows. The detuning various from experiment
to experiment, but is typically ∆/2π ≈ 10− 20 MHz.
voted to the four components, and a final subsection describing the properties and
characteristics of the MOT.
3.5.1 Cooling and trapping laser
The trapping laser with TA is described in subsection 3.3.3 and is shown in fig-
ure 3.11. The output of the TA is spatially filtered using a polarization maintaining
single mode fiber (SMF), ensuring uniform cooling and trapping. We typically get
175 mW out of the SMF cable. A UniBlitz shutter is placed before the SMF cable
to shutter the trapping beam. For this experiment, the trapping laser does not
need to be shuttered. The SMF are very sensitive to the alignment of the input
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linear polarization to the fast axis of fiber. Perturbations of the fiber (mechanical,
temperature, etc.) can lead to rotations of the polarization of the laser as it prop-
agates through the fiber. Therefore, the polarization of the laser can rotate over
long periods of time, and drastically change the properties of the MOT. To ensure
a fixed polarization, we place a polarizing beam splitter (PBS) cube directly after
the output of the fiber. We exerted great effort in aligning the input polarization
to the fast axis of the SMF. This was done by monitoring the power reflected from
the PBS cube while empirically adjusting angle of a λ/2 waveplate before the in-
put coupler of the SMF. As a result, the power fluctuations are negligible over the
duration of an experiment.
We telescope the trapping laser to a 1/e2 diameter of 2.5 cm. This is the
largest beam size that will pass through our optics. Larger trapping beams slow
atoms over a larger volume, increasing the numbers confined in our MOT. After
telescoping the trapping laser we split the trapping beam into six beams using
five PBS cubes. A λ/2 wave plate allows us to tune the power of each of the
six beams by rotating fast axis of the wave plate, thus balancing the MOT. The
transmission/reflection of each beam through each PBS cube is then sent through
a λ/4 wave plate. The fast axis of the λ/4 wave plate is then adjusted to produce
σ+ or σ− light depending on which axis the trapping beam propagates. Table 3.2
describes the specific polarizations corresponding to the coordinates and quanti-
zation axis defined in figure 3.15.
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Table 3.2: Cataloged polarizations states for each of the laser beams that make-up
our magneto-optical trap (MOT). These polarizations are specific to the configu-
ration as described in figure 3.15. σ± polarizations drive ∆mF = ±1 transitions as
described by the quantization axis defined by the magnetic field. Right circularly
handed (RHC) and Left circularly handed (LHC) are defined relative to the laser
propagation axis.
Laser Propagation Axis Polarization Handedness






Repumping +ẑ σ+ RHC
Finally, we steer (using mirrors) three of the beams along three orthogonal
axes, and the reaming three beams are steered counter-propagating to the first
three beams. Alignment of the beams is challenging because of the glass cell.
There are not any orthogonal ports or windows to help guide the trapping beams.
To guide the four beams in the horizontal axis, we built an alignment tool (see
figure 3.16). The tool is a cross, milled to rest centered on the anti-Helmholtz coils.
Descending from each arm of the cross, we attach irises. Two of the beams are
aligned such that each pass through two irises along the length of an arm. The tool
is then removed, and the other two beams are aligned to their counter-propagating
partner. The two beams along the vertical axis (the axis of the anti-Helmholtz
coils) are aligned using the symmetry of the anti-Helmholtz coils. The center of
the anti-Helmholtz coils can be easily located, and the beams can be aligned to
the center using a hole made in tape and/or paper and a hole drilled through the
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center of the alignment tool in figure 3.16.
The MOT is first optimized through iterative adjustments of the fast axis
of each λ/2 wave plate are made while monitoring the MOT with charge coupled
devices (CCD) and photodiodes. Then, small steering adjustments of the trapping
beams are made to optimize MOT numbers and symmetry. Finally, iterative ad-
justments of fast axis of each λ/4 wave plate are made to minimize the temperature
of the MOT by optimizing sub-Doppler cooling.
3.5.2 Repumping laser
The cycling transition of the trapping laser is not a closed transition. The trap-
ping laser is typically detuned 20 MHz below the cycling transition. There is an
appreciable probability that trapping laser will drive a transition form |F = 3〉 →
|F = 2〉 (|F = 2〉 → |F = 1〉) in 85Rb (87Rb). The atom will then decay to the
lower hyperfine ground state: |F = 2〉 (|F = 1〉) in 85Rb (87Rb). If the MOT em-
ploys a trapping laser only, then the ensemble of atoms will be optically pump the
lower hyperfine ground state, no longer mechanically effected by the trapping laser.
Therefore, we use a second ECDL that is frequency stabilized using a DAVLL to
the |F = 2〉 → |F ′ = 3〉 (|F = 1〉 → |F ′ = 2〉) in 85Rb (87Rb), as shown in fig-
ure 3.14. The repumping laser will optically pump the atoms back into the cycling
transition of the trapping laser.
Figure 3.17 shows the basic set-up of the repumping laser. The output of
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Figure 3.15: The configuration of our trapping beams, repumping beam, and anti-
Helmholtz coils. The x-, y-, and z-axis is defined in the upper left-hand corner
of the figure. The corresponding polarization (σ+ or σ−, and right hand circular
(RHC) or left hand circular (LHC)) is indicated next to each beam. The direction
of the current for each of the coils is also indicated. Figures 2.11 and 2.12 show
the magnetic filed and restoring force experienced by the ensemble atoms along
the x-, y-, and z-axis.
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Figure 3.16: The tool we built to align the four trapping laser beams that span
the horizontal plane.
the repumping laser passes through an optical isolator to prevent scattered light
from reaching the ECDL. We telescope the repumping laser to mode match with
an acoustic-optical beam deflector (AOBD). The AOBD operates with the same
principle as the AOM. The AOBD acts as a shutter for the repumping laser in this
experiment.
After passing through the AOBD, we enlarge the repumping laser using a tele-
scope. The repumping laser is telescoped such that it is the same size as the trap-
ping laser, ensuring that atoms will be laser cooled and trapped over the entire
volume of the crossed-trapping beams. Finally, the repumping laser is overlapped
with one of the trapping beams by steering the beam through the back of one
of the PBS cubes that divides the trapping laser beams. The fast axis of a λ/2
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Figure 3.17: The set-up for the repumping laser. It is an external cavity diode
laser (ECDL) that is frequency stabilized by a dichroic atomic vapor laser lock
(DAVLL). The laser is telescoped to mode match the acousto-optic beam deflector
(AOBD). After passing through the AOBD, the laser is telescoped to match the
size of the trapping laser. It is then steered to co-propagate with the trapping
laser.
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wave plate is aligned so that the repumping beam co-propagates with one trap-
ping beam only1. The final state of the repumping laser is σ+ polarization (RHC),
which optically pumps on the transitions described by figure 3.14 (a) and (b) for
85Rb and 87Rb.
3.5.3 Anti-Helmholtz coils
Two circular current carrying coils are positioned along the vertical axis such that
they are centered on the glass cell. The current in the two wires travel in opposite
directions (the so-called “anti-Helmholtz configuration”). This configuration pro-
duces non-uniform magnetic field that is linear along the vertical and radial axes.
At the center of the two coils, the magnetic field is zero. The housing, mount-
ing stand, and winding of the coils was done by the machine shop in the Homer
L. Dodge Department of Physics and Astronomy.
The current for the coils is provided by a Sorensen HPD 15-20 power supply,
and can deliver 0-20 A to the coils. In this experiment, fast switching of the current
is necessary. We use a home-built circuit to quickly turn on/off the current going
to the anti-Helmholtz coils. The circuit has a rise/fall time of 10 µs.




Minimizing stray-DC magnetic fields is crucial for EIT experiments. Some com-
mon sources of DC magnetic fields include the Earth’s magnetic field, the iron rich
bricks in the walls, the permanent magnets on the two sputter-ion pumps, and
the optical posts may become magnetized. Magnetic fields lift the degeneracy of
the atomic hyperfine sublevels, which leads to broadening of the EIT resonance
and increased decoherence in the system. To manage stray-magnetic fields, we
use three pairs of rectangular coils that are arranged along the three orthogonal
axes in an approximation to the Helmholtz configuration. Figure 3.18 shows the
arrangement of these coils with respect to the MOT, as well as the cell.
A CircuitSpecialists.com CSIPPS33T programmable DC power supply pro-
vides current to the rectangular coils. Three channels output three independent
currents, allowing for mA precision for each pair of coils. We minimize stray-
magnetic fields using two procedures:
1. Lakeshore Model 420 Gaussmeter: This is the coarsest method, and is
the first step you take toward minimizing the magnetic field. The precision
our probe is 3 mG.
(a) One axis at a time, adjust the current in such a way as to minimize the
measured magnetic field as recorded by a Hall probe.
(b) Naturally, we cannot place the Hall probe inside the chamber. Therefore,
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Figure 3.18: The trapping laser beams are indicated by red arrows. The repump-
ing laser beam is the vertical blue arrow entering from the bottom of the cell. The
gray circular coils are the anti-Helmholtz coils used for the MOT. The three pairs
of rectangular Helmholtz coils reduce the background magnetic fields. The hue of
blue indicates matching pairs of coils.
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it is best to minimize the magnetic field on both sides of the cell along
the axis of interest.
(c) After completing all three axes, it is best to repeat as necessary.
2. EIT Signal: This is the finest method, and follows the Hall probe proce-
dure.
(a) EIT is very sensitive to magnetic fields.
(b) Magnetic fields lift the degeneracy of the hyperfine sublevels.
(c) If the system is otherwise coherent, then the multiple EIT resonances
can be resolved for each sublevel.
(d) Figure 3.19 (a) shows a typical EIT resonance in the presence of a non-
zero DC magnetic field.
(e) We adjust the current flowing through each pair of coils one channel at
a time with the goal of collapsing the multiple EIT features into a single
EIT resonance.
(f) After completing all three axes, it is best to repeat as necessary.
(g) Figure 3.19 (b) shows a typical EIT resonance after minimizing the DC
magnetic field.
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Figure 3.19: A spectrum of a typical EIT resonance in the presence of a non-zero
DC magnetic field is shown by the red curve. The green curve shows a spectrum
showing a typical EIT resonance after partially canceling the DC magnetic field.
The blue curve shows an EIT spectrum when the DC magnetic field has been
cancelled to the best precision obtained by our experiment. The spectrum gives
an upper limit B ≤ 0.09 mG.
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3.5.5 MOT summary
Figure 3.18 shows the components of the MOT. For scale and relationship, the
vacuum system is included with the MOT. The representation of the chamber is
accurate for routine experiments. The valve is closed, the turbomolecular pump
is removed from the chamber, and the mechanical pump is also removed. The
sputter-ion pumps work on the chamber to maintain a vacuum. The MOT is













































3.6 Fluorescence and absorption detection
Section 3.5 described how we produce an ensemble of ultracold atoms. This section
will discuss how we probe and detect the atomic ensemble. Fluorescence detection
involves the collection of photons scattered by the near resonant trapping beams
from the MOT. We image the fluorescence using a charge coupled device (CCD)
camera, and we also focus the fluorescence onto a photodiode. Both fluorescence
detection methods provide characteristics of the MOT, but are not as accurate as
absorption techniques.
Absorption detection employs a weak probe that is resonant with an atomic
transition. The ensemble of atoms absorb photons from the weak probe. The
reduced transmission of the probe is detected with both a CCD camera and with
a photodiode.
The section will begin by describing the fluorescence detection. We will then
discuss absorption detection. In general, for each of these techniques, we will
develop the formalism used to determine the characteristic of our ultracold ensem-
ble of atoms. This description will conclude with our specific implementation of
fluorescence and absorption detection.
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Figure 3.21: The set-up for our fluorescence detection. The lens is position twice
its focal length from the confined atoms. The photodiode is placed behind the lens
by an additional length of twice its focal length.
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3.6.1 Fluorescence detection
We measure the total number of atoms in our MOT using the fluorescence of the
confined atoms. The trapping laser is close to resonance (we are typically 20 MHz
detuned below the resonance). As a result, the atoms are continuously scattering
photons. We position a lens at a position twice the focal length from the trapped
atoms. On the other side of the lens, we position a photodiode at a distance of
twice the focal length behind the lens (see figure 3.21). For this configuration, the





where Ipd is the photocurrent from the photodiode, ΩL is the solid angle subtended
by the lens, R is the responsivity of the photodiode, k is the number of uncoated
glass surfaces between the confined atoms and the lens, and Rsc is the photon
scattering rate given by equation (2.22).
In addition to a measurement of the total number of atoms, we use fluorescence
detection to measure the loading rate of the MOT. This helps us to monitor the
background pressure of the chamber. In general, an increase in the loading rate
by a second approximately indicates an increase in the background pressure by an
order of magnitude. Figure 3.22 shows a typical fluorescence measurement of the
MOT loading rate.
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The absorption imaging follows from Beer’s Law. Consider an absorbing medium
illuminated by a laser (figure 3.23). The intensity of the laser before entering the
medium is I0. The direction of the laser propagation is z, and the boundary of
the absorbing medium will be chosen to be z = 0, and x and y make up a plane
perpendicular to the probe laser beam. Then, we expect the intensity to decay
exponentially with distance traveled through the medium.
dI(x, y, z)
dz
= −σ0n(x, y, z)I(x, y, z), (3.3)
where σ0 is the resonant scattering cross-section (more on this later), n(x, y, z) is
the number density, and I(x, y, z) is the intensity of the laser at a position (x, y, z)








n(x, y, z) dz (3.4)
The left hand side is simple enough to carry through. However, in order to carry
out the integration of the right-hand side, we will first model the density profile.
To lowest order, the MOT can be expressed as a harmonic oscillator (see subsec-
tion 2.5.3). Using equation (B.4), we model the density as a Gaussian. The density
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AtomsI0 Iout
Figure 3.23: The general concept for absorption imaging uses Beer’s Law. A
laser with initial intensity I0 resonantly illuminates a sample of atoms. The atoms
absorb an amount of light that is related to the trap density. What emerges is a
reduced intensity Iout. Measuring these two intensities gives us information about
the trap characteristics.
is then expressed as:





− (y − y0)




where npeak is the peak density, x0 is the center of the trap in the x-dimension
as defined by the CCD chip, y0 is the center of the trap in the y-dimension as
defined by the CCD chip, z0 is the center of the trap in the z-dimension, χ is the
width of the trap in the x-dimension, and ψ is the width of the trap in the y- and
z-dimensions2.
So, integrating the equation (3.5) yields
2We have assumed that the symmetries of the MOT apparatus reflect the symmetries of the
MOT. The MOT coils are cylindrically symmetric. A rotation in a plane parallel to the MOT
























































where ñ(x, y) is the column density distribution in the plane transverse to the
probe laser, npeak is the peak number density, and ñpeak =
√
2πnpeak is the peak







Now, we will define the optical density (similar to that in chapter 2) as:






In practice, we measure I0(x, y) and Iout(x, y). Then use the relation in equa-
tion (3.8), as well as the relations therein to get various characteristics of the trap.
For example, from equations (3.7) and (3.8), we can find the peak density of the
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Figure 3.24: The experimental set-up for absorption imaging. We send a colli-
mated probe laser, tuned to the cycling transition |F = 3,mF = +3〉 → |F ′ =
4,mF ′ = +4〉 (|F = 3,mF = +3〉 → |F ′ = 4,mF ′ = +4〉) in 85Rb (87Rb). The
shadow caused by the absorption of atoms confined to the magneto-optical trap is
imaged on the CCD camera via a pair of lenses.
cloud by measuring the peak optical density: ñpeak =
√
2πnpeak = ODpeak/σ0. The
next subsection will describe how we measure I0(x, y) and Iout(x, y).
3.6.3 Experimental procedure
To image the atoms, we illuminate the sample of trapped atoms with a weak, colli-
mated probe laser resonant with the 85Rb |F = 3〉 → |F ′ = 4〉 hyperfine transition.
The transverse mode quality of the probe laser is cleaned up using a Thorlabs P3-
780PM-FC polarization maintaining fiber optic. The probe beam is then expanded
to have a waist w0 ≈ 1 cm so that the laser can be approximated as a plane wave.
The probe beam has linear polarization. The probe beam is then directed into the
chamber, and is overlapped with the trapped atoms. Atoms absorb the resonant
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light, reducing the intensity of the probe laser. After passing through the cloud
of atoms, the probe laser is directed onto a CCD chip3. This is done one of two
ways, described below.
The first set-up is shown by figure 3.23. The collimated probe to directly illu-
minate the CCD chip. In this set-up, the dimensions of the trap can be determined
directly from the size of the pixels. The array of pixels (see figure 3.26) is a co-
ordinate plane with the size of each pixel defining position grid for which we can
measure distances. Therefore, each pixel count gives us a specific intensity at a
specific point in space.
Figure 3.24 shows an absorption imaging set-up that uses a pair of plano convex
lenses to image the shadow onto the CCD ship. We find that the shadow caused
by the MOT diffracts over short distances away from the MOT. Imaging the MOT
in this fashion minimizes the diffraction of the shadow. The first lens has a focal
point of f1 = 150 mm, and the second lens has a focal point f2 = 300 mm. This
corresponds to a magnification of the image by a factor of 2, which is advantageous
for measuring the dipole trap (typically much smaller in size than the MOT). Fig-
ure 3.25 shows a typical absorption measurement using this set-up. The horizontal
axes give the positions of the MOT in the plane transverse to the propagation of
the probe laser. The vertical axis is the optical density of the MOT.
3We use one of two CCD cameras. We use a Spectrum One 3000, liquid nitrogen cooled
CCD camera for sensitive detection, and a Pulnix room temperature CCD camera when high
sensitivity is not required.
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Figure 3.25: An absorption image of the magneto-optical trap.
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Data analysis
The data analysis was done in Mathematica [71]. We determine three character-
istics of the traps: the trap size, the numbers of atoms trapped, and the peak
density of the trap.
The intensities are measured with a CCD camera. Consider figure 3.26. Each
pixel counts the number of photons per frame, i.e. measures a power at the lo-
cation of that pixel. It is helpful to think of each pixel as an infinitesimal area
element, Aij, which (if Aij is small enough) can map out the intensity profile illu-
minating the CCD chip.
To this end, we take three pictures. Picture 1 is a CCD image of the resonant
probe beam in the presence of the trapped atoms; call this image Absorption. Pic-
ture 2 is a CCD image of the probe beam absent any atoms; call this image Probe.
Finally, we take a third image of the background scattered light; call this image
Background. This is accomplished by shuttering the probe beam, while keeping all
other lasers unblocked.
From, equation (3.8), the optical density measured at the ith, jth pixel is then
determined by
OD = ln(Probe− Background)− ln(Absorption− Background), (3.9)
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Now, we will consider the CCD data. Ultimately, the data from the CCD is
saved as a tab delimited text file arrayed with 1028×256 numbers. A photon count
in the ith and jth array element corresponds to the number of photon counts made
by a pixel in the ith row and j column. Consider figure 3.26. Thus the CCD chip
gives us a spatial distribution of intensities. Therefore, computing equation (3.9)
at each pixel yields
ODij = ln(Probeij − Backgroundij)− ln(Absorptionij − Backgroundij), (3.10)
which we can then use to map out spatial distribution of optical densities, and
ultimately learn many characteristics about our traps. Next, we can convert equa-





where σ0 is the resonant scattering cross-section [41, 70]. In addition, BR =
Γ4→3/(
∑
Γi) is the branching ratio, Γ4→3 is the decay rate from |F ′ = 4〉 to
|F = 3〉 and the factor
∑











Figure 3.26: An example of a CCD chip. Each white square represents a pixel.
The blue square is a pixel under consideration, located in the ith row and jth
column. It has an area Aij.
Recognize that a consideration of the entire matrix ñij should match the form of
our model found in equation (3.7). Thus, we use Mathematica to fit equation (3.7)
to the data contained in the matrix described by equation (3.12). For clarity, we
write down the exact form that we are fitting to the data.










Using ODpeak, x0, y0, χ, and ψ as fitting parameters, we will have an analytical
column density definition for the optical density that can be used to determine
various trap characteristics.
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3.6.4 Trap size, and trap numbers
After making the fit described in equation (3.13), we need only read off the vales
of χ and ψ to get the trap size. The matrix expressed in equation (3.12) can be
used to directly measure the trap numbers. Alternatively, we could use the fitted
model. In fact, we have Mathematica perform both methods. To be clear, I will call
the first method a “direct measurement”, and the second method a “measurement
from a model”. Consider the first method.
Direct measurement
The column density is defined in equation (3.12). The column density is the number
of atoms per unit area. Therefore, the total trap numbers can be determined by
integrating over the entire area of the trap. With a CCD image, this is performed
by summing over all the pixels.
First, consider a specific pixel, like in figure 3.26. If the area of the pixel,
Aij, is sufficiently small
5 then we can approximate the pixel to be an infinitesimal







where Nij is the number of atoms measured by the pixel located in the row i and
column j, Aij is the area of the pixel located in the row i and column j (for our




















Since we have the fitted function in equation (3.13), we can just as easily get trap
numbers by analytically integrating this function.
N =
∫






















Therefore, for a trap described by our model, the total number of atoms can be






The factors χ, ψ, and ODpeak are all fit parameters that are determined by the
Mathematica code. We find that there is (typically) a factor of 2 discrepancy be-
tween the determination of N from the CCD pixels, and from the model. This
occurs when the MOT density profile is non-Gaussian (which occurs at high den-
sities with the so-called “flat-top MOT”). The measurement of N from summing
CCD pixels is the most accurate method.
3.6.5 Densities




























where ñpeak = ODpeak/σ is the peak column density of the trap. Finally, to get













The experimental set-up for this procedure consists of a weak probe laser focused
at the center of the trap. Focusing the laser allows us to only sample the peak
density. Start with equation (3.3), and incorporate equation (3.6). The size of
the probe is small compared to that of the MOT (probe is ∼ 10% the size of the
MOT). The total power of the transmitted probe is measured by a photodiode. In
addition, the frequency is scanning over a transition. This will be referenced to
the cycling transition, |F = 3〉 → |F ′ = 4〉, by the quantity,
∆ = ω − ωcycle, (3.20)
where ∆ is the detuning, ω is the frequency of the incident photon, and ωcycle
is the frequency of the cycling transition. Now, consider equation (3.3). Is the
intensity independent of the coordinate z? Well, let’s consider our set-up. A weak
laser beam with a waist of w1 = 340 µm is tuned to the above mentioned cycling
transition passes through a lens of focal point, f = 0.3 m. The focus of the laser
pierces the center of trap. For a laser of wavelength λ = 780 nm, this corresponds
to a Rayleigh range of about zR = 30 cm. The trap has a 1/e
2 radius of about
1 mm. Therefore, for all practical purposes, the laser remains well collimated.
The input and output intensity profiles are of the form of a collimated Gaussian
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distribution.
I0(x, y) = I0e
−2(x2+y2)/w20
Iout(x, y) = Ioute
−2(x2+y2)/w20
(3.21)
So, the explicit z-dependence of the laser drops out, and the Gaussian factor is the
same for both the input and output beams (since the beam is collimated over the

























where ∆ is defined in equation (3.20), Iout(x, y) is the transmitted intensity of the
probe beam at a particular detuning, I0(x, y) is the incident intensity of the probe
beam at a particular detuning, and σ(∆) is the photon scattering cross-section for
a given detuning from the cycling resonance. Before we delve into the scattering
cross-section, let us look at the density term. Assuming the laser passes through
the center of the trap, consider the density that the center of the laser beam sees
and the density that the wings of the laser see. From Table 3.3, we see that the
density is uniform across the probe laser beam. Then, the density right-hand side
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Table 3.3: A comparison of the density distribution across the probe laser when
the w0 = 10% of the trap size. For all practical purposes, the density is uniform
for all regions of the probe laser. In addition, we are probing the peak density of
the trap.
Center Position of Probe x2 + y2 = w20 Position of Probe
ñ =
√
(2π)npeak ñ = (0.98)
√
(2π)npeak ≈ ñ(x = 0, y = 0)






= −OD(∆) = −σ(∆)
√
2πψnpeak (3.23)





1 + 4((ω − ω0,i)/Γi)2 + (I0/Isat,i)
, (3.24)
where σ0,i is the resonant scattering cross-section for the ith transition, Γ is the
natural line width of the ith transition, I0 is the intensity of incident probe laser,
and Isat,i is the saturation intensity of the ith transition. We will choose our laser












(Γ/2)2 + (ω − ωi)2
,
(3.25)
It is often helpful to write this in terms of a detuning, ∆. As was mentioned
before (and from hence forth), ∆ will always be the detuning with respect to the
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(Γ/2)2 + (ω − ωcycle + ωcycle − ωi)2
, (3.26)
We recognize that ω − ωcycle ≡ ∆ and that ωcycle − ωi ≡ ∆i is the detuning of the
transition from the main cycling transition. Then, the photon scattering cross-







(Γ/2)2 + (∆ + ∆i)2
, (3.27)
In Rubidium 85, there are three possible transitions from the upper hyperfine
ground state, |F = 3〉 → |F ′ = 2, 3, 4〉.
3.7 Instrument and computer interface
Successful atomic experiments require a choreographed ballet performed by a num-
ber instruments and devices. This dance is synchronized by two primary con-
trollers: a computer and a digital pulse generator. What follows is description of
all the instruments involved the MOT and EIT, a description of our digital signal
generator, and a description of the computer interface.
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3.7.1 Computer control
We use an HPE-360z computer to control and analyze our experiment. Two soft-
ware programs are used to interface with our instruments: CamWare and Lab-
VIEW. CamWare is a program designed by pco.imaging to interface with their
charge coupled device (CCD) camera, pco.pixelfly. The software interfaces through
USB connections. From CamWare, the user can control all the camera settings (ex-
posure time, triggering, etc.). The CCD camera accepts TTL triggers. In general,
we set the camera setting using CamWare, then trigger the camera to record an
image from an external source (such as LabVIEW or the digital signal generator).
The CCD camera can store up to 100 images within its own memory. This allows
us to execute an experimental sequence, store all data on the CCD camera, then
transfer all images through the USB interface after the experiment is complete.
Loaded onto the HP computer is the software called LabVIEW, for which we
use to communicate with most instruments. LabVIEW is created by the com-
pany National Instruments. The software is a graphical programming language
that allows the user to acquire and analyze measurements, control instruments,
send/receive analogue and digital signals, etc. In our lab, we use LabVIEW to
communicate through a GPIB interface, and two SCB-68A I/O modules.
The GPIB interface is used for two instruments: Tektronix TDS 3054 Oscil-
loscope and a Sorensen HPD 1520 power supply. For a typical EIT experiment,
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the photodiode measurement of a probe transmission through the atomic medium
is recorded by the oscilloscope. We use LabVIEW to transfer the data from the
oscilloscope to the computer, where it is saved as a text file. The Sorensen serves
as our MOT current supply. From LabVIEW we control the current output for
the anti-Helmholtz coils. GPIB communication is slow (∼ 100 ms), but this is
the only mode of communication between the computer and power supply. In this
experiment, we require faster control of the current. A home-built circuit was im-
plemented that accepts a TTL pulse.
The SCB-68A I/O module is a board produced by National Instruments that
has analog inputs and outputs, as well as digital inputs and outputs. We use ana-
log inputs to monitor the fluorescence recorded by a photodiode. We use analog
outputs to control RF frequency modulation on the acousto-optical drivers and for
set-point adjustments on the diode laser servo-sidelock circuits.
This computer runs Windows 8 as its operating system, and suffers from the
usual interruptions that we have all come to love about Microsoft. For this reason,
the best we can do is ∼ 10 ms timing precision. This is not adequate to control the
EIT experiment. Therefore, we implemented a digital signal generator to control
the EIT timing sequence, while the computer handles the slower processes (such
as reading and analyzing data).
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3.7.2 Digital signal generator
To control the EIT timing sequence, we use an HP 8175A digital signal generator
(DSG). The DSG serves as a master clock for the computer, shutters the lasers on
and off via their AOMs, and controls the fast switch for the MOT current. The
user interface is through a monitor and key-pad fixed to the front panel of the
DSG. There is an option to communicate via HPIB (the predecessor to GIPB),
but front panel operation is sufficient for our applications. There are twenty-one
possible output channels for which digital signals can be sent. A program can be
entered as “data” by navigating to the appropriate screen, and entering a series
of 1’s and 0’s a sequence. Entering a “1” (“0”) indicates that the DSG is to send
5 V (0 V) through the appropriate channel for appropriate time interval. The time
interval may range from 20 ns to 9.99 s. For EIT spectra experiments, we find that
100µs is sufficient.
A typical EIT run involves sustaining a steady-state MOT, turning OFF the
MOT, then switching-ON the two EIT laser fields. The DSG controls all these
operations. A DSG signal is used as the TTL trigger for the MOT coil switch
circuit, and another signal is used to trigger the CCD camera. We shutter the
probe, control, and repumping laser using their corresponding AOMs. The RF
drivers for the AOMs accept anolog inputs that range from 0-1 V (0 V being off,
and 1 V being full RF power). Since the signal originating from the DSG is digital
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(not analog) we use home-built voltage follower circuits to convert the digital
signals. Finally, we use the DSG as a master clock for the HPE-350v computer.
The SCP-68A I/O module has a counter on-board. We send a series of TTL pulses
from the DSG to the counter synchronize the computer generated RF frequency
modulation with the EIT sequence. The RF frequency modulation is the method
by which we ramp the probe laser (or control laser) frequency to generate the
spectra reported in this dissertation.
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Chapter 4
Electromagnetically induced transparency with Gaussian
and Laguerre-Gaussian mode lasers
4.1 Introduction
Electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) is an optical technique used to
manipulate quantum states of atoms and photons [1]. A control laser modifies
the absorption profile of a probe laser, causing coherent destructive interference of
excitation pathways of the atom. The result is an increased transmission of the
probe laser tuned to an atomic resonance where absorption is otherwise expected.
Applications of EIT range from coherent storage of light in the atomic medium for
quantum information storage [2, 3], nonlinear optics [4], and lasing without popu-
lation inversion [5].
Initial spectroscopic studies of EIT were performed in an atomic gas at room
temperature [6]. Large laser powers can overcome the Doppler broadening, but
cause homogeneous line broadening, though specific Doppler-free techniques pro-
duce EIT signals in a room temperature gas with moderate laser powers [7–10].
Alternatively, experiments that produce ultracold samples of atomic gases result
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in Doppler-broadening smaller than the natural linewidth of the atomic transition.
The reduced transverse motion of cold atoms also suppresses the decoherence due
to diffusion. Ultracold gases also offer high densities, typically in the range from
109− 1012 cm−3. For these reasons, EIT has been extensively studied in this envi-
ronment [11–15].
One consequence of EIT is the slowing of light in an atomic sample. The de-
structive interference of excitation pathways in EIT leads to a sub-natural linewidth
transmission feature. There is no theoretical minimum to the linewidth, which is
only limited by experimental constraints, such as background magnetic fields, laser
linewidth, atomic collisions, and other homogeneous broadening [1]. Slow light re-
sults from enhancement of the slope of the dispersion in the frequency range near
the EIT resonance. Lowering of the intensity of the control field leads to narrowing
of the EIT linewidth and results in the decreasing of probe group velocity. Speeds
many orders of magnitude less than c have been achieved in an ultracold gas [16]
and in room temperature gases [17,18]. A slowed probe pulse propagating through
the medium can be coherently stored in and retrieved from the atoms by adiabat-
ically switching the control laser off and on [2,3].
Incorporation of a laser propagating in a Laguerre-Gaussian (LG`p) mode to EIT
is of considerable interest. The azimuthal winding phase (ei`φ) leads to quantized
orbital angular momentum (OAM) of `~ per photon. A probe laser carrying OAM
generates a manifold of information degrees of freedom, allowing multi-dimensional
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quantum computing and encryption [22]. Storage of LG`p mode probe pulses in
gases has been demonstrated in both room temperature gases [23–26], and in ul-
tracold gases [27–30]. The OAM forces the intensity to go to zero at the center,
and the additional p radial nodes give rise to “doughnut” shaped beams, or even
concentric ring intensity patterns and a spatially varying Rabi frequency.
A control laser with a large Rabi frequency (as compared to the decoherence
rates) increases the signal contrast of the EIT feature, while a small Rabi frequency
results in a narrower EIT resonance. Placing a control laser in an LG`p mode, and
aligning the probe laser to the central node causes most of the probed atoms to
experience a low control field, resulting in a narrowing of the EIT resonance. Then,
the control laser power can be increased, improving the signal. Previously, sub-
natural linewidths were observed in the EIT transmission spectra using an LG10
control beam in room temperature gases [19, 20]. Remarkably, the LG10 control
laser reduced the EIT linewidth by a factor of 2 as compared to a similar experi-
ment with the control in a Gaussian mode. The transmission results were reported
in arbitrary units, so a comparison of the contrast for the two modes could not
be made. It was proposed in ref. [20] that the OAM of the control beam could
decrease the decoherences due to transit effects of the room temperature gas. How-
ever, they show that increasing OAM does not increase the narrowing and argue
that the reduction in EIT linewidth is due entirely to the spatial dependence of
the control Rabi frequency.
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We measure EIT transmission spectra using an LG10 laser mode in ultracold
atoms prepared in a magneto-optical trap (MOT). We find narrowing of the EIT
resonance, and in the ultracold system transit decoherences are negligible. We
measure EIT linewidths with the control beam in the LG10 mode and the probe in
the fundamental Gaussian mode for four different EIT configurations of the D2 line
for both 85Rb and 87Rb. We compare this data with EIT spectra where both the
probe and the control lasers are in the fundamental Gaussian mode. A theoretical
model is used to analyze each configuration. We use a density matrix formalism
for a six level system presented in chapter 2. The six levels are composed of the
two ground-state hyperfine levels and the four excited-state hyperfine levels of the
D2 transition in 85Rb and 87Rb. In our model, we do not include the magnetic
sub-levels of each of the hyperfine levels. We model the fields as plane-waves when
the control is in the fundamental mode, and include the spatially varying Rabi
frequency when the control is in the LG10 mode [19, 21]. A transmission spectrum
is generated from the steady-state solutions of the density matrix equations. We
find good agreement between the model and the experiment. For both theory and
experiment, we observe narrower EIT resonance features with the control laser in
the LG10 mode than with the control laser in the Gaussian mode.
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4.2 Experimental Design
The experimental set-up for our MOT is shown in Fig. 4.1 and is similar to that
found in [73]. The trapping laser is a low-powered external-cavity diode laser locked
' 15 MHz to the red of the |F = 3〉 → |F ′ = 4〉 (|F = 2〉 → |F ′ = 3〉) atomic
transition in 85Rb (87Rb) as shown in Fig. 4.2. It is amplified by a tapered amplifier
in the master-oscillator power-amplifier configuration and spatially filtered using
a polarization maintaining single-mode fiber. The output of the fiber has a power
of 175 mW, and is telescoped to a 1/e2 beam diameter of 2.5 cm. It is further
split into six beams, three of the beams are directed toward the cell along three
orthogonal axes, and the other three beams counter-propagate along these axes
with opposite circular polarizations. The repumping laser is locked on resonance
with the |F = 2〉 → |F ′ = 3〉 (|F = 1〉 → |F ′ = 2〉) atomic transition in 85Rb
(87Rb) as shown in Fig. 4.2. The laser has a power of 10 mW, is telescoped to a
1/e2 diameter of 2.5 cm, and is directed through a polarizing beam-splitter (PBS)
to co-propagate with the trapping laser. The MOT routinely traps 108 atoms at
a temperature of 50 µK. The density distribution of the atoms is Gaussian with
a peak density of (1 − 5) × 1010 cm−3 and 1/e2 radius of ' 2 mm. Three sets of
Helmholtz coils eliminate the effects of background magnetic fields.
The probe laser is also an external cavity diode laser. The frequency of the
probe is scanned 150 − 500 MHz across the resonances indicated in Fig. 4.2 by
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Figure 4.1: Schematic of the ultracold EIT experimental apparatus. The magneto-
optical trap (MOT) consists of a pair of anti-Helmholtz coils, six orthogonal and
counter-propagating trapping lasers, and a repumping laser (co-propagating with
the trapping laser). The control laser is indicated by the transparent red beam.
The probe laser is indicated by the transparent blue beam. The control and the
probe have orthogonal linear polarizations, and are combined/separated using po-
larizing beam-splitters (PBS), and are counter-propagating. The probe is imaged
on a photodiode (PD).
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ramping the voltage across a piezoelectric transducer attached to the grating that
serves as the output coupler on the external cavity [55]. The probe laser is shut-
tered using an acoustic optical modulator (AOM), and is spatially filtered using
a polarization maintaining fiber optic cable. The power after the fiber is approxi-
mately 10 µW and is linearly polarized. The beam is overlapped with the control
laser with a PBS and directed through the center of the MOT (Fig. 4.1) with a
1/e2 radius of 430 µm. After passing through the ultracold atomic sample, the
probe is separated from the counter-propagating control laser with another PBS
and is focused onto a Thorlabs DET200 photodiode (PD) that records the EIT
transmission spectrum.
The control laser is locked near the transition indicated in each of the four
configurations shown in Fig. 4.2. We use a dichroic atomic vapor laser lock
(DAVLL) [74], resulting in a frequency stability of ' 1.5 MHz. The laser is shut-
tered using an AOM, and spatially filtered using a polarization maintaining fiber
optic cable. The output of the fiber is ' 10 mW. To select an appropriate Rabi
frequency, we attenuate the power using a set of neutral density filters. The po-
larization of the control laser is orthogonal to the probe, and the beam is directed
counter-propagating to the probe using a PBS (Fig. 4.1). At the MOT, the con-
trol laser has a 1/e2 radius of 1.1 mm when in the Gaussian mode and 270 µm
when in the LG10 mode. The LG
1
0 mode beam waist is smaller than the Gaussian
mode waist to increase the peak intensity of the control beam. This is necessary
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Figure 4.2: The six hyperfine states for the D2 transition in 85Rb (87Rb). The
solid black arrow corresponds to the trapping laser, and the gray dashed arrow
corresponds to the repumping laser in our magneto-optical trap (MOT). Four EIT
configurations on the D2 transition are indicated with Roman numerals. The thin
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Figure 4.3: The timing sequence used to measure the transmitted probe profile
using a CCD camera.
to counteract the loss of laser power after converting the Gaussian mode to the
LG10 mode
1. Since the control laser is a diode laser, the generation of LG`p modes
must occur external to the cavity. We shape the control laser into an LG10 mode
using diffractive optics [62].
The EIT sequence is controlled by a Hewlett-Packard 8175A Digital Signal
Generator. Digital pulses shutter the AOMs on the probe, control, and the re-
pump lasers, and control the current flowing through the MOT coils, which can
be turned off in 10 µs. Initially, the MOT is held in a steady state for 96 ms,
and the probe and the control lasers are off. Next, the magnetic field is switched
1This is also necessary to fight the strong decohernece rate introduced into our system by
producing the probe and control lasers with independent ECDLs. This is elaborated upon in the
results section
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off and we optically pump the atoms for 1 ms. The optical pumping procedure
depends on the EIT configuration. For configurations (I) and (II), the repump
laser is switched off while the trapping laser optically pumps all the atoms into the
lower hyperfine ground-state. For configurations (III) and (IV), the repump laser
stays on to optically pump any atoms from the lower hyperfine ground state to
the upper hyperfine ground state. After optical pumping, the control and probe
lasers perform the EIT spectroscopy. The control laser pulse is 3 ms and precedes
the probe laser pulse by 1 ms to prepare the atoms for EIT. The probe laser is on
for 2 ms, during which it scans between 150 − 500 MHz, depending on the EIT
configuration studied. A photodiode detects the probe transmission and the signal
is read on a TDS-3054 oscilloscope. The entire procedure takes 0.1 s, and we cycle
continuously so the MOT is approximately in a steady state. Each measurement
is a single cycle. We do not average multiple cycles because the frequency stabi-
lization of the control laser is noisy. Averaging multiple cycles artificially removes
a large fraction of the EIT signal.
4.3 Results
Spectra for all four EIT configurations are measured for 87Rb, and configurations
(I) and (II) are measured for 85Rb. Figure 4.4 (a) shows a measurement of the
EIT spectra of 85Rb when the control is in the LG10 mode, and Fig. 4.4 (b) shows
the same measurement with the control in the Gaussian mode. A best fit from
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the model is also shown in Figs. 4.4 (a) and (b). The control laser is locked near
the |F = 3〉 → |F ′ = 2〉 hyperfine transition, while the probe scans over the
|F = 2〉 → |F ′ = 1, 2, 3〉 dipole allowed transitions. The EIT feature occurs in the
|F = 2〉 → |F ′ = 2〉 transmission peak, which corresponds to configuration (I) in
Fig. 4.2. We find excellent agreement between the model and data. We determine
the EIT characteristics from the model. In Fig. 4.4 (a), the control laser is in the
LG10 mode with Ω0c,32 = 16 MHz, and the laser frequency is 1.4 MHz above the
|F = 3〉 → |F ′ = 2〉 transition. The FWHM of the EIT feature is 0.67Γ, where
Γ = 2π×6.07 MHz. In Fig. 4.4 (b), the control laser is in the Gaussian mode with
Ω0c,32 = 9.5 MHz, and the laser frequency is 1.8 MHz below the |F = 3〉 → |F ′ = 2〉
transition. The FWHM of the EIT feature is 0.73Γ. The different values for the
control laser frequency detuning are due to a drift in the lock of the control laser.
Figure 4.5 (a) shows a measurement of the EIT spectra of 87Rb when the con-
trol is in the LG10 mode, and Fig. 4.5 (b) shows the same measurement with the con-
trol in the Gaussian mode. A best corresponding fit from the model is also shown
in Figs. 4.5 (a) and (b). The control laser is locked near the |F = 2〉 → |F ′ = 1〉
hyperfine transition, while the probe scans over the |F = 1〉 → |F ′ = 0, 1, 2〉
dipole allowed transitions. The EIT feature occurs in the |F = 1〉 → |F ′ = 1〉
transmission peak, which corresponds to configuration (I) in Fig. 4.2. We again
determine the EIT characteristics from the fit. In Fig. 4.5 (a), the control laser is
in the LG10 mode with Ω0c,21 = 20 MHz, and the laser frequency is 0.1 MHz below
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Figure 4.4: The transmission spectrum for a probe laser scanning over the tran-
sitions |F = 2〉 → |F ′ = 1, 2, 3〉 in 85Rb. The blue curve is the observed signal,
and the red curve is the model. (a) The control laser is in the LG10 mode 1.4 MHz
above the |F = 3〉 → |F ′ = 2〉 transition with Ω0c,32 = 16 MHz. (b) The control
laser is in the Gaussian mode 1.8 MHz below the |F = 3〉 → |F ′ = 2〉 transition
with Ω0c,32 = 9.5 MHz. Both data sets represent Configuration-(I).
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the |F = 2〉 → |F ′ = 1〉 transition. The FWHM of the EIT feature is 0.8Γ. In
Fig. 4.5 (b), the control laser is in the Gaussian mode with Ω0c,21 = 9.5 MHz, and
the laser frequency is 0.7 MHz above the |F = 2〉 → |F ′ = 1〉 transition. The
FWHM of the EIT feature is 0.46Γ. Again, there is excellent agreement between
experiment and theory.
We make similar measurements on the other configurations in Fig. 4.2. The
results for 85Rb are found in table 4.1, and the results for 87Rb are in table 4.2. For
85Rb, the observed EIT linewidths are approximately the same, but Ω0c,kl for the
control laser for the LG10 system is 70% larger. The larger intensity is necessary to
achieve sufficient signal. Increasing the intensity of the Gaussian control laser for
direct comparison would lead to an additional feature in the transmission profile
due to effects coming from the degenerate Zeeman sublevels not included in our
model [75]. For 87Rb, the EIT linewidths we observe are a factor of two larger than
those with a Gaussian control beam, but the corresponding values of Ω0c,kl are 2.5
to 5 times larger. We also used our model to investigate the predicted linewidths of
the EIT for the opposite control mode with same Ω0c,kl (shown in the final column
of Tables 4.1 and 4.2). The measured linewidths of a configuration with a given
Ω0c,kl in the LG
1
0 mode are narrower than the predicted linewidths of the identi-
cal configuration with the control in the Gaussian mode. Similarly, the predicted
linewidths of a configuration with a given Ω0c,kl of the control in the LG
1
0 mode
are narrower than the measured linewidths of the identical configuration with the
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Figure 4.5: The transmission spectrum for a probe laser scanning over the tran-
sitions |F = 1〉 → |F ′ = 0, 1, 2〉 in 87Rb. The blue curve is the observed signal,
and the red curve is the model. (a) The control laser is in the LG10 mode 0.1 MHz
below the |F = 2〉 → |F ′ = 1〉 transition with Ω0c,21 = 20 MHz. (b) The control
laser is in the Gaussian mode 0.7 MHz above the |F = 2〉 → |F ′ = 1〉 transition
with Ω0c,21 = 6.7 MHz. Both data sets represent Configuration-(I).
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Mode Config. Ω0c,kl (MHz) FWHM
Predicted FWHM
(for opposite mode)
LG10 (I) 16 0.67Γ 1.46Γ
(II) 19 0.78Γ 1.87Γ
Gaussian (I) 9.5 0.73Γ 0.37Γ
(II) 11 0.85Γ 0.41Γ
Table 4.1: The mode, configuration, Ω0c,kl, and linewidth for EIT experiments in
85Rb. The final column gives the theoretically predicted FWHM of the EIT signal
if the control laser is in the opposite mode given in the first column, but same
Ω0c,kl. Each configuration is described in Fig. 4.2.
control in the Gaussian mode.
We could not make a direct comparison between the control laser in the Gaus-
sian and the LG10 laser modes while keeping Ω0c,kl fixed. This is due to the large
decoherence rate in our system. The primary source of decoherence in this ex-
periment is from the two, independent lasers that generate the probe and control
fields. The two ECDLs operate separate from one another. The value of Ω0c,kl had
to be larger for the LG10 mode to combat the dominant decoherence rate in regions
of low control intensity.
Given these results and the quality of the fit of the model (Figs. 4.4 and
4.5), both for LG10 and Gaussian control lasers, we conclude that the linewidth is
narrower with the LG10 control beam for equal Ω0c,kl in an ultracold gas. Because
the atoms travel ∼ 10 µm during the experiment, the effect is independent of the
transit time of the atoms. This is consistent with what has previously been ob-
served in gases at room temperature where it was shown to be independent of the
OAM of the control beam [19,20].
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Mode Config. Ω0c,kl (MHz) FWHM
Predicted FWHM
(for opposite mode)
LG10 (I) 20 0.8Γ 1.94Γ
(II) 25 0.95Γ 2.64Γ
(III) 33 1.5Γ 4.26Γ
(IV) 33 1.2Γ 3.52Γ
Gaussian (I) 7.3 0.46Γ 0.25Γ
(II) 5.0 0.44Γ 0.22Γ
(III) 6.9 0.61Γ 0.29Γ
(IV) 8.2 0.75Γ 0.36Γ
Table 4.2: The mode, configuration, Ω0c,kl, and linewidth for EIT experiments in
87Rb. The final column gives the theoretically predicted FWHM of the EIT signal
if the control laser is in the opposite mode given in the first column, but same
Ω0c,kl. Each configuration is described in Fig. 4.2.
4.4 Conclusion
We observe EIT transmission spectra using a control beam in an LG10 laser mode in
ultracold atoms prepared in a magneto-optical trap. We measure EIT linewidths
with the control beam in the LG10 mode, and compare to the spectra generated
when the control beam is in the Gaussian mode. In both mode types, we observe
sub-natural linewidths with similar signal contrast. Our theoretical model for this
system shows good agreement with the experiment. We conclude that EIT in an
ultracold gas results in a narrower resonance feature for the same value of Ω0c,kl
when a control beam is in an LG10 mode as compared to the control beam in a
Gaussian mode. Decoherences due to transit effects are negligible. Therefore, we
conclude that the narrowing of the EIT resonance feature is due to the spatial
variation of the Rabi frequency of a control laser in the LG10 mode. Our physi-
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cal interpretation is that the regions of high control intensity increases the EIT
transmission, but also broadens the width of the resonance. Whereas the darker
intensity regions of the LG10 mode narrows the resonance feature. A detailed ex-
planation of the effect on EIT by the spatial variation of the control laser intensity
is performed in the next chapter. There, we will change the size of the LG10 control
laser with respect to the probe laser, thereby altering which regions of the LG10
laser mode overlap with the probe laser. We need to increase the coherence to
increase the sensitivity of our system for this measurement. The dominant source
of decoherence is rooted in the independent laser operation of our probe and con-
trol. To combat this, we will move to a single laser source for the probe and control.
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Chapter 5
Optimization of electromagnetically induced transparency
using a Laguerre-Gaussian mode
5.1 Introduction
Chapter 4 examined EIT with the control laser in the fundamental mode and
compared this to EIT with the control laser in the LG10 mode. In this chapter,
we consider EIT with the control laser in the LG10 mode only. We choose several
LG10 mode sizes with respect to the probe laser. We measure the effect that “mode
overlap” plays in the line-shape of the EIT spectrum.
Regions of high control laser intensity result in wide EIT features, while regions
of low control laser intensity result in narrow EIT features. Previously, sub-natural
linewidths were observed in the EIT transmission spectra using an LG10 control
beam in room temperature gases [19, 20, 53]. Additionally, the influence of the
laser beam radial intensity distribution on Zeeman EIT was studied [76]. Zeeman
EIT properties were studied using a control laser with Π-shaped (flat top) intensity
profile, comparing to EIT with a control laser in the Gaussian mode. To the best of
our knowledge, there is not a study addressing the influence of various LG10 control
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beam sizes on EIT. The LG10 laser mode is characterized with a donut intensity
pattern (as described in chapters 2 and 4). For small LG10 modes compared to
that of the probe (wc ≈ 0.1wp), the high intensity region of the control laser is
localized to a small region of the probe laser. The region in space where the atoms
interact with the laser fields to yield high probe transmission is similarly small.
Absorption will occur over a large fraction of the probe laser, and a faint EIT
signal will be detected. Alternatively, a probe aligned to the central node of a large
LG10 mode (wc ≈ 5wp) will experience low control intensity throughout the entire
interaction region of the probe. This too will result in a faint EIT signal. There
is a competition between absorption from regions of low control Rabi frequency,
and transparency from regions of high control Rabi frequency, resulting in widely
varying EIT resonance characteristics.
In this chapter, we adapt our model to predict optimal conditions for EIT
with a probe in the Gaussian mode and the control in an LG10 mode. Adjusting
the LG10 size with respect to the probe beam has a predicted and observed effect
on the EIT resonance shape, width, and contrast. We find that conditions for EIT
are optimized when the probe and the control have the same waist. Additionally,
we observed “waveguide”-like behavior similar. As is well known, the large Rabi
frequency regions of the LG10 drastically alters the susceptibility of the medium.
The real part of the linear susceptibility describes the refractive index. The LG10
mode control laser writes onto the medium a spatial variation of the index of
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Figure 5.1: Schematic of the ultracold experimental apparatus used to study the
effect of control LG10 mode size on EIT spectra. The magneto-optical trap (MOT)
consists of a pair of anti-Helmholtz coils, six orthogonal and counter-propagating
trapping lasers, and a repumping laser (co-propagating with the trapping laser).
The control laser is indicated by the transparent red beam. The probe laser is
indicated by the transparent blue beam. The control and probe initially have or-
thogonal linear polarization, and are combined using a polarizing beam-splitter
(PBS) cube. A quarter-wave plate (λ/4) converts the control to σ− polarization
and the probe to σ+ polarization. After passing through the atomic medium, a
second λ/4 wave plate returns the probe and control to orthogonal linear polar-
ization, where the two beams can be separated with another PBS cube. A 50/50
cube splits the probe to be recorded on a photodiode (PD), and a charge-coupled
device (CCD) camera.
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refraction. We observe a lensing effect by the LG10 mode similar to that studied
by [77].
5.2 Experimental design
The ultracold EIT apparatus is shown in figure 5.1 and is similar to that found
in [53,73] as well as chapter 4. The MOT design and characteristics are described
in chapter 4, section 4.2. We trap and perform EIT on 87Rb because the level
structure is simpler than that of 85Rb.
The primary source of decoherence in the system used in chapter 4 was intro-
duced by the two independent laser sources used for the probe and the control
lasers. This can be addressed by phase locking the two lasers [78], or by using a
single laser source to generate the probe and control laser fields. Phase locking
requires additional circuitry and feedback. Therefore, we decided to use a single
frequency source. An early generation of this experiment used a 1.5 GHz AOM
from Brimrose Corporation on loan to us by Alberto Marion’s Quantum Optics
laboratory. However, due to the inflexibility of our driving source and the time
constraints of the loan, we abandoned this configuration for one that utilizes our
more versatile tools.
We use a single laser source to generate the probe and control lasers, where
both fields have the same frequency. Therefore, we can only excite one hyperfine
transition in 87Rb. We create a Λ-configuration using the magnetic sublevels of the
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|52S1/2, F = 1〉 hyperfine ground state and the |52P3/2, F ′ = 0〉 hyperfine excited
state. The probe couples the |F = 1,mF = +1〉 → |F ′ = 0,mF ′ = 0〉 magnetic
sublevels using σ− polarization. The control couples the |F = 1,mF = −1〉 →
|F ′ = 0,mF ′ = 0〉 magnetic sublevels using σ+ polarization. Figure 5.2 shows a
level diagram of the transition used in this experiment. Other Λ-configurations
can be created on other D2 (or D1) transitions using the same polarizations. How-
ever, the transition chosen for this work involves the fewest number of magnetic
sublevels, thus minimizing the channels that the environment can couple to the
system.
Figure 5.3 shows the set-up for our single laser used to drive the probe and
control coupling. The laser used to generate the probe and control fields is an ex-
ternal cavity diode laser. It is separated into two beams using a polarizing beams
splitter (PBS) cube. The power of each beam can be adjusted using a half-wave
plate placed before the PBS cube. For typical experiments, the control power
is 0.1-1 mW and the probe power is < 10 µW. Each beam makes a double-pass
through a NEOS N23080 acoustic optical modulator (AOM). The RF frequency
coupled into either AOM can be modulated to scan the frequency of the respective
laser, generating a desired EIT spectrum. We align the AOM in a double-pass con-
figuration for two primary reasons. The first is to eliminate the unwanted change















Figure 5.2: Level diagrams for 87Rb. Figure (a) shows the hyperfine levels on
the D2 transition. The MOT trapping transition is shown with the solid black
arrow, the MOT re-pumping transition is shown with the gray dashed arrow,
the probe transition is shown with the thin blue arrow, and the control laser is
shown with the thick red arrow. Figure (b) shows the levels involved in EIT.
The probe (thin blue arrow) couples the |F = 1,mF = +1〉 → |F ′ = 0,mF ′ = 0〉
magnetic sublevels using σ− polarization. The control (thick red arrow) couples the
|F = 1,mF = −1〉 → |F ′ = 0,mF ′ = 0〉 magnetic sublevels using σ+ polarization.
The state, |4〉, is included because the atom can decay to this state.
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AOMs to double the range in which we can scan the lasers1. The AOM serves as a
shutter to generate the probe and control pulses used in the EIT experiment. The
output of the double-pass is then coupled into a single-mode, polarization main-
taining fiber. The output of the fiber optic cable is directed to the magneto-optical
trap (MOT) as described by figure 5.1. The control laser and the probe laser are
overlapped with orthogonal polarization using a PBS cube. After passing through
the PBS cube, the lasers are transformed into σ+ and σ− polarization using a
quarter-wave plate (λ/4). The two beams pass through the atomic ensemble, then
the beams are restored to orthogonal polarization with another λ/4 plate, and sep-
arated using another PBS cube. A 50/50 beam splitter directs half of the probe
laser to a photodiode, and the other half of the probe laser to a CCD camera.
The control beam and the probe beam are nearly co-propagating, crossing at
an angle of ≈ 0.2◦. This is to prevent any light from the control beam from bleed-
ing into the two detectors. We use high-quality PBS cubes polarizers. However,
the control laser intensity is several orders of magnitude higher than that of the
probe. The tiny fraction of laser light leaking through the PBS cube can rival the
signal of the probe itself.
Figure 5.4 shows a CCD image of the transverse intensity profile of the Gaus-
sian mode probe, and each of the five LG10 mode sizes used in this study. To vary
the size of the LG10 mode control laser, we insert a series of lenses into the position
1The NEOS AOM drivers can modulate the RF frequency by 10 MHz. Double-passing the
AOMs gives us a 20 MHz modulation range.
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Figure 5.3: The single laser set-up to generate the probe and control fields for this
EIT study. The external cavity diode laser is split into two beams using a PBS
cube. Each beam makes a “double pass” through an 80 MHz AOM. Each beam
is, therefore, shifted by 160 MHz. The AOMs act as shutters to control the probe
and control pulses used in the EIT experiment. The output from each double pass
set-up is coupled into a single mode, polarizations maintaining fiber, and sent to
the experiment.
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Figure 5.4: (a) CCD images of the probe Gaussian profile, (b) - (f) and images
of the five LG10 modes used to optimize the EIT spectrum. The waist of the LG
1
0
mode is controlled using a set of lenses, as prescribed by table 5.1.
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labeled L in figure 5.1. Changing the focal point of the lens has the effect of chang-
ing the waist of the LG10 mode at the MOT. Table 5.1 details five lens selections
resulting in five LG10 size (compared to the probe size). For each LG
1
0 mode size,
an EIT spectrum is recorded on the photodiode and on the CCD.
When adjusting the size of the LG10 mode control laser, the position of the laser
changes with respect to the probe and the MOT. We monitor the position of the
control and probe laser using a CCD camera. The camera is placed behind PBS
cube used to combine the control and the probe lasers (see figure 5.1). After each
sizing of the LG10 mode control beam, we adjust the alignment of the probe to
overlap with the probe symmetrically. To ensure that this occurs at the MOT, we
position the CCD at the same distance from the PBS cube as the MOT is from
that same location. The accuracy of this positioning is ≈ 0.5 cm. The two beams
cross at an angle of 0.2◦. Therefore, the pointing-accuracy using this method is
≈ 20 µm.
The EIT sequence is controlled by a Hewlett-Packard 8175A Digital Signal
Generator. Digital pulses shutter the AOMs on the probe, control, and the re-
pump lasers, and control the current flowing through the MOT coils. Initially, the
MOT is held in a steady state for 96 ms, and the probe and the control lasers are
off. Next, the magnetic field is switched off and we optically pump the atoms for
1 ms. The repump laser is switched off while the trapping laser optically pumps
all the atoms into the lower hyperfine ground-state. After optical pumping, the
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control and probe lasers perform the EIT spectroscopy. The control laser and the
probe laser pulse-ON for 5 ms. During this time, the probe is scanned using the
AOM. The AOM frequency is modulated using an analogue voltage sent to the
NEOS analog driver system model N21080-1SAS. With a nominal operating RF
frequency of 80 MHz, applying a voltage modulation from [-5 V,+5 V] corresponds
to RF frequency modulation from [75 MHz, 85 MHz] (10 MHz modulation range).
Since we are double passing the AOMs, we have 20 MHz available for the probe
scan. A photodiode and a CCD camera detects the probe transmission. The entire
procedure takes 0.1 s. There are two independent sequences for the photodiode and
for the CCD camera. Figure 5.5 (a) shows the timing sequence for the photodiode
sequence, while figure 5.5 (b) shows the timing sequence for the CCD sequence.
The measurements of the EIT spectrum with a photodiode are made in a
similar fashion as in chapter 4. However, instead of ramping the voltage across the
piezoelectric transducer attached to the grating on the external cavity of the of the
probe laser, we ramp the RF driver for the AOM shuttering the probe beam. A tri-
angle wave is sent to the AOM driver with an amplitude of 5 V and an offset of 0 V,
resulting in a 20 MHz sweep across the |2S1/2, F = 1〉 → |2P3/2, F ′ = 0〉 transition
in 87Rb. The cycling rate of the ramp sweep is controlled by the digital pulse gen-
erator, and is typically cycling at 10 sweeps per probe pulse (Tsweep = 200 µs). It
was necessary to sweep this fast (as compared to the 2 ms sweep time in the previ-
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Figure 5.5: The timing sequence used for (a) measurements of EIT with the
photodiode, and (b) measurements of EIT with the CCD camera.
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the entire sweep. The increased photon scattering leads to an appreciable decrease
in optical density over the entire duration of the probe pulse. We find that the
200 µs probe sweep period is sufficiently fast to ignore the dynamics of the system.
The photodiode signal is read on a TDS-3054 oscilloscope.
A measurement of the EIT spectrum using a CCD camera is restricted by the
frame rate of the camera. The CCD camera has a frame rate of about 30 Hz.
We cannot measure the EIT resonance using the timing sequence found in fig-
ure 5.5 (a), where the AOM RF frequency is swept at a rate of 5 kHz. Therefore,
we modify the photodiode sequence such that the AOM ramp signal is held at a
fixed value. To perform a measurement of the EIT spectrum, we begin with the
AOM ramp set at -2 V (∆p = −4 MHz). After one cycle of the sequence described
by figure 5.5 (b), we incrementally step the AOM ram voltage by units of 0.02 V
(∆p = 0.04 MHz). The AOM is stepped in this fashion until the signal reaches
+2 V, requiring 100 steps to complete a scan. For each frequency step, we measure
the CCD transmission as prescribed in subsection 3.6.2. Image1 is an image of the
transmitted probe after passing through the atomic ensemble under conditions of
EIT. Image2 is an image of the probe incident on the atomic ensemble. This image
is taken by turning of our trap (removing the atoms from the beam path). All
other conditions (appropriate laser ON states) are the same for Image1 and Image2.
Even though we take great care in eliminating background light from entering the
detector, scattered light ultimately finds its way into the CCD camera. This is
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Table 5.1: Lens configurations to adjust the size of the LG10 laser mode.
Laser Lens Focal Length (mm) w µm w/wp
Probe No Lens 573.1 1.00




No Lens 1,277.3 2.22
eliminated by taking an Image3. For this image, we turn OFF the probe laser, but






A spectrum is generated by taking all three images for each frequency step.
5.3 Results
Figure 5.6 shows the measured EIT spectra for each of the five sizes of LG10 modes
created for this experiment. The results are measured with the photodiode. Col-
umn (a) displays the radial cross-section of the LG10 (colored curve) with the radial
cross-section of the probe laser (black dashed curve). The gray filling is used to
compare the regions of mode overlap for the probe and the control. The corre-
sponding spectra is shown in column (b). A best-fit model is generated for each
measured spectra, and is shown in column (c). The overlap of the LG10 intensity
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profile with that of the profile of probe drastically alters the EIT resonance.
To characterize the optimization of EIT, we use two parameters: the height
of the resonance (contrast), and the full width at half-max (FWHM) of the res-
onance. Using the measured spectra in figure 5.6, we determine the resonance
height and width empirically. Figure 5.7 (a) plots the EIT contrast versus the
LG10 mode waist. We observe that the contrast is maximized when the two beams
are mode-matched. That is, when the waist of the probe and control lasers are
the same (wc ≈ wp). Our interpretation of this result requires an analysis of the
manipulation of the dispersion caused by the spatial variation of the LG10 mode
control laser. The inhomogeneous linear dispersion resulting from the spatial vari-
ation in intensity caused by the LG10 mode leads to a “lensing effect”. The LG
1
0
mode control laser manipulates the index of refraction such that the probe beam
is optically guided by the control laser through the atomic medium [52]. When
the waists of the two beams are approximately equal, then the probe is collimated
well.
Figure 5.7 (b) shows the FWHM of the EIT resonance contrast for increasing
waist of the LG10 mode. When keeping the control power fixed while adjusting the
size of the control beam, the FWHM maximizes for control waist wc ≈ 0.5wp. The
FWHM decreases for control waists larger than half the probe size (wc > 0.5wp).
Our physical interpretation of this result relies on the relationship that the FWHM
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Figure 5.6: The resulting spectrum for several sizes of LG10 mode control sizes. The
column (a) reports the radial intensity cross-section of five different LG10 mode sizes
and the G probe. The column (b) is the resulting EIT spectrum recorded by the
photodiode. The column (c) is a best-fit model for the measured spectra in column
(b). A qualitative analysis concludes that wc ≈ wc yields the “best” EIT feature,
verified by figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.7: Measured (a) contrast and (b) FWHM of the EIT spectra resulting
from a control laser in the LG10 mode. The contrast is optimized with wc = wp,
and the FWHM is maximized at wc ≈ 0.5wp.
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sity is overlapped with the probe when wc < 0.5wp. The result is broadening of
the EIT feature (large FWHM). Increasing the size of the LG10 mode control laser
has two effects: (1) decreases the peak intensity of the laser and (2) increases the
overlap of the darker central region of the LG10 mode with the probe laser. Overall,
this decreases the “average” control Rabi frequency experienced by the probe laser,
leading to narrower EIT features.
To help understand the role that the LG10 waist size has in the optimization
process, we imaged the probe beam during a frequency scan spanning the range
−4 MHz ≤ ∆p ≤ +4 MHz in steps of 40 kHz. Figure 5.8 (a) shows an image of
the Gaussian probe laser. Mapped onto the image, is the cross-section slice we
take to produce panels (b)-(f). Figures 5.8 (b)-(f) show the transmission spectrum
recorded by the CCD (as generated by equation 5.1). The two axes subtending
the horizontal plane of the figure describe the probe detuning (∆p) and the po-
sition along the cross-section of the probe laser defined in figure 5.8 (a) (rp/wp).
The axis labeled rp/wp describes the probe transmission spectrum for a CCD pixel
located along the axis described by the white line in figure 5.8 (a). Fixing a value
on the axis labeled rp/wp will produce an EIT spectrum for that particular CCD
pixel. The vertical axis is the transmission of the probe, which is determined using
equation (5.1).
Figures 5.8 (b)-(f) illustrate the process responsible for the optimization of
the EIT spectrum. The LG10 control laser modifies the linear susceptibility of the
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Figure 5.8: (a) An image of the probe. The white line indicates the cross-section
slice used to produce the rest of the figures. The rest of the figures are EIT
resonances for several transverse locations on the probe with LG10 mode control
laser waists (b) wc = 0.25wp, (c) wc = 0.48wp, (d) wc = 1.02wp, (e) wc = 1.52wp,
and (f) wc = 2.22wp.
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atomic medium. Similar experiments have shown that this configuration acts a
waveguide, focusing a weak probe aligned to the center of the LG10 mode [77]. The
high transmission spatial regions near the EIT resonance in figures 5.8 (b)-(f) are
evidence of this effect. As the control laser waist is increased moving from panel
(a) to (c), so too does the fraction of the probe laser that lies within the central
(dark) region of the LG10. The waveguide is optimized in panel (d), where the
waists are mode matched (wc ≈ wp).
Our physical interpretation of the optimization relationships involves the mod-
ification of the index of refraction, as well as the effect that high and low control
intensities have on the FWHM. The index of refraction has a steep modifica-
tion moving along the control radial axis from the center to the peak intensity
(r = wc/
√
2). For the configuration wc < wp, the modification of the index of re-
fraction occurs interior to wp. Therefore, a small fraction of the probe is optically
guided. For the configuration wc ≈ wp, the modification of the index of refraction
occurs across the entire region of the probe, optically guiding most of the probe.
For the configuration wc > wp, the modification of the index of refraction occurs
(mostly) exterior to the probe. Additionally, the dark central node of the control
overlaps with the probe. For our experiment, the combination of weak control
pumping and decoherences lead to higher absorption and a weak EIT signal.
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5.4 Conclusion
We studied the effect on the EIT resonance properties from a control laser propa-
gating in the LG10 mode. Using the contrast and FWHM of the EIT resonance, we
determined an optimum size of the LG10 mode control with respect to the size of
the Gaussian mode. The control laser power was held constant for these measure-
ments. Therefore, increasing the control mode size results in a decrease in peak
intensity. Using our model, we predicted that the contrast is maximized with a
control waist of wc ≈ wp, then asymptotically approaches zero for increasing con-
trol waist. We also predicted that the FWHM of the resonance will be maximized
with a control waist of wc ≈ 0.5wp, then asymptotically approaches zero for in-
creasing control waist. The goal is to have large contrast with minimum FWHM.
We conclude that matching the two laser modes optimizes these conditions. Our
physical interpretation of this conclusion is that the contrast is optimized due to
the steep change in index of refraction when the waists of the control and the probe
are approximately equal. The behavior of the FWHM results from the control in-
tensity overlap with the probe. At wc ≈ 0.5wp, most of the LG10 mode power is
located within the waist of the probe, broadening the EIT feature. Increasing the
size of the control reduces the control intensity overlapped with the probe, thus
narrowing the EIT feature.
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Chapter 6
Mapping the Laguerre-Gaussian image from the control
laser to the probe laser
6.1 Introduction
The past two chapters focussed heavily on EIT spectroscopic properties. In chap-
ter 5, we observed an optically written waveguide in an ultracold gas assisted by
the spatial manipulation of the linear susceptibility using an LG10 control laser. In
this chapter, we measure the transverse spatial transmission of a probe.
Printing information onto a probe laser has applications in quantum comput-
ing, encoding of information, and telecommunications [31–33]. Use of the OAM
states of the LG10 laser mode for quantum information is gaining in popularity. A
probe laser carrying OAM generates a manifold of information degrees of freedom,
allowing multi-dimensional quantum computing and encryption [22]. Storage of
LG`p mode probe pulses in gases has been demonstrated in both room temperature
gases [23–26], and in ultracold gases [27–30].
Transferring OAM states from the control laser in an LG10 mode to the probe
laser (originally in a Gaussian mode) was recently demonstrated using EIT assisted
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storage of a probe pulse in a solid state medium [31]. The experiment stored the
probe pulse using a Gaussian control, then read the pulse using an LG10 mode.
Conservation of OAM resulted in the transfer of the OAM to the probe laser.
Conservation of OAM in four-wave mixing processes was extensively studied, re-
sulting in the production of quantum states of light carrying OAM [32]. Efficient
transferring of the image of an LG10 laser mode was transferred to a probe laser
in a room temperature gas using an EIT apparatus [33]. Surprisingly, the free
space propagation of the transmitted probe maintained a donut shape over long
distances ≈ 2m.
This work explores the transferring of information from the control laser to the
probe laser via EIT. We map the LG10 spatial intensity structure from the control
to the probe. However, we do not transfer OAM from the control to the probe.
The intensity distribution of the LG10 mode spatially manipulates the linear sus-
ceptibility of the atomic medium. We observed a transferred intensity pattern onto
the probe laser, maintaining its shape for a propagation distance of ≈ 1 m.
6.2 Experiment
Figure 6.1 is a representation of the apparatus used to carry out this experiment.
We perform EIT in an ultracold sample of 85Rb atoms prepared in the MOT
described in chapter 3. The probe laser and the control laser are two independent
external cavity diode lasers (ECDL). Each laser is frequency stabilized using a
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DAVLL set-up.
The control laser is locked to the |2S1/2, F = 1〉 → |2P3/2, F ′ = 2〉 transition
in 85Rb. The laser is shuttered using an acoustic optical modulator (AOM), and
is spatially filtered using polarization maintaining single mode fiber (SMF) optics.
The power transmitted through the fiber is approximately 10 mW. We shape the
control laser into an LG10 mode using diffractive optics [62] (see section 3.4). At
the MOT, the control laser has a 1/e2 radius of 270 µm.
The probe laser is locked to the |2S1/2, F = 2〉 → |2P3/2, F ′ = 2〉 transition
in 85Rb. The laser is shuttered using an AOM, and is spatially filtered using a
SMF. The power transmitted through the fiber is approximately 10 µW and is
vertically polarized by reflecting off the face of a polarizing beam splitter (PBS)
cube. A Mach-Zehnder interferometer is constructed to measure the azimuthal
phase structure of the probe after propagating through the atomic ensemble under
EIT conditions. The probe is split into two separated paths using a 50/50 beam
splitter cube. One of the paths the freely propagates around the ensemble of atoms,
recombined with the other arm using another 50/50 beam splitter. A beam block
(BB) can be inserted/removed from the beam path on this arm. We insert the
BB to measure the intensity profile of the transmitted probe, where as we remove
the BB to measure the azimuthal phase structure of the transmitted probe. The
other path is directed toward the MOT and overlapped with the LG10 mode control
laser in a counter-propagating configuration. At the MOT, the probe laser has a
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Figure 6.1: The apparatus used to transfer an image to the probe through elec-
tromagnetically induced transparency (EIT). An ensemble of ultracold 85Rb atoms
are prepared using a magneto-optical trap (MOT). The probe and the control laser
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Figure 6.2: The timing sequence used to measure the transmitted probe profile
using a CCD camera.
1/e2 radius of 430 µm. As the probe propagates through the atomic ensemble, the
profile is modified due to the EIT conditions established by the control laser. The
transmitted probe is separated from the control laser using another PBS cube, and
it is recombined with the free propagating arm of the interferometer. A charge-
coupled device (CCD) camera is positioned at the output of the interferometer to
measure the transmitted probe signal. A photodiode is positioned at the other
output of the interferometer to monitor and empirically adjust the probe and
control lock set-points such that the system is tuned to an EIT resonance.
The EIT imaging sequence (see figure 6.2) is controlled by a Hewlett-Packard
8175A Digital Signal Generator. Digital pulses control the switch on the current,
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and shutter the AOMs on the probe, control, and the repumping lasers. The
MOT is initially held in steady state for 96 ms, and the control and probe lasers
are off. The magnetic field is then switched-off. Simultaneously, we switch off
the repumping laser so that the trapping laser optically pumps the atoms to the
|2S1/2, F = 2〉 state. After optically pumping for 1 ms, the control laser is switched
on for 3 ms to prepare the atoms for EIT. A 2 ms probe pulse proceeds the control
laser 1 ms after the control laser is switched on. The CCD camera is triggered
0.5 ms after the probe pulse enters the atomic medium. The read-out of the CCD
camera is recorded by our HPE computer through a USB interface. We cycle
continuously for data averaging, and to keep the MOT in an approximate steady
state.
6.3 Model & Results
Figure 6.3 shows three images of the probe: (a) the Gaussian input mode of the
probe laser, (b) the transmitted probe profile after passing through an ultracold
85Rb ensemble under EIT conditions, and (c) the interference of the transmitted
probe with an approximation to a plane-wave. For a system undergoing deco-
herences, probe transmission increases with increasing control intensity. The LG10
mode control laser has higher intensity in the ring. The probe transmission is
higher in the region of the high intensity ring of the LG10 mode.




Figure 6.3: (a) An image of the probe incident on the ultracold ensemble of atoms.
The probe is initially in the Gaussian mode. (b) An image of the transmission of
a probe under conditions of EIT. The control laser is in the LG10 mode, and its
image is mapped onto the probe laser. (c) An image of the output of our EIT
interferometer (as shown in figure 6.1). Based upon the concentric rings (no spiral
pattern), we conclude that the control OAM is not transferred to the probe.
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mitted probe. Even though the transmission of the probe in (b) has a dark central
node, the intensity is not zero because we do not complete absorption where the
control laser intensity goes to zero. Some probe light is transmitted because we do
not have high optical density (OD ≈ 5). Figure 6.3 (c) is an image of the interfer-
ence between the transmitted probe and a plane wave (as described by figure 6.1).
The interference pattern is characteristic for that of a laser with a uniform az-
imuthal phase (` = 0). The bright fringe at the center results from constructive
interference of the transmitted probe with the second arm of the interferometer.
From the interference pattern, we conclude that the OAM from the control laser
is not transferred to the probe laser.
Detection of the probe with a CCD camera provides spatial resolution of
the transmission. To model this type of detection, we do not integrate over the
position.




= exp (−Im [χ(r)] kpz) . (6.1)
For reference, we apply equation 6.1 to the data. Figure 6.4 is a plot of the model,
predicting the observations of the experiment well.
Our physical interpretation of this result is that regions of high control laser
intensity induces large EIT transmission. The LG10 mode control laser forces high
transmission in the region where the bright ring overlaps with the probe laser.
Alternatively, the central dark region of the LG10 cannot overcome the large de-
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Figure 6.4: The model given by equation 6.1. The parameters used in the model
are similar to the parameters used in figure 2.20. The control Rabi frequency is
Ω0c,12 = 20 MHz. The linewidth of the control laser is assumed to be γc = 1 MHz,
the linewidth of the probe laser is set γp = 0.1 MHz, the number density is set
to N = 5 × 1010 cm−3, and the detuning of the control laser and the probe laser
are set to ∆c = ∆p = 0. Due to the spatial dependence of a LG
1
0 mode laser, the
model predicts that the transmission of the probe matches the intensity profile of
the LG10 laser.
coherences in the system. The overlap of the dark control region with the probe
results in absorption from the atomic medium. The result is a ring shaped trans-
mission of the probe that matches the intensity profile of the control laser.
6.4 Conclusions
We demonstrate the printing of the intensity profile of the LG10 mode control
laser onto the probe laser. A probe laser stabilized to the |2S1/2, F = 2〉 →
|2P3/2, F ′ = 2〉 state transmitted through an ultracold ensemble of 85Rb. The LG10
mode control laser was stabilized to the |2S1/2, F = 3〉 → |2P3/2, F ′ = 2〉 transition
in 85Rb, and is aligned to the probe such that it is counter-propagating. The high
intensity region of the control laser resulted in high transmission of the probe. As
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a result, the donut shape of the control laser is transferred to the probe laser. We
do not transfer OAM from the control to the probe. This is explained through




Light is a superb transporter of information for quantum computing due to its
speed and multi-dimensional parameters for the encoding of information. Elec-
tromagnetically Induced Transparency (EIT) is an optical technique used to ma-
nipulate quantum states of atoms and photons [1]. A control laser field modifies
the absorption profile of a probe laser, causing coherent destructive interference
of excitation pathways of the atom. There have been many advances toward the
creation of a quantum memory, where light carrying the quantum information can
be stored in an atomic ensemble and read at a later time. While many demonstra-
tions of the storage of LG`p mode information have been made, there has yet been
a demonstration of the transfer of the azimuthal phase information to the stored
light in a vapor cell.
We measured the effects that an LG10 laser mode has on EIT. We observed that
a configuration that employs a control laser in the LG10 mode results in an EIT
resonance with a narrower feature than a configuration with the control laser in the
Gaussian mode. We developed a theoretical mode that includes the spatial distri-
bution of the LG10 control laser, as well as the spatial distribution of the Gaussian
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probe. We find good agreement between the model and the theory, concluding that
the narrowing of the resonance is a result of the spatial structure of the control
laser.
We expanded upon this result by varying the size of the LG10 mode control laser
with respect to the Gaussian probe laser size. As a result to varying the LG10 mode
waist, the location of high intensity anti-nodes varied as well. We observed that
the contrast of the EIT signal was maximized when the two laser modes where
approximately mode matched, then asymptotically approached zero for control
waists larger than the probe. Additionally, we observed that the FWHM of the
EIT signal maximized around wc ≈ 0.5wp, then asymptotically approached zero
for increasing control waists.
Finally, we observed the transfer of the two-dimensional image of the transverse
LG10 mode control laser to the initially Gaussian mode probe laser. This is the re-
sult of the spatial manipulation of the linear susceptibility of the atomic medium
due to EIT. The high intensity donut ring of the LG10 mode control laser results
in larger transmission of the probe laser. Whereas, the low intensity center of the
LG10 mode control laser results in high absorption of the probe laser. As a result,
the ring intensity pattern was transferred to the probe. The probe propagated
with this image for a distance of approximately 1 m, and it did not suffer from
diffraction over this distance.
In the near future, our group has the opportunity to explore the effect of higher
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order LG`p laser modes on EIT. The diffractive optics employed in this group can
convert higher-order LG`p modes with much higher mode purities than standard
techniques (such has spiral wave plates and holograph plates). Extrapolating from
the results in this work, we anticipate seeing narrower features than reported with
the LG10 mode. We have some preliminary results that look very encouraging (see
appendix A). In particular, we have observed EIT resonances with a FWHM of
Γ/50.
A not-so-near future project involves the transferring of OAM to a probe as-
sisted by EIT. A theoretical analysis predicts that OAM can be transferred to probe
light stored in a sample of ultracold atoms [79–81]. A demonstration of transferred
OAM to probe light stored in a solid crystal was recently performed [31]. In princi-
ple, the a group velocity of the probe pulse propagating through the atomic medium
is slowed due to the manipulation of the linear susceptibility by the control laser.
Reducing the intensity of the control laser narrows the EIT resonance. The slope
of the EIT resonance is inversely related to the group velocity of the probe pulse.
Narrowing the EIT resonance leads to a decrease in the group velocity. A probe
pulse can be coherently stored in the atomic medium by adiabatically turning-OFF
the control laser. Retrieval of the probe pulse from the atomic medium is simply
the time reversal of the storage process. Adiabatically turning the control laser
ON reads the pulse from the atomic medium. Photon OAM can be transferred
to the probe by storing the probe pulse with a Gaussian mode control laser, then
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retrieving the pulse with an LG`p mode control laser.
Our current apparatus is not set-up to perform this experiment, and upgrades
must be made. One limiting factor is the optical density of our magneto-optical
trap. The major contributing factor to efficient optical quantum memory is the
optical density [82]. We are currently operating within the optical density range
of 5 to 15, and we would like to increase this by an order of magnitude.
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Appendix A
Electromagnetically induced transparency using
higher-order Laguerre-Gaussian modes
A.1 Introduction
Thus far, we have explored electromagnetically induced (EIT) using LG10 laser
modes. It is natural, then, to explore some properties of EIT using control lasers
with more complex modes. In this chapter, we will consider the effect on line
shape, width, and contrast for EIT configurations using two higher-order modes:
the LG50 mode and the LG
2
1 mode.
The experimental apparatus for this study is identical to that shown in fig-
ure 5.1. The only alteration is that we use a different set of diffractive optics. This
is done by swapping the glass slides (shown in figure 3.12) with plates designed to
convert the laser from the LG50 and LG
2
1 modes. The AOM frequency of the con-
trol laser is modulated using an analogue voltage sent to the NEOS analog driver
system model N21080-1SAS. With a nominal operating RF frequency of 80 MHz,
applying a voltage modulation from [-5 V,+5 V] corresponds to RF frequency mod-















Figure A.1: Level diagrams for 87Rb. Figure (a) shows the hyperfine levels on
the D2 transition. The MOT trapping transition is shown with the solid black
arrow, the MOT re-pumping transition is shown with the gray dashed arrow,
the probe transition is shown with the thin blue arrow, and the control laser is
shown with the thick red arrow. Figure (b) shows the levels involved in EIT.
The probe (thin blue arrow) couples the |F = 1,mF = −1〉 → |F ′ = 0,mF ′ = 0〉
magnetic sublevels using σ+ polarization. The control (thick red arrow) couples the
|F = 1,mF = +1〉 → |F ′ = 0,mF ′ = 0〉 magnetic sublevels using σ− polarization.
The state, |4〉, is included because the atom can decay to this state.
passing the AOMs, we have 20 MHz available for the probe scan. We choose to
keep the probe laser stabilized on resonance while we modulate the control laser
frequency for this experiment in order to simplify the transmission profiles. This
appendix will present spectra recorded by the photodiode for a control laser of
each of the two laser modes, as well as CCD images of the probe showing spatial
resolution of the EIT spectrum.
As an interesting note, the narrowest resonance feature (≈ Γ/50) was mea-
sured using the LG21 laser mode. The following sections highlight selected spectra
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recorded by the photodiode, as well as a spatial analysis of the EIT spectrum as
recorded by the CCD camera.
A.2 EIT with a LG50 Control
Figure A.2 shows the spectrum recorded by a photodiode when the control laser is
in the LG50 mode. Figure A.3 shows the spectrum recorded by the CCD camera.
Similar to chapter 5, the two axes subtending the horizontal plane correspond to
the control detuning (∆c) and the position along a cross-section that spans the
probe from −wp to wp. We observe similar waveguide behavior of the atomic
medium, as was observed in chapter 5.
A.3 EIT with a LG21 Control
Figure A.4 shows the spectrum recorded by a photodiode when the control laser
was in the LG21 mode. It should be noted that the FWHM of the EIT resonance
feature is one-fiftieth the natural linewidth (0.02Γ). Figure A.5 shows the spectrum
recorded by the CCD camera. Similar to chapter 5, the two axes subtending the
horizontal plane correspond to the control detuning (∆c) and the position along a
cross-section that spans the probe from −wp to wp. We observe similar waveguide
behavior of the atomic medium, as was observed in chapter 5.
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Figure A.2: EIT spectrum recorded on a photodiode. The probe laser is in the
Gaussian mode, and the control laser is in the LG50 mode.
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Figure A.3: A spatial resolution of the EIT spectrum recorded by the CCD camera.
The two axes subtending the horizontal plane are the control detuning (∆c), and
the probe transverse position (rp/wp). We observe a waveguide effect caused by a
manipulation of the linear susceptibility by the LG50 laser.
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Figure A.4: EIT spectrum recorded on a photodiode. The probe laser is in the
Gaussian mode, and the control laser is in the LG21 mode. This is the narrowest
resonance feature recorded in our lab.
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Figure A.5: A spatial resolution of the EIT spectrum recorded by the CCD camera.
The two axes subtending the horizontal plane are the control detuning (∆c), and
the probe transverse position (rp/wp). We observe a waveguide effect caused by a
manipulation of the linear susceptibility by the LG50 laser.
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Appendix B
Optical confinement of Rb using Laguerre-Gaussian beams
B.1 Introduction
A laser propagating in the Laguerre-Gaussian (LG`p) transverse mode is a versatile
tool in atomic, molecular, and optical (AMO) physics. The eı`φ azimuthal winding
phase gives rise to an intrinsic quantized orbital angular momentum of `~ per pho-
ton [38]. The additional quantum number may allow multi-dimensional quantum
computing and encryption [22]. Experiments have been proposed [83] and demon-
strated [84] that orbital angular momentum can be coupled from the optical field
to the atomic internal states, revealed as a vortex state in a Bose-Einstein con-
densed (BEC) gas. The p+ 1 radial intensity nodes create cylindrically symmetric
geometries, generating a manifold of multiply connected traps.
Blue-detuned dipole traps attract atoms to regions of low intensity, where the
atoms scatter fewer photons and experience smaller ac Stark shifts. Cold atoms
trapped in this configuration may be used in an atomic clock, and other precision
measurements. Dark optical traps have confined large numbers of atoms using an
LG30 beam [85], an arrangement of blue detuned lasers [86], and in other complex
laser modes [87–92]. A dark toroidal geometry trap was created using a superposi-
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tion of LG`p beams [93]. A blue-detuned dipole trap generated from a spatial light
modulator [94] and two crossed LG`p laser modes generated from a spatial phase
plate [95] trapped single atoms with long coherence times. For the LG`0 mode laser,
the azimuthal winding phase ensures that the intensity necessarily goes to zero at
the center of the laser beam, confining the atoms in the central region of the laser
beam.
Alternatively, red-detuned dipole traps confine atoms in the high intensity re-
gion of the trapping laser. Degenerate gases excited into vortex states confined
in toroidal geometry traps exhibit unique matter wave interference patterns [96].
Multiply connected traps locally pin vortices in BECs, making them ideal for ring
shaped BEC rotational gyroscopes [97]. While it is possible to create a multiply
connected trap using a magnetic trap whose center is plugged by a blue detuned
fundamental mode laser [98], these traps are species and state selective. Optical
traps circumvent this problem. For a red-detuned LG10 mode laser, the atoms are
confined in a toroidal geometry. A theoretical analysis has concluded that a BEC
whose initial conditions are similar to those found in standard traps can be loaded
into an LG`p mode [99], and a theoretical calculation of the transition of a thermal
gas to a BEC within the LG`p laser mode itself has been done [100].
Diffractive optics can transform, external to the laser cavity, the Gaussian out-
put of a laser into LG`p modes. A diffractive optic is a transparent optic where
lithography techniques are used to etch microscopic structures on the surface.
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These structures are designed such that the laser wavefront evolves into the de-
sired form via Huygens’ principle. Two optics are necessary to control both the
intensity and phase. Diffractive optics can create high-order LG`p modes [61], with
demonstrated mode purities much higher than those formed with other meth-
ods [62]. The compact diffractive optics have proven advantageous in quantum
information processing, where the large numerical aperture of these optics gather
the largest fraction of the fluorescence emitted by an ion trapped on a chip [63–65].
Recently, diffractive optic elements have been used to create blue detuned bottle
beam traps [66].
We report 2D confinement of ultracold 87Rb atoms loaded from a magneto-
optical trap (MOT) in both blue-detuned and red-detuned LG10 (doughnut mode)
laser beams. The atoms are confined to the central node of the LG10 mode in the
blue-detuned case, and the atoms are confined in the toroidal anti-node of the LG10
for the red-detuned case. We align our LG10 mode vertically (along the direction of
gravity), maintaining cylindrical symmetry. Study of the atomic density distribu-
tion reveals asymmetries in the LG10 mode. This provides an in situ measurement
of the LG`p mode purity and the possibility of more exotic confinement potentials.
B.2 Experiment
Figure B.1 shows a schematic of the experiment. The trapping laser consists of
a low-power external-cavity diode laser [101] amplified by an SDL tapered ampli-
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Figure B.1: This figure is a conceptional diagram of our experimental setup. Two
of the MOT beams are directed at 45◦ relative to the cell. The third beam goes
through the face of the cell along the axis of the magnetic field coils. The collinear
probe and LG10 laser beams are directed vertically through the center of the MOT
and are then sent into a CCD camera.
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fier in the Master Oscillator Power Amplifier (MOPA) configuration locked at a
frequency to the red of the |2S1/2, F = 2〉 → |2P3/2, F ′ = 3〉 cycling transition in
87Rb using a Dichroic-Atomic-Vapor Laser Lock (DAVLL) [74]. A series of three
cylindrical lenses shape and expand the elliptical 300 mW output of this laser to
a symmetrical Gaussian profile with an 1/e2 beam radius of 12.5 mm. The beam
is sent through two polarizing beam splitter cubes (PBC) to create three beams
that are directed through the cell along orthogonal axes and then retro-reflected.
Three λ/2 retarding optics adjust the fraction transmitted and reflected by the
PBCs, and thus the relative intensity of the three beams. Two of the beams are
directed at 45◦ angles relative to the cell, while the third beam is directed along
the axis of the anti-Helmholtz coils through the side of the cell.
A 10 mW external cavity diode laser repumps the atoms that fall into the
|F = 1〉 hyperfine level back into the cycling transition. After reshaping the out-
put with an anamorphic prism pair and expanding the beam to an 1/e2 beam
radius of 12.5 mm, we inject the repump laser through the back of one of the
PBCs so that it is collinear with the trapping beam. This laser is tuned to the
|2S1/2, F = 1〉 → |2P3/2, F ′ = 2〉 transition. Originally, this laser was locked on
resonance using saturated absorption spectroscopy. However, we find it easier to
use the saturated absorption spectrometer [101] to find the right transition, and
lock the laser with a DAVLL. We then optimize the frequency of the repump laser
by simply maximizing the number of trapped atoms in the MOT.
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The vapor-cell MOT is created from a Rb vapor in a 1.4 x 1.4 x 11 in rectan-
gular glass cell that offers large optical access. This cell is pumped with a Varian
Turbo-V 250 `/s vacuum pump roughed by a Varian DS 102 mechanical pump.
Typical vacuum pressure is 10−8 to 10−7 Torr. At the center of the trap a magnetic
field gradient of 20 G/cm is created by supplying 13 A through two 20-turn, 11 cm
diameter coils placed 8 cm apart in an anti-Helmholtz configuration. The MOT
regularly produces ∼108 atoms with temperatures between 0.1-20 mK depending
on the degree to which background magnetic fields are canceled.
To optically confine the cold atom sample, we overlap a laser in the LG`p mode
with the MOT. The LG`p modes have a radial electric field whose magnitude is
proportional to the product of a Gaussian and an associated Laguerre polynomial
L`p(x), which gives the characteristic p+1 radial intensity nodes when ` > 0. For a
planar wave front propagating along the z-axis, the magnitude of the electric field















where P is the laser power and w is the beam waist. The e−ı`φ term in Equation
(B.1) implies that there is a quantized azimuthal phase change of 2π` in the electric
field. This results in an intensity node at the center of the beam and an angular
momentum of `~ per photon. A Gaussian beam occurs when ` = p = 0, whereas
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a donut beam occurs when ` > 0 and p = 0. As ` increases, so does the orbital
angular momentum, and thus so does the effective size of the central node. This
can be seen from Equation (B.1), where the intensity has a functional form of r2`
near r = 0.
Cold atoms can be confined to either the nodes or the antinodes of these beams
by means of the optical dipole force potential, which in the approximation of a two-
level system and in the limit of the detuning being large compared to the natural







where I(r) is the intensity distribution of the laser, Isat is the saturation intensity,
∆ is the detuning (the difference between the laser frequency and the transition
frequency between the two states), and Γ is the linewidth of the excited atomic
state. If the LG`p laser is tuned above resonance (blue detuned, ∆ > 0), then the
atoms will be repelled from regions of high intensity and confined to the nodes of
the LG`p laser mode, whereas if the laser is tuned below resonance (red detuned,
∆ < 0) then the atoms will be attracted to the anti-nodes.
The LG10 laser beam is created using diffractive optics developed in collabora-
tion with the research department of Diffractive Optics Corporation. These optics
are advantageous in that they offer an external cavity method of creating very
pure, higher-order LG`p laser modes. Creating high-order LG
`
p beams with com-
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puter generated holograms has a maximum mode purity of 80% intensity in the p
mode of interest [69]. Our diffractive optics have demonstrated LG`p beam creation
with > 92% of the output beam intensity in the desired mode [62]. We use two
optics to generate the desired LG`p beam, one to control the intensity, and the other
to control the phase.
We spatially filter the 300 mW output of a second MOPA to obtain a more
pure Gaussian beam. (Previously, for the highest mode purity we used a single
mode optical fiber to filter the beam.) The resulting 100 mW output of the spatial
filter is telescoped to a 1/e2 beam radius of 0.5 mm and sent through the two
LG10 optics. We routinely get ' 30 mW of power in a pure LG10 laser mode. The
beam is then expanded by approximately a factor of four to increase the trapping
volume. This results in a radial trap frequency of 30 Hz, at a detuning of 2 GHz.
The beam is directed vertically through the center of the MOT.
A weak probe laser is resonant with the |2S1/2, F = 1〉 → |2P3/2F ′ = 2〉 transi-
tion, and propagates co-linearly with the LG10 beam. The probe beam is shuttered
using a NEOS N23080 Acoustic Optical Modulator, and is used to image the cloud
of atoms onto a Pulnix TM-300NIR CCD camera. Because the intensity of the
LG10 beam saturates our camera, a Uniblitz LS6T2 shutter is placed in the LG
1
0
beam path and a second shutter placed in front of the camera, so the LG10 beam
never enters the camera. First, the LG10 shutter is closed. After 0.1 ms, the camera
shutter is opened, and the probe is flashed 1.9 ms later. The shutter in front of
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the camera does not always fully open for shorter delays.
B.3 Results
The cold atoms absorb the resonant light from the weak probe beam, and there
is a reduction in intensity following Beer’s law: ln(I0/Iout) = σ0n. Here, I0 is
the incident probe intensity, Iout is the probe intensity after passing through the
atomic ensemble, σ0 is the resonant photon scattering cross-section, and n is the
integrated column density. In order to extract the atomic column density, we take
a series of three CCD images. The probe beam is first imaged in the presence of the
trapped atoms, measuring Iout. Then, I0 is measured by imaging the probe absent
any confined atoms. After blocking the probe laser, we expose the CCD chip and
subtract this information (Ibg) from the previous two images. The column density










The array of CCD pixels map out the column density in a plane transverse to the
direction of the probe beam propagation.
We confine 107 87Rb atoms in the central node of an LG10 laser beam detuned
2 GHz to the blue of the |2S1/2, F = 1〉 → |2P3/2〉 resonance frequency. We first
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Figure B.2: (Color online) The size of the atom cloud as a function of expansion
time. The red circles represent the size of the atom cloud when there was no LG10
beam present. The blue squares represent the size of the cloud with an LG10 laser
beam present detuned to the blue of the atomic resonance. With the LG10 laser
present, the size of the cloud remains approximately the same. This implies that
the atoms are indeed confined to the center node of the LG10 laser mode. Without
the LG10 laser beam present, in 4 ms the full cloud cannot be imaged nor a full
1/e2 radius be determined. The line is a fit to the expanding atoms with a fitted
temperature of 20 mK.
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atoms are optically pumped into the |F = 1〉 hyperfine level where they no longer
interact with the MOT beams. The atoms are confined in 2D due to the repulsive
force from the toroidal LG10 beam surrounding the atoms. To detect the atoms we
block the LG10 beam and probe the remaining atoms with the absorption imaging
procedure described above. We vary the delay between blocking the repump and
probing the atoms. If the atoms are confined to the central node of the LG10 beam,
then the size of the atom cloud will not change with longer delays. If there is no
confinement, then the atom cloud will expand at a rate related to its temperature.
The image from the CCD camera is fit to a Gaussian profile from which we
can obtain the 1/e2 radius of the atom cloud. We find the density distribution is
modelled accurately by a Gaussian. Figure B.2 shows the size of the atom cloud
as a function of the delay between when the repump is blocked and the atoms are
observed. The size of the atom cloud with and without the LG10 beam are shown
as blue squares and red circles respectively. When the LG10 beam is superimposed
over the MOT, the size of the atom cloud does not vary significantly as the delay
time increased, indicating that the atoms are indeed confined to the central node of
the LG10 beam. When the LG
1
0 beam is not superimposed over the MOT, the atom
cloud increases at a rate consistent with a temperature of 20 mK. The discrepancy
in the cloud sizes between the two data sets at t = 0 is consistent with run-to-run
variations. It is also possible that the repulsive interactions of the of the blue-
detuned LG10 mode with the atoms at the edge of the MOT distorts the initial
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distribution, making it larger than the MOT without the LG10 beam. The initial
decrease in the optically confined cloud size is due to the loss of those atoms from
the MOT not confined by the LG10 mode.
Figure B.3 (a) shows an absorption image of 104 ultracold atoms trapped in
a toroidal potential formed by a 30 mW LG10 beam tuned 2 GHz to the red of the
|2S1/2, F = 2〉 → |2P3/2〉 transition. To perform this experiment we superimpose
the LG10 beam over the MOT, and image the atoms as described above. In this
case, we do not turn off the MOT, so there are still atoms confined within the
MOT that are not trapped in the LG10 beam. We have subtracted these atoms
from the absorption image to obtain Figure B.3 (a).
The density distribution contained within the LG10 is consistent with a Gaussian
that is offset and rotated around the axis of symmetry. However, there is an
azimuthal asymmetry in the density distribution, from variations in the intensity
of the LG10 laser beam due to misalignment of the diffractive optics [62]. This
asymmetry in the intensity distribution manifests itself in the trap potential which
causes a larger trap depth and more atoms in regions of higher intensity, shown in
Figures B.3-B.5.
To model the system we assume the atoms obey Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics
and the atomic density distribution is given by [102]:
n(r, φ) = n0e
−U(r,φ)/kBT , (B.4)
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Figure B.3: (Color online) (a) 3D CCD image of the number of atoms in the high-
intensity region of our red-detuned LG10 laser mode. In this image the Gaussian
shaped profile of the atoms still confined in the MOT, but not confined in the high-
intensity area has been removed. (b) Fit of Equation (B.7) to the atom distribution
in (a).
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where n0 is the peak density, kB is the Maxwell-Boltzmann constant, T is the
temperature, and U(r, φ) is the confining potential. The confining potential is given
by Equation (B.2), where I(r) = |u10(r)|2 for a pure LG10 mode. Since the intensity
of this mode is azimuthally symmetric, it does not fit our data. Tracing a path
azimuthally around the absorption image, we note an oscillatory behavior in the
atomic density distribution with a frequency of 3 Hz. We add a term to the model
for the potential that oscillates with the same frequency. Our phenomenological
model of the potential becomes:




2/w2 (1 + b sin(3φ+ φ0)) , (B.5)
where b and φ0 are fitting parameters that give the fractional size and loca-
tion of the azimuthal asymmetries in the intensity profile. The parameter a =
~Γ2I0/4Isat∆kBT is also a fitting parameter, where I0 = P/πw2 is the peak inten-
sity of the trapping laser, and P is the power of the trapping laser. To simplify our
model, we approximate the potential as a simple harmonic oscillator. Expanding















(1 + b sin(3φ+ φ0)) +
a
e
(1 + b), (B.6)
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where the last term defines the zero of the potential to be at the minimum. Com-
bining Equation (B.6) with Equation (B.4) gives the density distribution function:




















Equation (B.7) is fit to the data in Figure B.3 (a), using Mathematica™, where
a, b, w, and φ0 are fitting parameters. Figure B.3 (b) shows our best fit of our
model for the density distribution. From the fit, we determine that the laser
intensity varies by 13%. From our known laser power and the fitting results, we
can also conclude that the temperature of the two-dimensionally confined atoms is
13 µK. This temperature is much less than the temperature of the MOT due to the
shallow trap depth of the toroidal confining potential. Only the coldest fraction of
the atoms from the MOT are confined. The measured temperature in the dipole
trap is consistent with the theoretical trap depth of 10 µK calculated using the
known power, detuning, and beam size.
Figure B.4 (a) is a 2D CCD image of the data shown in Figure B.3 (a). Each
cross section for Figures B.4 (b)-(d) is indicated in the CCD image, Figure B.4 (a).
Figures B.4 (b)-(d) show 1D cross sections of this data for fixed azimuthal angle φ.
The blue points in each of the figures represent the absorption data along the cross
section. The red dashed, dot-dashed, and solid lines are the theoretical fits from
the model in Equation (B.7). Figure B.4 (d) shows the largest azimuthal density
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Figure B.4: (Color online) (a) A 2D CCD image of the data shown in B.3 (a).
Each cross sections in (b)-(d) is indicated in the CCD image (a). The dashed
red curve shows the vertical cross section, the dot-dashed red curve shows the
horizontal cross section, and the solid red curve shows the diagonal cross section.
The blue points are the data. For each cross section, φ is fixed and r is varied. (d)
Shows the largest azimuthal density difference.
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difference.
Sixty cross sections of the data in Figure B.3 (a), in which the radial coordinate
r is fixed but 0 ≤ φ ≤ 2π, were taken in 40 µm steps. Figure B.5 (a) is the
same as Figure B.4 (a), where the cross section at the radial antinode is indicated.
Figure B.5 (b) shows an average of seven cross-sections centered at the peak density.
The blue points represent the absorption data along the cross section. The red
line is the theoretical fit from the model in Equation (B.7). The sin 3φ variation
in density is clear in the data, and consistent with effects qualitatively observed
in the intensity distribution of the LG10 laser beam [62]. For cross sections interior
and exterior to the peak density, the sin 3φ azimuthal trend is difficult to resolve
due to the noise in the data including large variations due to interference in the
probe laser from multiple reflections1.
B.4 Conclusion
We successfully demonstrated 2D confinement of atoms from a MOT for both a
blue-detuned LG10 laser mode in which the atoms were confined in the center node
of the laser beam and for a red detuned LG10 laser mode in which the atoms were
confined in the high-intensity ring. Asymmetries in the azimuthal intensity pro-
file of the trapping laser appear as density inhomogeneities. From our model of
the density distribution, we determined that the confining potential fluctuates by




























Figure B.5: (Color online) (a) A 2D CCD image of the data shown in B.3 (a).
The cross section is indicated in the CCD image by the solid red curve. (b) The
blue points are the average of seven cross section separated by 40 µm, centered on
the peak density. For each cross section, r is fixed and 0 ≤ φ ≤ 2π. The red curve
is a fit of the data using Equation B.7, showing the sin 3φ variations in the density.
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13% along the azimuthal direction. We did not make any attempt to optimize
azimuthal symmetry in this study. From previous work [62], these variations can
be eliminated with better alignment through the diffractive optics. However, this
work also indicates that a systematic study of the purposeful misalignment of the
diffractive optics in warranted to create new confinement potentials such as ferris
wheel traps [104].
High purity (symmetric) LG`p modes are important for degenerate gas applica-
tions, gyroscopes, and vortex matter-wave creation, stability, and interferometry.
We have shown that analysis of the atomic distribution is a method to analyze the
symmetry of the LG`p transverse mode in situ for systems where regular analysis
of the full, high-intensity trapping beam is not feasible. Also, purposeful creation
of periodic, azimuthal intensity variations in the LG`p modes may provide multiple
traps for the toroidal geometries, increasing the range of experiments accessible to
LG`p beams made by diffractive optics.
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